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This introductory chapter outlines the background of this dissertation, the research
questions it aims to address, the general structure and a summary of the main arguments
to be developed.

1.1.	A humanities approach to self-management in psychiatry and
psychosomatic illness
The current dissertation is part of an NWO-funded research project (no. 360-20-360)
called Management of the Self: A humanities approach to self-management in psychiatry and
psychosomatic illness.
Starting point of this project is the acknowledgement that there is an increasing call for
self-management in both regular and mental health care practice, policy and research.
Such self-management requires that patients are seen as ‘expert-clients’, who share
responsibilities with clinicians and care-takers, and who are actively involved in the
management of their own care. The supposed advantage of this novel approach is that it
leads to a more cost-effective health-care and provides patients with a sense of efficacy.
However, although it is relatively straightforward what self-management might entail in
general health care (e.g. the patient herself measuring her blood values or changin RE:
Proefschrift laten ontwerpen
g her diet such as to facilitate particular parts of her treatment), it is not always clear
what self-management for psychiatric patients entails.
This project argues that self-management in mental health care can only be truly
realized when it is acknowledged that ‘the self ’ itself is a core problem in psychiatric
and psychosomatic conditions. Thus the project conceptualizes self-management as
management of the self - as opposed to, or in addition to, management by the self (see
e.g. Van Geelen 2014; Franssen & Van Geelen 2017; Van Geelen & Franssen 2017).
To flesh out this novel conceptualization the project draws on theories of the self from
various disciplines in the humanities (such as philosophy, phenomenology, ethics and
narratology) and tries to establish a productive dialogue between these disciplines and
psychiatry and psychosomatics.

1.2.

The subproject that is presented in this dissertation

Within this overarching project on self-management, the current dissertation is the
result of one of four subprojects. This specific subproject was tasked with investigating
various modes of self-experience and self-understanding in a psychiatric context. Thus,
15
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the current dissertation tries to elucidate what self-management as management of the
self might amount to. What does managing oneself entail, in a psychiatric context? What
does a psychiatric patient have to do when she is supposed to self-manage?
They key claim that I will defend in this dissertation is that self-management in psychiatry
consists, amongst other things such as symptom management, of reducing or resolving
self-ambiguity. Let me briefly summarize what this claim entails – something that I will
expand on throughout this dissertation.
The phenomenon of self-ambiguity consists of a degree of uncertainty about who
one is. This can occur on two ‘levels’, resulting in two types of self-ambiguity. On the
experiential-phenomenological level, one might ‘not feel like oneself ’ or have experiences
of alienation or inauthenticity. This type of self-ambiguity is characterized by a lack of
reflection: during one’s unreflective daily life, one has a feeling of self-ambiguity, an
experience of not (authentically) being oneself.
On a reflective-conceptual level, one might have difficulty understanding how ‘who
one is’, or one’s self, relates to something else (such as a psychiatric diagnosis). This type
of self-ambiguity is characterized by reflection: the individual has stopped their daily
routine and is instead wondering, in a more conscious fashion, whether to e.g. identify
with something or not, how to identify with something, or more generally how to make
sense of whatever it is that needs to be made sense of.
Note that one of the main issues to be addressed in this dissertation is how these two
types of self-ambiguity, on the level of unreflective experience and reflective deliberation,
relate to each other. That is, I will show that experiences of self-ambiguity feed into our
reflective deliberation about who we are, and that such deliberation subsequently affects
our experiences, creating a dynamic and recursive interplay between these two levels.
Self-ambiguities are not limited to a psychiatric context: people might not feel like
themselves or have trouble understanding themselves following life-events such as
becoming a parent, losing a loved one, going through a career switch or a divorce.1
However, self-ambiguities are more common in psychiatric contexts. Not only because
receiving a mental health diagnosis can itself be seen as a life-event, but also because the
domain of psychiatry is filled with complex, uncertain and even vague ‘things’ that one
has to make sense of. That is, there are many concepts or things that one has to relate
to, which are at best ambiguous and for which there are no pre-existing narratives that
1
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According to a recent TV commercial for candy bars, one might even not feel like oneself when hungry.

one can easily endorse. Let me illustrate such self-ambiguities in a psychiatric or clinical
context with some patient quotes and descriptions.2
The most central self-ambiguity in psychiatry appears to be what psychiatrist John
Sadler has called self-illness ambiguity, where one has to distinguish one’s self or who
one is from the mental illness itself (Sadler 2007).
To illustrate, consider the 25-year old bipolar disorder patient that Miklowitz (2002,
p.61) reports on, who states that:
I feel like everything I do is now somehow connected to my being sick. If I’m
happy, it’s because I’m manic; if I’m sad, it’s because I’m depressed. I don’t want
to think that every time I have an emotion, every time I get angry at somebody,
it’s because I’m ill. Some of my feelings are justified. People say I’m a different
person every day, but that’s me! I’ve never been a stable person.
Ruth Henry, who suffered from psychotic depression for several decades, wonders:
I think I was born with the tendency to think pessimistically and be overly sensitive
and anxious. At what point did my temperament metamorphose into symptoms
of a disease? Are they distinct, or are they one and the same? (Henry 2000)
Sociologist David Karp, who studied self-help groups for affective disorders where
patients talk to each other about their struggles, observed that:
It was quite common to hear people [at such self-help groups] talk about the fact
that when they were overly aggressive, acting out, irritable, and so on, ‘it was the
illness talking,’ not them. One woman whose husband was a manic depressive
said that sometimes ‘it is unclear whether the illness is talking or whether [he] is
talking.’ In a different meeting, a woman, who described a history of beginning
to take college courses only to drop out, offered the following analysis of her
behavior: ‘I would always start courses and then drop out. I used to think I was
easily bored. Now I don’t blame myself or the class. It’s not me or the class, it’s
the illness.’ Yet another woman who was undecided about returning to work as
a preschool teacher wondered out loud: ‘Do I not want to go back to it, or is it
because of the illness that I don’t want to return?’. [Another participant added:]
’I’m trying to discover my basic personality aside from the disease. That’s why
2	The present dissertation focuses on the psychiatric or mental health care context. But self-ambiguities can also occur in somatic
and chronic illness contexts more generally (Toombs 1992; Charmaz 2002), and with regard to amputation and transplantation
(Svenaeus 2012) or traumatic brain injury (Thomas, Levack & Taylor 2014).
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I’m at these meetings, to discover which is which.’ (Karp 1992, p.105)
What these quotes illustrate is that in the context of a mental illness, people have to
relate their diagnosis to ‘who they are’, their selves.3 This is a difficult task in itself, but
becomes even more complex because of other, closely related self-ambiguities that arise
in psychiatric contexts.
For instance, it is generally acknowledged that brain functioning plays an important role
in mental disorders, but it remains unclear how our selves or who we are relates to our
brains. One extreme answer to this is to say that we are our brains (Swaab 2014). Most
people however try to find a balance in attributing a special status to our brain but not
reducing ourselves to it. To illustrate, children who are diagnosed with ADHD, and
who are aware that their brain functioning plays a role in their symptomatic behavior,
struggle with clarifying whether they are in charge or their brain, and whether they can
overrule their brain’s ‘decision’ or whether ‘it’ overrules theirs (cf. Singh 2013).
In addition to self-ambiguities that pertain to factors that have contributed to the
symptoms of a mental disorder (such as genetics, brain functioning, stress, upbringing),
psychiatric patients might also have to deal with self-ambiguities that arise due to the
treatment of their condition. That is, patients might report not feeling like themselves,
or have trouble determining whether their feelings, thoughts or behavior are part of
who they are or ought to be ascribed to the medication (Kramer 1993; Karp 2006),
psychotherapy (Svenaeus 2009) or deep brain stimulation (De Haan et al. 2015; Dings
& De Bruin 2016) that they receive as treatment.
Reducing such self-ambiguities is important for various clinical-therapeutic and
existential-moral reasons. Most importantly, I believe, is that being able to reconceptualize one’s self, to define who one is in the context of a mental health condition,
is a core component of recovery (cf. Schrank & Slade 2007). That is, clear and nonambiguous self-experience and self-understanding is crucial for attaining a sense of
authenticity (Erler & Hope 2015).

3
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I n Chapter 2 I will further elaborate on what I mean by ‘selves’, and argue in favor of a view on selfhood as being ‘multidimensional
yet coherent’.

1.3.

Main research questions to be addressed in this dissertation

The main, overarching research question that this dissertation targets is:
What does self-management in psychiatry, as management of the self, consist of?
Given the proposed answer to this question (i.e. that self-management in psychiatry and
psychosomatic illness consists of reducing self-ambiguities), the dissertation will set out
to answer the following (sub)questions:
1. H
 ow to understand or conceptualize self-ambiguity? More specifically, (a)
how to situate it in existing (philosophical) research and (b) how to grasp the
relevant phenomenology?
2. How to reduce or resolve self-ambiguities? That is, how to ‘manage oneself ’?
3. W
 hat particular conceptual, contextual and epistemological obstacles might
arise for resolving self-ambiguities in a psychiatric context?

1.4.	Setup of the dissertation and preliminary answers to the
research questions
1.4.1 Three ways to read the dissertation
Before outlining the dissertation as a whole, I should start with an important disclaimer:
there are several ways to read this dissertation, given that a substantial part of it (Chapters
3 through 7) consist of articles that have either been published or are in the process of
becoming published. Consequently, there are three perspectives from which one can
read this dissertation.
i. F
 rom the perspective of self-management in psychiatry and psychosomatic
illness. This is of course the overarching narrative of the dissertation, but
it should be noted that not all of the chapters explicitly talk about selfmanagement. What is important with regard to this perspective is that this
dissertation aims to offer a philosophical contribution to psychiatry: I intend
to provide conceptual, epistemological and phenomenological insights that
might serve as heuristics for patients and clinicians in dealing with selfambiguities. Thus, the emphasis is on clarifying these insights, rather than
their empirical validation or clinical implementation (which goes beyond the
scope of this dissertation).
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ii. F
 rom the perspective of the individual articles. As said, chapters 3 through 7
are based on articles that target existing discussions in philosophy, psychology
and psychiatry. Hence these chapters can be read independently from the rest
of the dissertation.
iii. From the perspective of self-coherence and self-ambiguity. These are two
‘problems’ that I discuss in Section I. Taken together, these problems provide
a framework that enables the reader to see the common thread that runs
among subsequent chapters. To see how this third perspective differs from the
first perspective, it should be noted that the issues of self-ambiguity and selfcoherence are not on the same as the issue of self-management in psychiatry:
one can be interested in self-ambiguity and self-coherence without being
interested in psychiatry.
1.4.2. Setup of the dissertation
The dissertation consists of three sections. Each section begins with a brief introduction
that sketches the issue at stake in that section and how the chapters within that section
relate both to the dissertation as a whole (i.e. the theme of self-management) as well as
to the other chapters in that section.
To provide an overall picture, I will now summarize each section and the chapters
therein, and also say something about how the three sections relate to each other.
1.4.2.1. Section I
Section I consists of chapters 2 and 3, and is primarily concerned with providing a
framework for understanding self-ambiguity (research question 1a). This will be achieved
by situating it in existing (philosophical) research.
In Chapter 2 I will start by elucidating the ‘self ’ at stake in psychiatric self-management.
I will review existing theoretical positions and argue that these tend to take a somewhat
reductionist approach where researchers only focus on a part of selfhood, such as
embodiment, psychological attitudes or narrativity. Instead, I will argue in favor of the
concept of selves as being ‘multidimensional yet coherent’. Multidimensionality here
entails that selves do not consist of either embodiment or narrativity or psychological
attitudes – they consist of all of those (and more) aspects. However, this conceptualization
comes with its own problem, namely to account for how multidimensional selves can
be coherent. That is, how various self-aspects interrelate and mutually affect each other.
In Chapter 3 I will turn to the philosophical debate on ‘internality and externality’.
Roughly speaking, this debate is concerned with elucidating how some desires or actions
can be experienced as ‘ours’ (i.e. internal) whereas others are not (i.e. external). I will
review the most influential view on internality and externality, namely the one put
20

forward by Harry Frankfurt. I will show that Frankfurt’s account has some shortcomings
which are in part due to the fact that he also adopts a reductionist view on selves.
Specifically, he overemphasizes the reflective agency of individuals. Keeping in mind
the concept of multidimensional yet coherent selfhood that I argued for in Chapter 2,
I suggest that the Frankfurtian picture of ‘internality and externality’ is in need of some
revisions. On the one hand, these revisions bring into focus the phenomenon of selfambiguity, which Frankfurtian approaches seem to have overlooked (research question
1a). On the other hand, they provide a framework and a research agenda regarding the
phenomenology of self-ambiguity (research question 1b) and how to reduce or resolve
self-ambiguity (research question 2).
In brief then, Section I provides us with a basic conceptual landscape wherein we can
situate and understand self-ambiguity. Chapter 2 ends with the problem of how to
account for self-coherence in multidimensional selves, and Chapter 3 ends with the
question of how to understand the phenomenology of self-ambiguity and the possible
mechanisms by which one might resolve such self-ambiguity.
1.4.2.2. Section II
Section II addresses these topics and can therefore be seen as an elucidation or answer to
the problems or questions raised in Section I. Section II consists of chapters 4, 5 and 6.
Chapters 4 and 5 are both concerned with elucidating the phenomenology of selfambiguity, as well as with revealing the possible mechanisms that underlie acts of
resolving self-ambiguity. They also shed light on the problem of self-coherence that was
described in Chapter 2. Specifically, Chapters 4 and 5 try to illustrate how bodily selfaspects (i.e. the embodied self ) interact with narrative self-aspects (i.e. the narrative self ).
Chapter 4 takes as its point of departure the bodily self and how it is always unreflectively
engaged with the material environment by interacting with so called affordances (i.e.
possibilities for action offered by the environment, such as a chair that ‘affords’ sitting
on). It is argued that one’s narrative concerns affect how we experience and interact
with such affordances. Chapter 5 starts from the perspective of narrative identity. It is
argued that instead of being merely a reflective endeavor, narrative self-understanding
is best understood as a dynamic interplay of moments of reflective deliberation and the
unreflective bodily engagement with the affordances in our environment.
Where Chapters 4 and 5 focused on the material environment and the role it plays in
self-understanding, Chapter 6 shifts the emphasis to the social environment, and in
particular to the role of technology therein. So where Chapters 4 and 5 highlighted
that we alter our material environment such as to fit our narrative concerns, Chapter
6 makes a similar claim with respect to our social and specifically digital environment.
21
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Importantly, the chapter focuses on self-deception, which is understood here as a skewed
or biased form of self-understanding. The claim I defend is that acts of self-deception do
not occur solely within somebody’s mind (as many researchers on self-deception seem
to have assumed) but are best understood as being distributed across the social context
of the self-deceiver.
Section II, in sum, has clarified how different self-aspects (including embodiment,
extended objects and technology, social contexts, narrativity) cohere, but also sheds
light on the mechanisms that underlie our self-understanding. By elucidating these
mechanisms, they contribute to our understanding of how people may reduce or resolve
self-ambiguity (research question 2), that is, by showing what self-management entails.
1.4.2.3. Section III
Regarding the overall structure, Section I has provided us with insights on how to
understand self-ambiguity (both how to conceptualize it and how to understand its
phenomenology). Section II has shed light on the possible mechanisms on how to resolve
self-ambiguity. In section III I apply these insights to the context of psychiatry and
psychiatric self-management, thereby addressing the particular obstacles for resolving
self-ambiguity in a psychiatric context (research question 3).
Section III consists of chapters 7 and 8. In Chapter 7 I address the phenomenon of selfillness ambiguity. I outline and discuss various conceptual, contextual and epistemological
complications that arise when people need to resolve self-illness ambiguity specifically.
In Chapter 8 I discuss patients who do not ‘feel like themselves’ after being treated with
Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS). I review the existing philosophical debate on how to
understand such cases, and argue that an understanding of such self-DBS ambiguity can
benefit from the framework developed in Sections I and II.
I end in Chapter 9 by offering a summary of the key points of this dissertation, a brief
sketch on how they relate to other literature on psychiatric self-management, and an
exploration of some possibly fruitful avenues for future research.
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Two elusive phenomena:
self-coherence and self-ambiguity

Section I

Section I

To understand the content of this first Section, it can be helpful to keep in mind what
this dissertation is working towards. Roughly put, Section I will zoom in on a set of
problems, which Section II tries to find a solution for, which in Section III will be applied
to the context of self-management in psychiatry. The two problems that I outline in this
section are the problems of self-coherence and of self-ambiguity.
In Chapter 2 we look at the ‘self ’ at stake in psychiatric self-management. I argue that
we need to conceptualize selves in this context as being multidimensional yet coherent.
That is, selves consist of various self-aspects, but the problem that then arises is how
these self-aspects interrelate and might mutually affect each other. This is the problem
of self-coherence.
After finding the right conceptualization of selfhood in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 zooms in
on how we might (unreflectively) experience our-selves and how we might (reflectively)
understand our-selves. I show that both on an experiential as well as on a reflective
level, there might be uncertainty or vagueness regarding our-selves. This brings us to
the problem of self-ambiguity. Particularly, this problem consist of the need to clarify
what such self-ambiguity amounts to on a phenomenological level, and to have a
more elaborate picture of the possible mechanisms that underlie attempts to resolve
self-ambiguity. Crucially, solving these problems will require us to construe selves as
being multidimensional yet coherent, hence the problems of self-coherence and selfambiguity are intertwined: in order to gain a thorough grasp of the phenomenon of selfambiguity (and an indication as to how one might resolve it) we need to acknowledge
the multidimensionality of selves but also have a proper understanding of how these
various dimensions of the self interrelate.
In sum, Section I will further flesh out these problems of self-coherence and selfambiguity, and in Section II we will work towards a solution for these problems, which
we will apply to the context of psychiatric self-management in Section III.

2
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Given that the main topic of this dissertation is self-management as management of the
self, the current chapter starts by elucidating the notion of selfhood. I will first introduce
philosophical approaches to selfhood and argue that, in the context of psychiatry and
self-management, we require a particular conception of selfhood, namely the self as
multidimensional yet coherent. After elaborating on this notion I will acknowledge that
this particular conception is in need of further refinement. I will indicate how the
current dissertation aims to contribute to that refinement, and situate its proposal in
existing literature on selfhood.

2.1.

Selfhood in philosophy and psychiatry

If one sets about investigating selfhood then a bleak conclusion will quickly arise: it is
very hard to find an issue within research on selfhood that is completely uncontroversial
or is agreed upon by everyone. Selves are massively complex and elusive, and the
enormous heap of research devoted to studying selves is filled with contradictory
accounts, disagreements and methodological quarrels. How then to say anything of
value about selves?
There are several routes that researchers have taken in order to deal with this problematic
state of affairs.
For instance, there are those who believe it might be better to stop talking about (or
investigating) ‘selves’ altogether. The philosopher Eric Olson writes that there is no
agreed upon use of ‘self ’, no characteristic features or even paradigm cases that are agreed
upon and that most of the discussions that are supposedly about selves are actually about
other things. And because there is no ‘problem of the self ’, we should stop talking about
‘selves’ altogether (Olson 1998). Psychologist Michael Katzko shares this sentiment and
notes that “the term ‘self ’ is used by too many different theorists in too many different
ways” (Katzko 2003, p.84) and that it therefore “has no place in psychological theory”
(ibid., p.110). Coming from a more optimistic angle, prominent researchers such as
Leary (2004) have plead to reduce vagueness and ambiguity by adopting, as a research
field, a particular conceptualization of selfhood. Unfortunately such pleas have not had
the desired effect.
Another common route is to take what I want to call the ‘subselves-approach’. On this
approach, researchers might, in order to demarcate their object of investigation and to
reduce vagueness and complexity, artificially isolate a particular self-aspect or part of
the self. That is, they might investigate, say, embodiment, emotions, or how the brain
processes self-relevant information, and subsequently refer to their object of investigation
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as e.g. ‘the bodily self ’ or ‘the emotional self ’. The success of the subself approach is
illustrated by the plethora of subselves that exist in scientific research. Strawson (1999)
compiled the following list of subselves:
[T]he cognitive self, the conceptual self, the contextualized self, the core self, the
dialogic self, the ecological self, the embodied self, the emergent self, the empirical
self, the existential self, the extended self, the fictional self, the full-grown self, the
interpersonal self, the material self, the narrative self, the philosophical self, the
physical self, the private self, the representational self, the rock bottom essential
self, the semiotic self, the social self, the transparent self, and the verbal self (cf.
e.g., James, 1890; Stern, 1985; Dennett, 1991; Gibson, 1993; Neisser, 1994;
Cole, 1997; Butterworth, 1998; Gazzaniga, 1998; Legerstee, 1998; Gallagher
and Marcel, 1999; Pickering, 1999; Sheets-Johnstone, 1999. For more recent
overviews of research on selves that similarly illustrates the subself approach see
Gallagher 2011 and Leary & Tangney 2012)
Although both of the routes has its merits, or can be relevant in particular fields,4 it is
important to see that in the current context these routes are insufficient. That is, when
dealing with the context of psychiatric illness, of patients who need to self-manage, none
of the mentioned routes seems suitable or sufficient.
Firstly, we cannot simply stop talking about ‘selves’, because it is precisely selfhood
that forms the core of the problem in certain psychiatric issues. As we have seen in
the introduction, for many psychiatric patients, “managing the self ” is crucial for
dealing with their mental illness. Nor can we say that selves are in some way illusory even if the self is in fact illusory from a scientific perspective, the patient’s experience
of, understanding of, or difficulty with this illusion is still something that needs to
be addressed, investigated and preferably treated. Indeed illusions may still have real
effects.5 Furthermore, an overemphasis on one particular self-aspect (or more specifically
a dismissal of other self-aspects) does not do justice to the patient as a whole. This
is important because what is treated in psychiatry is not a brain or an illness, but a
person (Livesley 2006; Sadler 2007; Tekin 2017; Glas 2019). That is, an individual with
certain feelings, cognitions, values, social roles, someone who is embodied and holds
certain hopes and dreams, who sees herself in a particular way – and might change
how she sees herself a few months later. Reducing the person to e.g. her serotonin levels
or her stressful job misses the fact that these are strongly intertwined. In addition to
being problematic from a moral perspective, the subself approach does not do justice
4
5
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For instance, Christoff et al. (2011) explicitly specify the self for cognitive science.
In this dissertation I will not be concerned with the metaphysics or ontology of selfhood. Rather I am concerned with how
psychiatric patients in particular experience and understand them-selves, regardless of the ontological status of such selves.

to the experience of the person: that is, people do not experience themselves as merely
bodily, or as merely social. Rather, one experiences oneself as precisely the interrelated
configuration of various self-aspects. Finally, the subself approach does not do justice
to the clinical practice of intervention. The idea that various self-aspects can be isolated
from one another (i.e. ‘reductionism of selfhood’) typically goes hand-in-hand with the
idea that the mental illness itself can be isolated (i.e. ‘reductionism of illness’). Such a
reductionist approach does not acknowledge the interconnectedness of symptoms and
context, and may thereby overlook treatment options. That is, reducing the individual
to her brain and targeting the brain in treatment overlooks the fact that the individual
is, in addition to having a brain, also a social being and that social forms of treatment
may similarly affect neurotransmitter levels6 (see De Haan 2019 for a more substantial
critique of such forms of reductionism in psychiatry).
The uptake from this is that we need a broad or non-reductionist view on selfhood, for
psychiatry in general, but especially for those contexts where the person qua person is the
focus, such as in the case of self-management (for similar views, see Sadler 2007; Tekin
2017; Hutto & Gallagher 2017; Sattel & Henningsen 2017; Lysaker & Lysaker 2017;
Fuchs & Röhricht 2017; Van Geelen & Franssen 2017; Glas 2017).
Before elaborating on the idea of ‘broad selves’; it need not surprise us that the
aforementioned routes to selfhood are insufficient for present purposes. Routes such
as the subself approach were developed on the basis of what one might call ‘research
concerns’: a scientist wants to demarcate her topic of investigation, reduce vagueness
and possibly distorting variables, and to do so she might focus on a particular subself, or
choose to not talk about selves altogether. But in psychiatry, there are also therapeutic
and moral concerns at stake. And these might have an opposite effect: we want to do
justice to the person as a whole. We want to do justice to the patient’s experiences
(even if they are, in fact, illusory). We want to take seriously complaints involving
selfhood, even if we do not (yet) have the conceptual apparatus for understanding those
complaints. In other words, whereas the scientist tries to uncover general patterns, and
via abstraction de-emphasizes individual and contextual factors, the psychiatrist has to
reverse the process and incorporate the individual and its context (Glas 2019).

6

 is point may be particularly relevant in the context of self-management, where successful self-management appears to hinge on
Th
an interplay between direct or ‘controlling’ strategies (such as altering one’s neurotransmitter levels via medication) and indirect or
‘facilitating’ strategies (such as attending self-help groups). See Strijbos & Slors (in preparation) for more on these different strategies.
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2.2.

Multidimensional yet coherent selves

The ‘self ’ that we need when we want to investigate selfhood in the context of psychiatric
illness, is what I want to call a “multidimensional yet coherent whole”. Let me elaborate
on what I mean with multidimensional and by coherent whole.
hatever a self ‘is’, it involves multiple dimensions. This is the same as saying that it
consists of a variety of self-aspects. But selves being multidimensional is different than
them being what Hardcastle & Flanagan (1999) call ‘multiplex’. Saying that selves are
multidimensional entails that they are not either bodily or social or cognitive or narrative
– rather it entails that selves are all of these things. Saying that a self is multiplex, in
contrast, entails that there might be a variety within those self-aspects. For instance,
an individual may hold various narratives, may adopt different social roles, or may
endorse a diverse set of values. So claiming that selves are multidimensional entails that
they consist of X, Y and Z, whereas claiming that they are multiplex entails that they
consist of X1, X2 and X3.7 Note that multidimensionality and multiplexity do not
exclude each other: it is perfectly possible, and I would say likely, that selves are both
multidimensional and multiplex. Yet the current dissertation focuses on the issues that
arise from selves being multidimensional.
It should be noted that this claim of selves being multidimensional is not overly
exceptional or controversial. Even though many researchers take the subselves route, and
thus focus on just one self-aspect or dimension of the self, there have also been many
theorists in both philosophy and psychology that embrace the complexity of selves and
emphasize its multidimensionality (cf. James 1890; Elster 1987; Stern 1985; Neisser
1988; Hermans & Kempen 1993; Flanagan 1996; Harré 1997; Damasio 1999; Klein &
Gangi 2010; McConnell 2011; Gallagher 2013; Johnson 2013; McAdams 2013; Tekin
2017; Newen 2018).8
However, a problem for all of these views on multidimensional selfhood is that they
need to account for the interrelation of the various dimensions. This brings us to the
problem of selves as multidimensional yet coherent wholes. This entails that selves
typically have some sort of structure as the result of the interrelation of dimensions. The
various dimensions exist in a particular configuration; each dimension relates to one or
7
8
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I n addition, one might claim that selves are, as Hardcastle & Flanagan’s (1999) label it, ‘multiple’. This entails that one individual
(typically within one body) consists of various selves, as in Self A(Xa, Ya, Za) and Self B (Xb, Yb, Zb). This is what is thought to
occur in multiple personality disorders, or dissociative disorders, but is highly controversial.
In all fairness, most researchers who adopt a ‘subselves’ approach do acknowledge that selves are multidimensional but that they
chose to treat selves ‘as if ’ they are not - for pragmatic reasons. See for instance Zahavi (2014, p.50) who wants to investigate
experiential or minimal selfhood, but acknowledges that “this notion (…) must be supplemented with ‘thicker’ notions that do
justice to other important aspects of self ”. Nevertheless there are those that prefer a subself approach and contend that ‘selves’ as
overarching concepts are not of any use in science (see e.g. Kurzban & Aktipis 2007).

more of the other dimensions in certain ways. To illustrate: our social lives affect our
psychological states which affect our bodily feelings which affect our behavior which in
turn again affects our social lives. Because many if not all of the dimensions of selfhood
interrelate, there is a resulting self that is to some extent coherent. Now of course this is
no strict coherence, and in particular in a psychiatric context such coherence might be
lacking in certain respects, but the central idea is that self-aspects interrelate and cohere
into a certain configuration, network or pattern. The problem however, is that it is not
clear how those self-aspects interrelate and cohere (note that it is precisely this complex
issue that the subselves approach tried to avoid).
It is difficult to conceive of a conceptual framework that is able to integrate such radically
different self-aspects. Few theories are able to accommodate, say, both experiential
selfhood and social selfhood, or both narrativity and embodiment. There have been
some attempts to get a grip on the problem of self-coherence (see for instance Kircher
& David 2003; Northoff et al. 2006; Klein & Gangi 2010; McConnell 2011; Thagard
2014; Thagard & Wood 2015). Indeed these researchers aim to, some more explicitly
than others, account for the interrelation and coherence of self-aspects.
Importantly however, the subself approach might be on the lure. That is, some theorists
try to account for the interrelation and coherence of self-aspects by introducing a
hierarchical structure into the multidimensionality, such that some dimensions are
more fundamental than others. This may quickly turn into a subself approach where
one particular self-aspect is considered central and all of the other self-aspects can be
understood in a reductionistic fashion by investigating the central one. To illustrate
this tendency, let’s look at one recent proposal for multidimensional selfhood, and one
recent attempt to account for self-coherency in a more or less reductionist framework.

2.3.

Pattern theory of self, self-coherence and contextualization

An excellent example of a recent multidimensional view on selfhood, is Shaun
Gallagher’s pattern theory of self.9 In his proposal, Gallagher (2013) provides a tentative
9

I n this dissertation I use Gallagher’s (2013) pattern theory of self as a guiding theory, using it to think about selves in the context
of psychiatry but not being committed to the theory as a whole. Indeed there are still many problems with it – it is still a work in
progress, as Gallagher himself admits as well. I nevertheless use it because it seems like the closest we’ve come to having a theory of
multidimensional yet coherent wholes. In addition to embracing the multidimensional complexity of selves and emphasizing the
dynamic and contextualized nature of selfhood, the pattern theory also has a large degree of flexibility (it is not committed to any
particular self-aspects but may add or remove self-aspects if required) and makes few metaphysical commitments. Regarding this
latter point, Gallagher notes that
		we should not think of such [self-]aspects as aspects of ‘the self ’, as if they are simply modifying something that has its own
independent existence. Rather, I propose that we think of these aspects as organized in certain patterns, and that a particular
variation of such a pattern constitutes what we call a self (Gallagher 2013).
	I’ve added the last italics at the end of the quote. Although it is not clear whether Gallagher just means this in a colloquial sense, I
believe that a pattern theory of selves, according to which a particular configuration of self-aspects is what we call a self, actually fits
the flexibility that characterizes many lay understandings of selfhood. In the context of mental disorder and laypeople and patients
talking about selves, this is an important benefit of this theory. I come back to this latter point in Chapter 9.
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list of contributories that typically make up a self, which includes minimal embodied
aspects, minimal experiential aspects, affective, intersubjective, psychological, narrative,
extended and situated aspects. According to Gallagher, what we call selves consists of “a
complex and sufficient pattern” of these contributories, “none of which on their own is
necessary or essential to any particular self ” (Gallagher 2013, p. 3). Drawing on pattern
theories in emotion-research, Gallagher argues that “a certain pattern of characteristic
features constitutes an individual self ” and that these self-patterns “emerge from dynamic
interactions of constituent aspects” (ibid.).10
As highlighted above, the issue of self-coherence quickly emerges for this multidimensional
approach to selfhood. In this respect, Gallagher (2013, p.5) notes that a pattern theory
“helps us to see that the various aspects of self may be related in important ways”.
However, aside from indicating this possibility, Gallagher does not provide a full-fledged
theory of exactly how self-aspects are interrelated (but see Gallagher & Daly 2018).
Consequently, the problem of self-coherence is raised in response to Gallagher’s (2013)
proposal. For example by Kyselo (2014, 1), who states that she agrees with Gallagher’s
“pledge for pluralism” but adds that “once the diversity of self related phenomena is
acknowledged, we also need to understand how the elements of a collection of relevant
self features interrelate. A pattern approach to the self acknowledges diversity but lacks
integration, offering no account of the individual as explanatory whole”. Similarly, Beni
(2016) notes that Gallagher “doesn’t develop a full theory about how the various elements
of the pattern of self are connected” and that “more work is needed to show exactly how
the theory makes meaningful relation between the aspects of the self ” (p.3731).11
One influential account of self-coherence was put forward by Northoff et al. (2006). They
argue that despite a wide variety of theories that each highlight a particular dimension of
selves (e.g. emotional, spatial or social self-aspects, i.e. the subself approach), it remains
unclear “what unites these distinct concepts of self[-aspects] allowing us to speak of a self
in all cases” (ibid., p.441). To find an answer to this question they resort to neuroimaging
studies, and in their meta-analysis of these studies, they suggest that it is self-referential
processing in the brain which forms the common core (i.e. the unifying feature) of
different self-aspects.
So could self-referential processing in the brain be the solution to the problem of selfcoherence? Gallagher (2013) provides an elaborate discussion of Northoff et al. (2006)’s
10

11
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Interestingly, a ‘pattern’ or ‘network’ approach to selfhood seems to be somewhat of a trend. Coming from psychology, Johnson
(2013) makes a similar proposal as Gallagher, only he talks about ‘forms’ instead of patterns. He similarly has the aim of doing justice
to the ‘whole human’. Philosopher Albert Newen has also put forward a pattern approach to selfhood (Newen 2018). It goes beyond
the scope of this dissertation to compare Gallagher’s proposal to other, related views of selfhood in terms of patterns.
De Haan et al. (2017) put forward a similar criticism, focusing on Dings & De Bruin’s (2016) application of Gallagher’s pattern
theory to deep brain stimulation-induced alterations to experience and selfhood. I will return to this criticism in Chapter 8.

proposal. He notes that their meta-analysis requires a multidimensional approach to
selves, as the used data involves many different domains of the self, including memory,
spatial awareness, facial recognition and the social domain. Importantly though,
Gallagher adds a proviso by saying that “the patterns at stake in a pattern theory of self
are not reducible to brain patterns, or patterns of brain activation. This is the case not
only for extended and situated aspects, but also for aspects that relate to one’s body,
emotional and intersubjective life, cognitive and narrative dimensions, and so forth.
(…) who we are, or what self is, is more than the brain” (2013, p.6, emphasis added).12
In this regard it is worthwhile to say a bit more on Gallagher’s position on neuroscience
and selfhood. In Gallagher (2016) he observes that, based on review articles of
neuroscientific work on selfhood, there is little consensus in this field: “While Gillihan
and Farah (2005) seem to suggest that the self is everywhere in the brain, Legrand
and Ruby (2009) suggest that it is nowhere in the brain” (Gallagher 2016, p.125). He
follows neuroscientist Joseph Ledoux in explaining this state of affairs by pointing out
that conceptual frameworks on selfhood are typically not compatible with frameworks
of brain function. Solving this problem would require us to revise our conceptual
frameworks of selfhood, as a more accurate conceptualization of selfhood might enable
a better understanding of how this relates to brain function. In Gallagher’s words, “once
we have mapped out the pattern of factors that constitute the self, the neuroscience can
be more precise” (ibid., p.127). But there is an important caveat. Even though Gallagher
acknowledges that all of the self-aspects that he identified in his multidimensional pattern
theory of self are likely to be connected to brain activity, it is not the case that they can
be reduced to this brain functioning. He points out that some bodily, social and extended
self-aspects involve more than merely the brain – they involve an entire brain-bodyenvironment system. And even though we may find that there are networks in the brain
correlated with a particular aspect of that system, such as the neural activation of the insula
subtending the sense of agency, this is not the same as saying that we can fully comprehend
the sense of agency by simply investigating the neural activation of the insula. Indeed the
sense of agency is often modulated by factors outside of the brain, including psychological,
social and environmental factors (cf. Gallagher 2012). Thus, a pattern theory of self should
acknowledge and integrate neuroscientific findings and integrate ‘brain patterns’ (see e.g.
Gallagher 2018; Gallagher & Daly 2018) but should also be aware of the fact that this
brain always operates in a certain context, and that isolating the brain from the context
results in an artificial and incomplete understanding of selfhood.

12

 nother issue that is relevant for present purposes is that Northoff et al.’s solution does not do justice to the first-person point of
A
view. So it may be suited for studying selves, but not for studying (patients’) self-experience. They note that “in a meta-analysis such
as ours, we are unable to specify the extent to which each study included used self-reference more from a deep first-person emotional
perspectives rather than perhaps a more third-person ‘theatrical’ perspectives”. And add that “Clearly, more work needs to be done
on such subtle issues”. (Northoff et al. 2006, p.453).
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This brings us to the issue of contextualization or context-dependency of selves.
Contextualization here means taking into account the particular situation (both
narrowly and broadly construed) that an individual is in. That is, to take into account
the entire system of factors that play a role in determining who one is, one’s self. This goes
beyond the boundary of the brain, and even beyond the boundary of the body. As we
will see in the remainder of this dissertation, I will use contextualization as an important
means for accounting for and understanding self-coherence. Specifically, I will show
that through one’s embeddedness in and embodied engagement with one’s social and
material environment, as well as the reflection on this engagement, we can get a grasp on
how various self-aspects affect one another. The coherence of multidimensional selves is
modulated by the interaction of self-aspects with the social and material context, as well
as the reflective stance we take towards that interaction.
This turn towards contextualization should come as no surprise. In psychology, various
long-lasting debates on personhood and relational selfhood have been resolved by taking
into account the situational context (Mischel 2004; Fleeson & Noftle 2008; McConnell
2011). In addition, there has been a recent trend to acknowledge and elucidate the
embedded, ecological, extended and enactive character of our mind (Rietveld &
Kiverstein 2014; Colombetti & Krueger 2015; Gallagher 2017), also with respect to
understanding psychopathology (Fuchs 2007; Kyselo 2014; Roberts, Krueger & Glackin,
in press; Krueger 2019; Malafouris 2019; De Haan 2019). Indeed Gallagher himself
has acknowledged the importance of context, also for understanding self-coherence,
on various occasions (in his earlier work on selfhood, Gallagher & Marcel 1999, but
also in more recent work where he adopts a pattern approach, cf. Dings & De Bruin
2016; De Bruin, Dings & Gallagher 2017; Gallagher 2018; Gallagher & Daly 2018).
Importantly however, some of these so called ‘4E’ approaches may have a tendency to
turn into a subself approach, by only investigating the embodied or extended aspects of
selfhood, and thereby neglecting e.g. cognitive, psychological or narrative self-aspects.
So although I am inspired by and make use of this ‘4E cognition’ trend of emphasizing
the experience of and engagement with the environment, I diverge from that approach
as well, due to my focus on broad selves.13
13
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s indicated above, a subself approach is not in itself ‘wrong’. Indeed researchers in 4E cognition might simply
A
have particular aims which justify their approach. One of their main points of interest is the cognitive architecture
of particular ‘systems’, so it makes sense from a pragmatic point of view to start with relatively simple systems, and
to work up to the complexity of persons when the field is more developed. Indeed the eventual aim of enactivism
(which is one, relatively radical, flavor of 4E cognition) is to be able to accommodate all cognitive systems, including
personhood presumably, as dictated by what they call the ‘life-mind continuity thesis’ (see e.g. Froese & Di Paolo 2009).
So perhaps this point of criticism is unfair, as it is targeted at a field which is still trying to fully establish itself. Indeed, some people
in the field acknowledge the gap between simple and more complex systems and attempt to bridge it by investigating how they might
include values or existential concerns into enactivism (see e.g. Froese & Di Paolo 2009; Di Paolo, Rohde & De Jaegher 2010; Barrett
2014; De Haan 2019). For now however, theories in 4E cognition, and in particular those that aim to do justice to psychopathology
and psychiatric contexts (such as De Jaegher 2013; De Haan et al. 2013; Ataria 2015; Kyselo 2016) should resist a subself approach
if they want to sufficiently account for the multidimensionality of selfhood in psychiatry.

Multidimensional yet coherent selves

The problem of self-coherence

To summarize this chapter: there is a plethora of self-conceptualizations available in
science and philosophy, yet for the psychiatric context (of self-management) we require
a view on selfhood as multidimensional yet coherent. The problem for multidimensional
conceptualizations (such as, but not only, a pattern theory of self ) is to account for selfcoherence, i.e. to have a plausible story on how the various self-aspects interrelate and
cohere. The current dissertation will try to contribute to that endeavor by shedding
light on how various self-aspects interrelate. Note however that due to the complexity
and scope of the problem of self-coherence, this contribution will not be a complete
solution and not even exhaust all of the possible ways of addressing the problem. It is,
indeed, a small piece of the complex puzzle
The main strategy will be to employ a perspectival shift that takes into consideration
the embodied and embedded nature of selfhood, and acknowledges the way that it is
scaffolded by, and constitutes itself through, its social and material environment. At the
same time, this continuous engagement with the environment is something we reflect
on, especially when that interaction breaks down.
Keeping in mind the theme of self-management, I will specifically argue that to get a
grip on acts of self-understanding and self-experience requires us to take into account
the interplay of various self-aspects. In Chapters 4 and 5 I will, for instance, clarify
how embodiment (or bodily selfhood) and narrative self-understanding (or narrative
selfhood) relate to each other. In Chapter 6 I will show that mechanisms for selfunderstanding (or the flipside of that, self-deception) are not merely psychological but
are in fact distributed across the social context of the person who is trying to understand
or deceive herself. In Chapters 5 and 6 I will highlight the way in which agents may alter
their social, material and digital environment such as to fit their self-pattern, resulting in
what I call a ‘narrative niche’ that scaffolds our self-experience and self-understanding.
One final disclaimer is that, because of its aim to do justice to the self as a multidimensional
yet coherent whole, this dissertation is somewhat eclectic in its approach, as it is inevitable
to integrate the different theories, disciplines and demarcations that the various subself
researchers have employed. That is, this dissertation will cut across existing theories and
methodologies pertaining to Selfhood, self-Experience, Agency and self-Understanding
(or SEAU).
Firstly, I will try to integrate the research on different modes of SEAU. Within
philosophical (as well as scientific) research, there has been a tendency to investigate
either the reflective or unreflective or pre-reflective manner in which we experience
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and understand ourselves. The influential work of Dan Zahavi illustrated this well
(see e.g. Zahavi 2014). Zahavi acknowledges various self-aspects and modes of selfexperience, such as what he calls minimal or experiential selfhood but also narrative
selfhood, so his account is in that sense a multidimensional view on selfhood. However,
his research comes close to a subself approach in that he not only emphasizes one selfaspect throughout his work (i.e. minimal selfhood, which according to Zahavi is the
most primitive form of selfhood), he also tends to treat various self-aspects in isolation
from each other. To illustrate, throughout his work Zahavi tries to ‘defend’ the minimal
self that he sees as the prime focus of his interest, from other conceptions of selfhood
that are too ‘thick’ (Zahavi 2014). Indeed Zahavi is quite reluctant to incorporate, as
others have emphasized, sociality into minimal or experiential selfhood (cf. Kyselo
2016; Ratcliffe 2017; Higgins 2018). Now Zahavi does have his own views on how
the minimal self relates to other, more ‘thick’ self-aspects (cf. Zahavi 2014, p.50) and I
will discuss Zahavi’s and related positions in Chapter 5 specifically. For now the point
is that an overemphasis on one self-aspect or mode of self-experience (i.e. pre-reflective
self-experience or minimal selfhood) fails to acknowledge the issue of self-coherence.
For instance, Zahavi sees self-understanding as a reflective endeavor which has no place
in minimal selfhood. Yet this fails to appreciate that self-understanding itself can be prereflective (see e.g. Scot Rouse 2019). Moreover Zahavi fails to sufficiently accommodate
the role of unreflective bodily behavior, such as in the case of habits, and their role in
both minimal and reflective self-experience (see e.g. Ingerslev 2018; Butler & Gallagher
2018; Clowes & Gärtner 2018). In the current dissertation it is argued that we do not
merely experience ourselves pre- or unreflectively or reflectively, but that these modes
of self-experience dynamically interrelate. It brings into focus what one might call postreflective self-experience, which emphasizes how previous reflection upon ourselves or our
circumstances may alter subsequent self-experience and self-understanding.
Secondly, I will try to integrate various timescales of SEAU. Again, there have been
researchers investigating phenomena of SEAU on a short-time scale or from a synchronic
point of view (Strawson 2004; Zahavi 2014) but also from a more diachronic or
temporally extended point of view (Schechtman 2007). In the former field, people are
interested primarily in the unity of experience and the embodied nature of our agency,
whereas in the latter field research is focused on identity over time and issues of selfregulation and self-understanding. But once again, selves, our self-understanding and
self-experience, as well as our agency, are both diachronic and synchronic, which brings
into focus new questions that have not been taken up. For instance, Gallagher & Marcel
(1999, p.24) point out that the ‘contextualized self ’ is “informed by” past experiences,
beliefs, lasting attitudes, moral positions, and one’s personal knowledge, projects and
concerns. Yet the question that remains unanswered is how? What does this ‘informing’
entail? More recently, Jongepier (2016) put this issue back on the agenda by asking
40
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Thirdly, I will try to integrate different theoretical positions from which issues of SEAU
are discussed. Most notably, I will try to integrate the already mentioned 4E cognition
literature which emphasizes the embodied, ecological, enactive but also affective nature
of selfhood, with (hermeneutic and existential) phenomenology, research on narrative
identity and reflective self-understanding, and clinical research.
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“[how it is] possible to have occurent or synchronic experiences of one’s diachronic
self ”? These are questions that re-surface in chapters 4 and 5.
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This dissertation aims to elucidate how self-management in psychiatry involves reducing
self- ambiguity. In this chapter I set out to provide a conceptualization of self-ambiguity
by situating it in existing philosophical research. Specifically, I will situate it in a discussion
on internality and externality which, like self-ambiguity, is concerned with how one
experiences something in terms of how it relates to oneself or ‘who one is’. Roughly put,
experiences of internality and externality have to do with whether or not a particular
action or desire to act feels, to the agent, as originating in him or herself, or whether it
feels more like an external force. Hence, such experiences may involve feeling in charge
of your actions – or lacking such a feeling of being in charge. Internality and externality
have been widely discussed in philosophy and have also been used to elucidate agency and
experiences in psychiatric contexts (Rego 2004; Graham 2004; Sripada 2016). Within
philosophy, Harry Frankfurt’s account of internality and externality is most influential.
I will therefore summarize his views, some criticisms that have been voiced against this
view, and finally suggest some modifications or revisions to the Frankfurtian approach
to internality and externality that will be relevant for present purposes. These revisions
to the existing debate are largely motivated by keeping in mind the conceptualization
of selfhood as being multidimensional yet coherent, as argued in the previous chapter.
Indeed I will argue that the phenomenon of self-ambiguity, as well as how to resolve it,
is best understood from the point of view of the self as multidimensional yet coherent.

3.1.

Introducing internality and externality

We will start our discussion of internality and externality with considering some
exemplary vignettes that illustrate the phenomenon as well as its common character.
Consider the following scenario’s.
• The muscular spasm: Two men have their arms raised. One of them did this in
order to hail a cab, the other suffers from muscular spasms.
• The anger tantrum: Two women become very angry during a conversation.
Both start screaming and throwing objects across the room. After they’ve both
calmed down, one of them apologizes and says: ‘something came over me’ and
‘that wasn’t me’.
• The drunks: two men have had a heavy night of drinking and are confronted
with their acts of the night before. Having difficulty remembering most of
these childish acts, one of them remarks that ‘it wasn’t him but the alcohol’
who did those acts.
• The lawyers: upon graduation, two law students reflect on their achievement.
For one of them, it feels like he has accomplished something he always wanted.
The other, however, feels that he has primarily pleased his parents and still
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wonders what it would have been like to study cultural anthropology.
• The patients: two patients take prescribed medication for their bipolar disorder.
In both, the medication decreases their manic behavior. One of them reports
that she no longer feels ‘in charge’ of her actions and emotions.14
Although quite diverse, all of these examples involve an experience or judgment of
something (e.g. an object, event or concept) in terms of how it relates to ‘who they
are’.15 Intuitively, we might say that a certain choice or action is ours. And that we are
responsible for the actions we carry out. But what makes a choice or action ‘ours’? Both
the person hailing a cab and the person having a muscular spasm make the exact same
movement. It is their body that moves. Yet there is a difference in the extent to which we
would label the muscular spasm as ‘belonging’ to that individual. In all these examples,
there is something (e.g. the movement of an arm, childish behaviors, career choices)
which may be related to the individual in various ways. It is this relation, and its possible
variety, that is the focus of this chapter and indeed much of this dissertation.
There are numerous ways to approach this relation and both philosophers and
psychologists have put forward different theoretical positions regarding this relation.
For instance, discussions on the extent to which an act originates (or is felt as
originating) inside the individual or as an external force can be traced back to Aristotle’s
natural philosophy (Bodnar 2018) and his views on psychology (Shields 2016). The
phenomenology of internality and externality also appears in closely related constructs
or concepts, such as the “perceived locus of causal intentionality” which is crucial
to much of motivational psychology (deCharms 1968). For instance, think of the
extremely influential self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan 1985) or theories on selfefficacy (Bandura 1982). In personality psychology researchers speak about the “locus
of control’ (Lefcourt 2014) and in neuropsychology there is an increasing interest in the
so called “sense of agency” (Gallagher 2012; Haggard 2017).

14
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 eaders who are familiar with research on internality and externality might note that the latter examples, of the law
R
students and the bipolar patients, do not neatly fit into existing discussions on internality and externality. The former do
– the examples of muscular spasms and anger tantrums are also used by Frankfurt (1976). As I will argue from section
3.3. onwards, the existing discussions have been somewhat limited in scope, and indeed have trouble accommodating
examples such as those of the law students, which have a thoroughly diachronic, meaningful and social character.
In addition, it is noteworthy to point out that the example of the bipolar patients is a good illustration of a self-ambiguity
that may arise in psychiatric contexts. Central to such psychiatric self-ambiguities is that the person has difficulty in understanding
who she is, her actions and feelings, in the context of their illness. In chapters 7 and 8 I will say more about these particular selfambiguities and the complications that may arise in trying to resolve them.
This ‘making sense’ of how something relates to the individual can take place from a first-person as well as from a third-person point
of view. So the bipolar patients may themselves try to make sense of their actions whilst under the influence of medication, but their
family or colleagues might also observe their actions and come up with different interpretations. Throughout this dissertation, the
emphasis will be on the first-person point of view, yet on various occasions I highlight the possibility of third-person sense-making,
as well as the importance of the interplay between these different perspectives (e.g. how someone else’s interpretation of your
behavior might affect your own interpretation of your experiences).
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Many of these theoretical positions converge on the fact that within our phenomenology,
some acts are felt as originating in ‘us’ whereas others do not. Departing from that
observation, different researchers have fleshed out different theories, depending on
various methodologies, research aims and targets of application. It goes beyond the
scope of this dissertation to provide a complete overview of these different theoretical
positions. Instead I will elucidate the view on ‘internality and externality’ which is most
influential in contemporary philosophy, namely the one put forward by Harry Frankfurt.

Frankfurt on internality and externality

The admirable and influential work of Frankfurt targets a variety of different yet
strongly interconnected topics, such as agency, freedom, personhood, autonomy and
responsibility. Central to his work is a thorough investigation into human volition.
Indeed it is this analysis of the personal will that serves as the backbone for much of
Frankfurt’s other philosophy. It is therefore crucial to first look more closely at how
Frankfurt sees volition. After that, we’ll canvass the various ways in which Frankfurt has
tried to elucidate the notion of ‘identification’, and clarify how the notions of selfhood,
identity and internality/externality are involved in it.
3.2.1 Frankfurt’s analysis of volition
Starting point of Frankfurt’s analysis of volition is that it is layered and to a large extent
hierarchical. In his famous article ‘Freedom of the will and the concept of a person’,
Frankfurt sets out to elucidate this hierarchical and layered volitional system (Frankfurt
1971)16. He starts by distinguishing between ‘first-order desires’ and ‘higher-order
desires’. The former “are simply desires to do or not do one thing or another” (ibid.,
p.12) whereas the latter are desires which are concerned with or targeted at the firstorder desires. So wanting to eat cake is a first-order desire, where the act of eating a cake
is what is desired. But wanting to not want to eat cake (e.g. because one is on a diet) is
a second-order desire, where what is desired is to have –or not have- a certain first-order
desire.
Another important concept in Frankfurt’s work is the notion of will. According to
Frankfurt, the will pertains to what he calls ‘effective’ desires, that is, a desire which
one wants to be effective. An effective desire is a desire that actually moves one to act.
Although such cases may be quite rare, Frankfurt points out that there may be instances
where one has a higher-order desire aimed at a first-order desire, without wanting that
first-order desire to be effective. The example he gives concerns a physician who wants
16

The page numbers in the references to Frankfurt’s work refer to his 1998 bundle “The importance of what we care about”. I refer to
the years of original publication so as to clarify the temporal transitions in Frankfurt’s views.
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to know what it is like to be addicted (i.e. wants to know what it is like to want certain
substances) because he thinks that this puts him in a better position to understand his
patients (ibid., p.14). But according to Frankfurt it is possible that the physician does
not actually want to take the drugs – he merely wants to experience the desire for the
drug, not for that desire to be effective, i.e. moving him to act. In contrast to such cases,
Frankfurt uses the term higher-order volition to indicate instances where one has the
higher-order desire to have a certain first-order desire to be his will (i.e. to move him to
act; to be effective).
Higher-order desires, says Frankfurt, are uniquely human (ibid., p.12). That is, it seems
to be an exclusively human capacity to not only have first-order desires, but to also have
higher-order desires; to want to want something. Furthermore, higher-order volitions are
what makes someone a person (ibid., p.16) and which makes someone capable of having
(or lacking) a free will (ibid., p.19). Humans that do not care about their will, are thereby
not persons according to Frankfurt, but rather what he calls wantons. Such creatures,
including nonhuman animals and infant humans, are moved by desires but do not have
a higher-order volition of wanting to be moved by a particular desire.
This layered and hierarchical view on volition can be illustrated by looking at three kinds
of addicts (ibid., pp.17-19). First is the so called unwilling addict. This is an addicted
person who has to some extent questioned her own behavior, would rather not engage
in addictive behavior, but finds herself unable to stop for some reason. Second is the
willing addict, who has also questioned her addictive behavior but has decided she is
okay with her actions and thus has no intention or desire to stop her addictive behavior.
Finally there is the wanton addict who simply engages in addictive behavior without
questioning her actions at all.

3.2.2 Identification and decision
Frankfurt’s hierarchical and layered theory of volition comes with a looming difficulty:
if we allow for the possibility of higher-order desires and volitions, then could there
not also be third-order desires, fourth-order desires and so forth, resulting in an infinite regress?
Regarding this possibility, Frankfurt writes that “there is no theoretical limit to the length
of the series of desires of higher and higher orders; nothing except common sense and,
perhaps, a saving fatigue prevents an individual from obsessively refusing to identify
himself with any of his desires until he forms a desire of the next higher order” (ibid,
p.21). Frankfurt adds that this ‘cut off point’ is, in his opinion, not arbitrary: “When a
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However, critics were not satisfied with this ‘solution’ in terms of decisive identification.
In the words of Gary Watson (1975, p.208):
[T]his reply is lame or it reveals that the notion of a higher-order volition is not
the fundamental one. We wanted to know what prevents wantonness with regard
to one’s higher-order volitions. What gives these volitions any special relation to
‘oneself ’? It is unhelpful to answer that one makes a ‘decisive commitment’,
where this just means that an interminable ascent to higher orders is not going
to be permitted. This is arbitrary. [italics in original text]
Frankfurt responds to Watson in saying that his initial formulation of decisive
commitments was “terribly obscure” (Frankfurt 1987, p.167). Moreover, in ‘Three
concepts of free action’ he acknowledges that
The notion of identification is admittedly a bit mystifying, and I am uncertain
about how to go about explicating it. In my opinion, however, it grasps
something quite fundamental in our inner lives, and it merits a central role in
the phenomenology and philosophy of human mentality. (Frankfurt 1975, p.54)
Indeed the issue of identification is pivotal to Frankfurt’s account: it counters the infinite
regress argument by providing a cutoff point to the hierarchy of desires, it helps to clarify
how agents may play an active role regarding their volitional structures, and it puts into
focus the relation with the agent’s identity. Unsurprisingly then, Frankfurt has spent
much of his subsequent work refining the idea of identification so as to please his critics.
Before discussing those attempts, let me first point out the importance of identification
with regard to internality and externality. Because in many ways, Frankfurt’s treatment
of identification is also a treatment of internality and externality. In ‘Identification
and externality’, Frankfurt indeed notes that it is through acts of identification that a
particular desire becomes internal to the agent. Conversely, ‘dis-identifying’, or ‘rejecting’
a particular desire, as Frankfurt calls it, makes it external. So ownership of desires, i.e.
desires becoming ‘ours’ or becoming internal, happens through acts of identification
(Frankfurt 1976).
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person identifies himself decisively with one of his first-order desires, this commitment
‘resounds’ throughout the potentially endless array of higher-orders” (ibid., italics in
original text). On Frankfurt’s proposal then, acts of decisive identification provide higherorder volitions with a special status in the sense that they make further layers or orders
of desires redundant.

Chapter 3

The importance of these decisions is difficult to overstate. In ‘Identification and
wholeheartedness’, Frankfurt notes that a person “in making a decision by which he
identifies with a desire, constitutes himself” (Frankfurt 1987, p.170, italics in original
text). That is, “it is these acts of ordering [desires] and of rejection –integration and
separation- that create a self out of the raw materials of inner life” (ibid.).
However, clarifying the issue of internality remains a struggle for Frankfurt: “I cannot
provide a satisfactory account of what it means to characterize a passion as internal or
external” (Frankfurt 1976, p.66). The problem seems to lie in the lack of clarity in the
corresponding notion of identification:
It appears to be by making a particular kind of decision that the relation of the
person to his passions [i.e. internality or externality] is established. It may be
that a decision of this kind lies behind every instance of the establishment of the
internality of externality of passions. Or perhaps it is by referring to something
more general (…) that we must seek to understand the phenomena in question.
In any event, the nature of decision is very obscure” (Frankfurt 1976, p.66, italics
added).
Thus, acts of ‘identification’ and ‘decisive commitments’ are crucial for understanding
internality and externality. Let us then take a closer look at how Frankfurt describes
these.
Regarding acts of decision, Frankfurt emphasizes that they are fundamentally rational
(pace Watson who suggested they were arbitrary). To illustrate the rationality of
decisive identification, Frankfurt uses the analogy of someone checking their arithmetic
calculations (Frankfurt 1986, p.169). Imagine that you are to solve a particular set of
arithmetical problems. Once finished, you might feel the need to ‘check’ your answer, so
as to make sure that you have not made a mistake in the process of solving the problem.
When finished checking, there might still be a suspicion that there is still a mistake that
you were led to make by using the same reasoning in both the initial calculation as in
the process of checking. Consequently one might keep on checking for mistakes. But,
Frankfurt concludes,
[A] sequence of calculations might end because the person conducting it decides
for some reason to adopt a certain result. It may be that he is unequivocally
confident that this result is correct, and therefore believes there is no use for
further inquiry. Or perhaps he believes that even though there is some likelihood
that the result is not correct, the cost to him of further inquiry -in time or
in effort or in lost opportunities- is greater than the value to him of reducing
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Identifying with certain passions or desires similarly consist of decisive commitments
we make. Importantly, these decisions are according to Frankfurt fully rational (and
indeed it is intuitive to call someone who endlessly checks their calculations irrational
or compulsive). Moreover, regarding these acts of decisive commitments, Frankfurt says
that
[A] commitment is decisive if and only if it is made without reservation, and
making a commitment without reservation means that the person who makes
it does so in the belief that no further accurate inquiry would require him to
change his mind. It is therefore pointless to pursue the inquiry any further. This
is, precisely, the resonance effect. (ibid., pp.168-9)
To summarize Frankfurt’s proposal up to this point: Frankfurt intends to account for
acts of identification in terms of decisions, which entail commitments based on rational
considerations that serve as ‘cut off points’ (which counters the idea of an infinite regress)
and that will resonate throughout our motivational hierarchy, resulting in a desired firstorder desire.
3.2.3. Wholeheartedness, ambivalence and satisfaction
However, this proposed solution suffers from an important ambiguity – which Frankfurt
himself acknowledges. This ambiguity becomes clear when we return to the other side
of the medal, as it were, and frame the solution in terms of internality and externality.
According to Frankfurt, the experienced internality of the desires we identify with is
secured due to the active stance that the agent has taken towards those desires (precisely
in the act of identifying with it). He says that:
When someone identifies himself with one rather than with another of his
own desires, the result is not necessarily to eliminate the conflict between those
desires, or even to reduce its severity, but to alter its nature. (…) It eliminates the
conflict within the person as to which of these desires he prefers to be his motive.
The conflict between the desires is in this way transformed into a conflict between
one of them and the person who has identified himself with its rival. (ibid., p.172)
So decisively identifying with a passion makes it internal, thereby altering the nature of
the conflict at hand. However, it is quite common for people to decide to want to do one
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the likelihood of error. In either event there shall be a ‘decisive’ identification
on his part. In a sense that I shall endeavor to explain, such an identification
resounds through an unlimited sequence of possible further reconsiderations on
his decision. (ibid.)

Chapter 3

thing but not acting in accordance. That is, it seems to be a matter of fact that conflicts
are not –always- resolved or transformed through decisions of identification. Frankfurt
quickly admits that for any agent who is struggling with conflicts of desire:
[T]he conflict or hesitancy with which he is contending may continue despite
his decision. All a decision does is to create an intention; it does not guarantee
that the intention will be carried out. (…) it may be that the energies tending
toward action inconsistent with the intention remain untamed and undispersed,
however decisively the person believes his mind is made up. (…) In that case
the decision, no matter how apparently conscientious and sincere, is not
wholehearted. (ibid., p.174)
So what Frankfurt acknowledges here is that, apparently, decisive commitments need
not be sufficient for identification. In addition to this, he wants to emphasize –in later
work- the idea of wholeheartedness to account for why some (higher-order-) desires are
felt as internal, as being closer to who we are, and serve as the basis for thinking about
the autonomy of our actions. The emphasis on wholeheartedness is best understood as a
shift from particular acts or attitudes towards the human state of being as a whole. That
is, where Frankfurt previously looked at the activity or actions of agents (i.e. decisions
and commitments), he now tries to account for identification and internality in terms
of the unity and coherence within the agents motivational state. So there has to be a
certain degree of unity and coherence within the hierarchical structure of the agents’
desires, specifically regarding the higher order volitions. When there is such unity and
coherence, this results in the agent being able to act wholeheartedly (Frankfurt 1992).
In other words, an agent can act wholeheartedly when there is an “orderly arrangement”
(Frankfurt 1987, p.173) of one’s higher-order volitions; when one has “made up
one’s mind” about what one really wants (ibid.). Another way of describing states of
wholeheartedness is by means of the term ‘satisfaction’. One is self-satisfied when one
does not feel an inclination to change one’s volitional state of affairs (Frankfurt 1987;
1992). Frankfurt writes that “identification is constituted neatly by an endorsing higherorder desire with which the person is satisfied” (Frankfurt 1992, p.14). 17
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 o illustrate the various shifts in Frankfurt’s thinking about identification, consider that he uses the term ‘endorsement’ in different
T
senses. Frankfurt talks about identification in terms of endorsement in ‘Freedom of the will and the concept of a person’, in
‘Identification and wholeheartedness’ and also here in ‘The faintest passion’. Watson (2002) observes that Frankfurt appears to
have developed two notions of identification, one in terms of endorsement and one in terms of what one cares about. In a reply to
Watson, Frankfurt (2002, p.161) says that the notion of identification he prefers is neither of the ones Watson mentions. Rather,
he says, it is “the notion of identification as acceptance, which I adumbrated first in ‘The faintest passion’. Since I may identify with
desires of which I do not approve, identification does not entail endorsement”. However, given that Frankfurt has often phrased acts
of identification in terms of endorsement, it is not strange that critics such as Watson interpret Frankfurt the way they do (see also
Chandler 2004, note 34).

In contrast to states of wholeheartedness are states of ambivalence.18 If an agent is in
a state of ambivalence, there is a lack of coherence within their higher order volitions.
One does not know what one really wants; one is drawn toward a particular object or
action but also drawn away from it (Frankfurt 1987, p.165). To illustrate, Frankfurt
discusses two kinds of conflict in how one’s volition may be divided. First, consider
a smoker who has the first-order desire to smoke but a second-order desire to refrain
from smoking. She wants this second-order desire to be her will (i.e. to refrain from
smoking being effective), but for one reason or another fails to do so – e.g. because her
craving for a cigarette proves to be too strong. A second kind of inner division pertains
to what Frankfurt would label ambivalence: a lack of coherence between the higher
order volitions. This occurs when the smoker in question has conflicting volitions, such
as wanting to refrain from smoking but at the same time cherishing her smoking habits.
She is, as it were, simultaneously a willing and unwilling addict – her will is divided. In
such cases, one has not yet made up one’s mind. There might be incompatible values or
reasons at stake, leading to a lack of wholeheartedness.
Crucially, this formulation in terms of wholeheartedness, and the lack thereof in cases
of ambivalence, also ties in with experiences of internality and externality. Frankfurt
notes that
Incoherence of the first kind (the kind that afflicts the smoker) might be
characterized as being between what the person really wants and other desires
–like the rejected but nonetheless inescapably preemptive desire to smoke- that
are external to the volitional complex with which the person identifies and by
which he wants his behavior to be determined. The second kind of incoherence
is within this volitional complex. In the absence of wholeheartedness, the person
is not merely in conflict with forces ‘outside’ him; rather, he himself is divided.
(Frankfurt 1987, p.165, italics in original text)
The work of Frankfurt is extremely complex and encompassing, and the current
overview has only presented the tip of the iceberg. Much more is to be said, and has
been said, about Frankfurt’s theoretical position, but for present purposes I believe this
overview suffices (for a more elaborate discussion on Frankfurt’s views on identification,
wholeheartedness, internality and externality, I recommend Chandler 2004 and the
collected articles in Buss & Overton 2002). Let us now turn to a critical evaluation of
the view put forward by Frankfurt.
18

I n fact, matters are more complex according to Frankfurt. In a footnote in ‘The faintest passion’ he points out that wholeheartedness
is not exactly the same as lack of ambivalence. What is at stake for Frankfurt here is that wantons also lack ambivalence, but that does
not automatically mean that they are wholehearted (Frankfurt 1992, note 4). Because wantons do not have higher order volitions,
they can also not have ambivalence, but neither can they be wholehearted.
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3.2.4. A critical evaluation of Frankfurt’s view
What is important for present purposes are two remaining ‘problems’ with Frankfurt’s
position. I use scare quotes when labeling these issues as problems, because I believe
that whether or not they are in fact problematic depends on the interest one has, the aim
one wants to achieve, or what a theory is supposed to do (help explain or understand).
Indeed I believe that in this dissertation my aim differs slightly from that of Frankfurt,
and I think it is this difference in aim that accounts for much of my taking issue with
Frankfurt’s position.
The two problems consist of two –interrelated- phenomena being not fully elucidated.
Specifically, what remains unclear are how (i) states of ambivalence and (ii) the process of
identification -including how to resolve ambivalence-, relate to the distinction between
internality and externality.
Regarding the state of ambivalence, or lack of wholeheartedness, the phenomenology
of that state is not thoroughly elaborated on by Frankfurt. What does it entail to be in
such states, and how to most accurately describe them from an experiential point of
view? What I will argue for below is that, specifically, Frankfurt has failed to consider the
option that there is more to our experiential life than experiences of either internality or
externality. Rather than taking such a dichotomous view, I will argue that there can be
degrees of both internality and externality, leading to a more nuanced picture of how we
may experience our actions and passions.19
The second issue concerns the process of identification. Regarding this process, it is not
clear how one manages to identify with a certain volitional aspect. Although Frankfurt
can be applauded for bringing into focus identification and its importance to agency,
he has failed to elucidate the potential mechanisms underlying such acts (Watson 1987;

19

 ote that this non-dichotomous view on internality and externality is not merely an interesting route to explore, it is also something
N
that Frankfurt’s theory seems to require.
	For instance, with regard to internality and externality in particular, it is unclear whether a state of ambivalence is characterized as
an experience of both internality and externality, or of neither internality or externality. To be fair, Frankfurt (1992, p.8) does write
that when one experiences ambivalence, the “volitional movements or tendencies” are “both wholly internal to a person’s will rather
than alien to him; that is, he is not passive with respect to them”. He continues by saying that there is no case of ambivalence if the
“psychic forces (…) are exogenous – that is, if the person is not identified with them and they are, in that sense, external to his will”.
But this sounds counterintuitive: being ambivalent would then concern two higher-order desires with which we have identified (i.e.
which are internal), but the very idea of being in a state of volitional conflict, of not knowing what one really wants, suggests some
degree of externality. In addition, the examples of ambivalence that Frankfurt –seldom- provides (ibid.), involve being ambivalent
towards committing to a certain career or becoming a certain person. Such cases appear to be quite complex. That is, describing the
volitional conflict at stake merely in terms of internal (i.e. identified-with) volitions seems implausible, as there appear to be various
factors at stake, including external (as in: societal or social) forces as well as exogenous psychic forces that the agent has not identified
with.
	Chandler (2004) also highlights that Frankfurt’s distinction between internality and externality is lacking when it comes to
accounting for the diversity of experiential states that agents might have with regard to their passions. Her solution to this problem
is to add to Frankfurt’s framework a distinction between ‘broad’ and ‘narrow’ internality: states of ambivalence appear to be broadly
internal, but not narrowly internal. I will briefly discuss this proposed solution in section 3.3.
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Martin 1998, p.109; Chandler 2004; Velleman 2005).20 This is also connected to the
issue of ambivalence: presumably resolving the state of ambivalence requires the agent
to identify with one particular volitional aspect and to reject or disregard another.
So resolving the state of ambivalence might be taken to rest on acts of identification.
Throughout his work, Frankfurt has emphasized the importance of our reflective
capacities, of deliberating on what we want, for acts of identification and commitment.
But when discussing acts of identification in relation to resolving ambivalence, Frankfurt
(1992, p.10) says the following:
To be sure, a person may attempt to resolve his ambivalence by deciding to adhere
unequivocally to one of his alternatives rather than to the other; and he may believe
that in thus making up his mind he has eliminated the division in his will and become
wholehearted. Whether such changes have actually occurred, however, is another matter.
When the chips are down he may discover that he is not, after all, decisively moved by
the preference or motive he supposed he had adopted. (…) We do not control, by our
voluntary command, the spirits within our own vasty deeps. We cannot have, simply for
the asking, whatever will we want. (Frankfurt 1992, p.10)
A few lines later he adds
We cannot be authors of ourselves. Reducing our own volitional indeterminacy, and
becoming truly wholehearted, is not a matter of telling stories about our lives.
What these remarks suggest is that even though reflective capacities are important, they
are not sufficient for understanding human agency and self-understanding. However,
Frankfurt remains silent on what else might be required. As I will suggest below,
Frankfurt has overemphasized reflective agency and thereby neglected other relevant
processes.21 That is, if achieving a state of wholeheartedness consists in having brought
order to one’s volitional affairs, of making up one’s mind and having no inclination to
change this volitional state of affairs, then merely pointing towards reflective agency and
deliberation as mechanisms of identification will prove to be insufficient.

20

21

 f. Velleman (2005, p.347): “Frankfurt is responsible for bringing the term ‘identification’ into widespread use among contemporary
C
philosophers and for shaping their intuitions about it”. However, as Chandler (2004, pp. 38, 42) has noted, the notion of
identification has, in the course of Frankfurt’s work, increasingly become an ‘implicit’ kind of identification; it has become more and
more passive, up to the point where it is unclear whether the process of identification ‘does’ anything.
See Jaworska (2007), Sripada (2015) and De Haan (2015) for similar criticisms that Frankfurt relies too much on individuals’
reflective capacities to account for identification and self-understanding.
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3.3.

Two modifications to the Frankfurtian picture

I aim to address these ‘shortcomings’ of the Frankfurtian picture by taking into account
the multidimensional nature of selfhood that I argued for in the previous chapter.
Frankfurt himself is not always explicit about how he conceptualizes the ‘self ’ of the
agent at stake. This is a somewhat strange aspect of Frankfurt’s philosophical heritage,
because by his emphasis on identification in the realm of agency, it was him who suggested
the strong connection with identity and selfhood for understanding action. Moreover,
as Velleman (2005) notes, Frankfurt’s initial philosophy of action has over the years
increasingly become a philosophy of personal identity. Nevertheless Frankfurt tends to
remain silent on how he construes this ‘self ’ or ‘identity’, that is, how he conceptualizes
the agent in question. But when he does talk about selfhood and identity, it soon becomes
clear that this is first and foremost a reflective agent. As discussed earlier, Frankfurt has
argued that it is through the reflective or deliberative acts of identifying with or rejecting
a particular desire, that one constitutes oneself. That is, “it is these acts of ordering
[desires] and of rejection –integration and separation- that create a self out of the raw
materials of inner life” (Frankfurt 1987, p.170).
As with many other components of his philosophy, Frankfurt does appear to have
shifted his view on selfhood and identity over the years. Velleman (2005) suggests that
in his later work, Frankfurt comes close to a sort of ‘true self ’ view, where one “conceives
of the self as an inner core or kernel comprising that in the person which really is the
person and whose impact on the world is therefore his” (p.353). In a reply to Velleman,
Frankfurt (2002) points out that this is a flawed portrayal of his view. He says that he
is “not inclined to construe the self as an ‘entity’ at all”. However, aside from giving a
negative description of what the self is not, Frankfurt omits a positive description of
what he then does take selfhood to entail.
Note that Velleman is clearly not the only one who interprets Frankfurt’s view -as well
as many of those responding to Frankfurt- as being about a ‘true’, ‘core’ or ‘real’ self (see
e.g. Wolf 1993; Arpaly & Schroeder 1999; Chandler 2004 for a critical discussion of
such a view, and see e.g. Sripada 2015 for a more sympathetic discussion).22
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I llustrative for neglecting the multidimensionality of selves is Scanlon (2002), who states that “In order to discuss the senses in which
something may belong to me [i.e. internality-externality], however, I have to begin with a few thoughts about who or what I am”.
This I certainly agree with. Scanlon continues by saying that “I am, I take it, a conscious, rational, embodied creature.”. Not only is
this still a limited description of ‘who one is’, Scanlon continues his article by discussing conscious and rational aspects of selfhood,
and completely neglects embodiment.

Internality, externality and ambiguity

Although I am sympathetic to Chandler’s reading of Frankfurt’s work, I think it is
important to note that even Frankfurt’s supposedly ‘broader’ view on internality and
externality is still relatively narrow, i.e. focused on the self as a rational agent. This
becomes apparent when Frankfurt, in his early work, criticizes the position of Terence
Penelhum on externality (Frankfurt 1976, pp.60-61). Here Frankfurt appears to reduce
selfhood to higher-order volitions (that one has identified with through acts of reflective
deliberation and endorsement). Penelhum (1971) in contrast seems to hold a broader
notion of self as he argues that desires cannot be completely external to the self because,
he notes, they have to be attributed to someone. The point for present purposes is that
even though Frankfurt is right in pointing out that “A person is no more to be identified
with everything that goes on in his mind (…) than he is to be identified with everything
that goes on in his body” (1976, pp.60-61), whatever thoughts, feelings or bodily
processes one does not identify with may still be a crucial component of self-experience
and may play a role in self-understanding and processes of identification.
So Frankfurt advocates a limited view on selfhood. In the words of Arpaly & Schroeder
(1999, p.166): “all Real Self theorists share (…) the desire to draw a distinction between
those actions subject to praise and blame and those not, and to draw this distinction on
the basis of the way the act originated in the agent”. In addition, such Real Self theorists
“share the assumption that there is a sharp separation in the structure of the self which
roughly follows the Platonic distinction between reason and the appetites, and they all
identify the agent’s Real Self with the part of her self that is the counterpart of reason in
the Platonic model” (ibid., p.170).
To put it crudely then, the ‘self ’ in Frankfurt’s work is primarily, or merely, a rational and
deliberative agent. As indicated in the previous chapter, this dissertation will emphasize
the multidimensionality of selfhood (as well as the coherence among those dimensions).
Consequently, what I aim to do is to target the issues of identification and ambivalence
from the perspective of the multidimensionality of selfhood. Therefore, I will now discuss
two modifications or revisions to the Frankfurtian approach to internality-externality,
ambivalence and identification.
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Chandler (2004), like Velleman, thinks that Frankfurt has come close to a ‘true self ’
position. Particularly interesting for present purposes is that Chandler analyses this
aspect of Frankfurt’s work in relation to his views on identification and internalityexternality. Chandler suggests that Frankfurt’s earlier work treated internality in a broad
sense, where a desire is internal to the self more broadly construed. But in later work, he
has shifted towards a narrow kind of internality, where a desire is internal to particularly
an authentic or core self.

Chapter 3

3.3.1. Beyond the dichotomy of internality-externality
The first modification is to acknowledge that experiences of internality and externality
are not exhaustive for experiencing how something relates to who you are. Specifically,
internality and externality are merely extremes on a spectrum. In other words, there are
degrees of both internality and externality. So in addition to experiences of what we
might call ‘pure’ internality or ‘pure’ externality, one can have experiences of something
being more or less ‘yours’.
To illustrate both the extremes and the degrees of this spectrum, imagine the act of
writing or re-writing a research paper. On the side of ‘pure’ internality is the scenario
where you yourself write the paper without any experienced external interference. This
is the ideal scenario for many academics. On the side of ‘pure’ externality is the scenario
where an ignorant referee will reject your paper unless you implement a point of feedback
that you yourself feel is misguided. If you were to implement this feedback anyway,
there is an important sense in which this does not feel as ‘your’ action. Surely you are
carrying it out, but it does not reflect you or your ideas – rather it reflects someone else’s
ideas. In this scenario, the ‘source’ or ‘moving principle’ making you revise the paper is
experienced as being purely external.23
Now contrast these scenario’s with one where you are told by your spouse or a wellrespected colleague to rewrite your paper in a particular way. As you are still carrying
out this revision for the sake of somebody else telling you to, there might still be a sense
of externality, but it is likely felt as more internal than in the case of the ignorant referee.
There is an intuitive explanation for this: If my spouse asks me to do something, then
I might feel a degree of internality not because I identify with the action she wants me
to carry out, but because I ‘identify’ with her – I have committed myself to being with
her and have formed a particular attitude towards her values (even if those depart from
my own values).
Similarly, if we imagine (or perhaps we need not even imagine) that we have the same
job for several years, then the acts that we carry out (such as driving to work, having
meetings, writing papers) may differ in their degree of internality over time, sometimes
even on a day to day basis. On the one hand, we can understand these differences by
acknowledging that who we are, or at least how we see ourselves, is prone to change
over time. On the other hand, different parts of ourselves may stand out at different
times: how I experience myself, or how I see myself, is likely to be affected by important
changes in my life or my environment. For instance, writing papers might be typically
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Although one could always withdraw the manuscript altogether, so there might still be a minimal degree of internality present.
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felt as being internal to me, but might become less internal if I am mourning a loss or
if I am moving houses. In such contexts, I quite literally care less about writing papers.24

To connect this to the issue of how the underlying model of selfhood might help to
understand the dichotomous or spectrum view on internality: as Arpaly & Schroeder
pointed out, Frankfurt tends to search for a source of an action (and thus its internal
nature) within a self, i.e. a part of the self. Specifically, he appears to search for a ‘core’
or ‘true’ self which he apparently finds in the faculty of reason. On that approach a
dichotomous view on internality-externality makes sense: either an act or desire does
or does not originate in this particular part of the self. And so we are left with what
Chandler (2004) called a ‘narrow’ internality. But if we let go of the requirement that
the act has to originate in a ‘true’ or ‘core’ self, and instead allow for the possibility
that it may originate in various self-aspects, then the spectrum-approach suggested here
becomes a more obvious candidate, where there might be a ‘narrow’ sense of internality,
but in addition also various degrees of ‘broad’ internality. On the broader degrees of
internality, various other self-aspects (so not only a kind of ‘core self ’ or states that one
has identified with) may also figure in our experiential life. Somewhat metaphorically
put, even though I may not have identified with the particular values or worldview of
my spouse, I have in some identified with my spouse, which consequently taints any
experience regarding actions that she plays a role in. Below, in section 3.4, I will further
elaborate on how the view on selves as being ‘broad’ or multidimensional may affect our
phenomenology.
3.3.2. Beyond passions and desires
As we have seen, the core of Frankfurt’s philosophy is an analysis of human volition.
Consequently his views on internality and externality pertain exclusively to what he calls
‘passions and desires’. Indeed these are the primary ‘moving principles’ of our agency
and for Frankfurt it is these moving principles that can be experienced as being internal
or external, depending on how they relate to ‘who we are’ (Frankfurt 1976). Given the
emphasis on this dissertation on the multidimensionality and coherence of selfhood,
I wish to extend this Frankfurtian picture of talking about internality and externality
merely with regard to passions and desires.

24

I believe that much of what I am writing here, and indeed a substantial part of this dissertation, can be rephrased in terms of ‘caring’
or in terms of what matters to us. I return to this issue in Chapter 9.
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The point then is this: if we canvass our experiential life, we find, in addition to what
we might call experiences of pure internality or pure externality, instances of degrees of
internality and externality.

Chapter 3

One way to make this point is to emphasize the holism of both selfhood and agency.
That is, investigating any component of selfhood or agency in isolation from other
dimensions leads to a skewed and insufficient picture. Like the sub-self approach in
the previous chapter, the emphasis on any particular aspect of selfhood or agency may
be valuable in itself or for particular research concerns, but we fail to grasp the bigger
picture if we do not also acknowledge and investigate the multidimensionality and
coherence of selfhood and agency (i.e. their holistic nature).
So when Frankfurt ties experiences of internality and externality to desires and passions,
my reply would be that our mental life is holistic: isolating those self-aspects from
other dimensions of selfhood is conceptually possible but leads to an artificial and
phenomenologically inapt picture. Thus, we cannot isolate desires and passions from
beliefs, values, emotions, psychological attitudes and the rest of our experiential or
mental life. Moreover, we cannot isolate our mental life from the way in which this
is enacted through our bodily engagement with our environment, and the way it is
scaffolded and embedded in sociocultural contexts (cf. Colombetti & Krueger 2015; De
Bruin, Dings & Gallagher 2017).
What I want to suggest then, is that if we once more take into account our experiential
life, then we find that the sense of internality or externality does not only pertain to
desires and passions. More accurately, if we take into account the holistic nature of
minds as well as the way in which we are always engaged with the world around us, then
it becomes clear that isolating desires and motivations from e.g. beliefs, values and actual
possessions is in fact artificial. Especially when we take into account the diachronic
life-goals or desires that are constitutive of a person’s identity, it becomes apparent that
things like one’s social embeddedness, one’s embodiment, and one’s personal values,
cannot be isolated from the mere ‘state’ of desire.
We can also frame the theoretical move proposed here in terms of coherence. As we
have seen, Frankfurt works towards a view of identification which emphasizes coherence
between higher-order volition. If there is such coherence, the agent can act wholeheartedly.
Such coherence can be described, as Frankfurt does, as a state of satisfaction, where
one has no inclination to change the volitional state of affairs; where one knows what
one really wants. What I am proposing here is to focus on and investigate not merely
coherence between volitional states, but coherence between self-aspects more generally. So not
just coherence within the will, but also coherence of that will with other dimensions of
selfhood. Not acknowledging how our will affects (and is affected by) other self-aspects,
again, leads to a skewed picture of human agency and selfhood. For instance, being
satisfied and feeling no inclination to change the volitional state of affairs, seems to be a
state that cannot be properly understood in isolation from other psychological, affective,
60
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Note that the move proposed here largely follows Schroeder & Arpaly’s (1999) critique
of Frankfurt’s approach to externality. They highlight that Frankfurt sometimes uses
externality as being synonymous with experiences of alienation (and at other times
does not). But they emphasize, rightly so I believe, that alienation is an experience that
is (conceptually) distinct from the structure of an agent’s will (ibid., p.372). In other
words, we can feel alienated from various things (including objects, people, the past
or future, values, choices, and so forth) and desires and passions are only two of them.
Limiting a discussion of alienation to passions and desires, for which Frankfurt seems to
reserve the label ‘externality’, is odd, and frankly unwarranted.
So I agree with Schroeder & Arpaly that a more encompassing understanding of
externality has to be based on the broader phenomenon of alienation. I also agree with
their proposal that what is at stake in many instances of alienation is a discrepancy
between one’s experience and one’s self-image (ibid., p.381. Schroeder & Arpaly also
emphasize that this self-image need not be conscious but might also be a visceral selfimage, which I also agree with). I depart from their position however because, like
Frankfurt, they are primarily interested in responsibility and freedom, whereas I am
interested in self-understanding. The difference in our respective approaches becomes
most apparent when Schroeder & Arpaly (ibid., p.382) remark that one only becomes
alienated from a desire when it is in some sense unpleasant. They distinguish this
from what one might call ‘alienation-light’ experiences, such as surprise or revelation,
where there is not necessarily such unpleasantness involved. If one aims to investigate
responsibility and freedom, then the more substantial cases of alienation that may
impact whether or not we hold someone responsible are clearly most interesting. But for
matters of self-understanding, the alienation-light cases may also play a pivotal role (as
I will discuss in Chapters 4 and 5).
In sum, internality and externality may be experienced (i) in degrees and are (ii) not
limited to passions and desires but may also arise with regard to e.g. beliefs, objects,
other people and choices, as these also play a role in our agency, and are thereby relevant
to our self-experience and self-understanding.
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bodily, social and cultural factors. Moreover, the mechanisms underlying the process of
becoming self-satisfied, of achieving volitional coherence, is something that requires us
to take into account other self-aspects, as I will argue for below.
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3.4.

A new research agenda

If we accept the proposed modifications to the Frankfurt-style discussion of internality
and externality, then this opens up a whole range of new interesting questions that many
philosophers in the existing debate have tended to neglect. I will discuss how the various
chapters in this dissertation can be seen as an attempt to target several items on this
novel research agenda.
3.4.1. Degrees of internality and the phenomenon of self-ambiguity
If we acknowledge that there are indeed degrees of the extent to which something feels
as ‘yours’, then it seems plausible, prima facie, that there are also experiences that we can
best describe, from a third-person perspective, as being ambiguous.25 Such instances of
self-ambiguity entail cases where it is unclear, on an experiential level, whether something
is yours (i.e. internal to some degree) or not (i.e. external to some degree). So if we
conceive of internality and externality as a spectrum, then the idea of self-ambiguity
pertains to the ‘gray space’ in the middle, so to speak, where the experience is neither
internal nor external, but ambiguous or ‘in-between’. Indeed one might experience
uncertainty as to whether or not what you feel is external or internal, and one might be
unsure about whether or to what degree the action reflects who you are.
Reconsider the example of being asked to do something (e.g. rewriting a paper or some
chore) by your boss, a well-respected colleague, a friend, a stranger or your spouse.
If you carry out the required action, then it is deemed plausible that on the level of
experience, each instance of the act is accompanied by a different degree of internality
(or a different combination of feelings of internality and feelings of externality). As
discussed earlier, being asked to do something by a spouse might lead to a degree of
internality because rather than identifying with the action as such (which might make
it completely internal), one identifies with the spouse. Consequently the action is felt as
being somehow in-between internal and external.
To illustrate self-ambiguity, consider that you are once again told to carry out a certain
action by your colleague or spouse, but this time you are actually in the process of
thinking about quitting your job or filing for a divorce. Does the action still feel as yours?
Has it become more of an external factor forcing you to act? It might still feel, overall, to
be more external or more internal, yet there is also a sense in which one is unclear about
the ‘degree’ of internality or externality. A similar ambiguous phenomenology might
arise when you have to carry out an action that conflicts with another desire or value. So
25
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 note for clarification: I believe self-ambiguity can arise both on a conceptual-reflective and a phenomenological level. On the level
A
of experience, however, there is not so much an experience of ambiguity, as if there is a positive quality discernable in experience
which is ‘ambiguity’. Rather there is an experience that we can best describe as ambiguous (as in, not having a clear object, vague and
difficult to put into words).
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These latter cases come close to what Frankfurt labeled ambivalence. However, the
current proposal differs from Frankfurt’s on this point in that Frankfurt saw states of
ambivalence as being a conflict between states that are internal (Frankfurt 1992). That
is, on Frankfurt’s description of ambivalence, we appear to have identified with two
fundamentally incompatible desires. What I am highlighting in this dissertation is that
in addition to such cases might be instances where we are not sure about whether to
identify or not. Or the process of identification is disrupted and not finished. Or one
has identified with a desire but there is still the lingering feeling that maybe one should
not have identified with that desire. Or one has identified with a desire for decades but
suddenly starts to doubt that decision or commitment. In all of these cases there is selfambiguity.
Roughly speaking, there are two sort of contexts of circumstances in which ambiguity
might arise, or which contribute to experiences of self-ambiguity.
On the one hand, self-ambiguity may arise when the ‘self ’ is itself ambiguous. This
most typically happens in the case of life-events. Following the death of a loved one,
after getting fired from one’s job, when retiring, when becoming a parent for the first
time, after winning the lottery, when falling deeply in love; in all of those contexts
one may become uncertain about ‘who one is’. One might have to revise one’s selfnarrative or self-concept, given the radical change of affairs in one’s life. One might
have to take on a new social role. Or may have to re-evaluate one’s values. In each case
one might feel the need to re-negotiate ‘who one is’ or how one sees oneself. In such
contexts, experiences that were previously clearly internal or external may now become
ambiguous. Getting a divorce or making a radical career switch means that some things
that were previously quite obviously yours are now suddenly less yours or maybe not
yours at all. The ambiguity on an experiential level is due to the uncertainty of whether
a particular object or action (still) reflects ‘who you are’.
On the other hand, self-ambiguity may arise when that-to-which-one-is-relating is
ambiguous. These may be desires but can also be other people, objects, events or states.
For instance, in the current day and age, it becomes increasingly common to relate
oneself to one’s brain and to make sense of ourselves in relation to our brain or in brainterms (cf. Swaab 2014). But the brain itself is massively complex – even scientists have
a hard time getting a grip on it. Moreover, brain-terms are not easily mapped onto selfunderstanding. Consequently there may arise a form of self-ambiguity regarding the
brain, i.e. self-brain ambiguity, where one is not clear on how one relates to the brain. A
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on the one hand you value X and want to do Y, but at the same time you value P and
want to do Q, yet XY and PQ are irreconcilable.
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nice illustration is the research by Singh (2013) who investigated how children diagnosed
with ADHD conceptualize themselves in regard to their brain. Their views illustrate the
ambiguity at stake: at times these children conceive of themselves as separate from the
brain, as controlling the vulnerable brain. Yet at other times, the brain is apparently
in charge and can overrule what ‘I’ choose or want. In their narratives, there is a clear
negotiation between selfhood, agency and control, and the extent to which the brain, or
one’s self, is in charge.
Given that these are the sort of contexts that give rise to self-ambiguity, it should become
clear that psychiatry is an obvious candidate as a context where self-ambiguity has to
be investigated. That is, receiving a mental health diagnosis can itself be seen as a lifeevent, and the thing with which patients need to relate -mental disorders- are extremely
complex and vague. Recall that the overall aim of this dissertation is to clarify selfmanagement in psychiatry as the goal of resolving self-ambiguities. Hence, in Section
III, I will try to elucidate such self-ambiguities, particularly as they occur in psychiatric
contexts.26
3.4.2. Phenomenology and mechanisms of identification
Acknowledging the multidimensionality of selfhood brings us in a position to delve deeper
into the phenomenology of self-ambiguity and related states such as wholeheartedness,
satisfaction and ambivalence. So in this dissertation I will try to shed light on what it is
like to be satisfied, to feel ambivalent, and to act wholeheartedly.
In chapters 4 and 5 in particular I will elucidate the relevant phenomenology by
highlighting the unreflective, bodily and affective components of the experience of
something being ‘yours’, or feeling internal. There will be a strong emphasis on coherence.
In line with other recent proposals (e.g. Slors & Jongepier 2015), I will argue that a
feeling of ‘mineness’, of an action belonging to you, cannot be understood by taking
into account any particular self-aspects. Instead, we need to investigate precisely the
interrelation of e.g. embodiment, psychological states, narrativity and social components.
In particular, it is important that there is a coherence between one’s reflectively endorsed
values, self-narrative or self-concept, and the phenomenology of unreflective bodily
engagement with the world. If there is such a coherence, this results in an authentic
self-experience (Bortolan 2017). On this picture then, when something feels like ‘yours’,
this is first and foremost an experience of things making sense, of the world appearing to
you as you would ‘expect’ it to appear. That is, one’s reflective self-interpretation leads
26
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S pecifically, I will in Chapter 7 investigate self-illness ambiguity and discuss which conceptual, contextual and epistemological
complications arise when one tries to understand how ‘who one is’ relates to one’s mental disorder diagnosis. In Chapter 8 I will
investigate the self-ambiguity that may arise when psychiatric patients are treated with deep brain stimulation and may get the
feeling of no longer being themselves. Importantly, resolving self-ambiguity (either in the case of self-illness ambiguity or not feeling
like oneself ) is argued to be a crucial component of self-management in psychiatry.
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This proposed picture differs most clearly from the Frankfurtian picture with regard to
the status of the environment. On Frankfurt’s view, the world that we experience, such
as the objects we might desire, are in some sense ‘passive’. Internality and externality
as he conceives of it, has to do with the ‘moving principles’ of our actions, which are
first and foremost passions and desires. These are internal to the agent, and so the
experience of internality has to do with what happens ‘inside of us’. The experience
is thus construed as inward-looking, as directed towards one’s inner mental life. On
the proposed alternative, however, the environment is in some sense ‘active’. It is the
environment, a particular object’s affordance that draws us to act. So the experience of
internality or externality (or of ‘mineness’ in Slors & Jongepier’s terms) is not inwarddirected. Nor is properly understood as being outward-directed. The whole point is that
self-experience and world-experience are inextricable; that we do not either experience
our own mental life or the world around us. As I will clarify in Chapter 4, our worldexperience is self-referential to such an extent that the whole multidimensionality of
selfhood is reflected in our world-experience. In a nutshell, I will argue that what moves
us is a ‘fit’ or ‘coherence’ between the agent’s concerns, desires and needs, on the one
hand, and particular objects or environments on the other.
With regard to possible mechanisms underlying the act of identification and achieving
a state of wholeheartedness, the proposed modifications can also help to shed new light.
As noted earlier, Frankfurt does not elaborate on the mechanisms by means of which
an agent might identify with a desire (Watson 1987; Martin 1998; Chandler 2004;
Velleman 2005). The main contender he puts forward is reflective deliberation, and
others (e.g. Jaworska 2007; Sripada 2015; De Haan 2015) as well as Frankfurt himself
(Frankfurt 1992) have pointed out that this is only a part of the story – i.e. that reflective
deliberation cannot exhaustively account for how people identify.
I believe that by adopting a view of selfhood as being multidimensional opens up the
possibility to study a more refined picture of acts of identification. What I will argue
for in this dissertation (particularly in Section II) is that acts of identification, and acts
of self-understanding more broadly, are fundamentally diachronic. That is, to properly
understand how people make sense of themselves and the world around them requires
us to temporally ‘zoom out’ as it were and look at how this self-understanding is spread
out over time. This is important because, as I will argue, acts of identification may
consist of a ‘fail and try again’ structure – where one might fail to actually identify with
something several times before succeeding.
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to a particular orientation towards the world, in which some things appear salient and
others do not. If there is a mismatch (i.e. lack of coherence), then that which should be
salient is not.
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Moreover, as already noted above with regard to phenomenology, it is crucial to take
into account the dynamic interplay between the conceptual or reflective level of selfinterpretation and narrative construction, and the phenomenological level of unreflective
bodily engagement with the world around us. In Chapters 4 and 5 I will elucidate this
interplay and also emphasize that we actively shape our material environment such as
to fit our narrative concerns, leading to a sort of ‘narrative niche’ that enables us to have
the type of experience that we want to have given a particular narrative. In Chapter 6 I
will pay attention to the social environment and possible technological advancements
that play a role in how we experience and see ourselves. There the emphasis will be on
self-deception, which is taken to be a biased of skewed form of self-understanding.
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Section II
Phenomenology and mechanisms of
self-understanding

This section consists of three chapters, each of which explores the various mechanisms
that underlie our self-understanding (broadly construed).
As indicated in the introductory Chapter 1, this dissertation can be read from different
perspectives. This possibility becomes most apparent in this second Section. I will
therefore more elaborately summarize this section from each perspective, starting from
the perspective of the individual chapters.
The perspective of the individual chapters
Chapter 4 targets an ongoing discussion in philosophy and (ecological) psychology on
the usefulness and validity of the concept of ‘affordances’ in trying to grasp human agency
and, in particular, our experience of agency. I show how our experiences of soliciting
affordances (i.e. possibilities for action offered by the environment) is connected to our
needs and concerns: I only experience an apple as affording me to eat, as drawing me to
act, when I am hungry. And I only experience the train station as soliciting when I am
commuting to work (that is, during the weekend I walk straight past it). Importantly
however, our needs and concerns are not homogenous. In particular, there are concerns
that we identify with, that play a central role in our self-concept or self-narrative. I
argue that identification with or commitment to a concern, leads to a particular
phenomenology when interacting with affordances that are relevant to those concerns.
Chapter 5 focuses on the other side of the same coin. Whereas in Chapter 4 I showed
that narrative reflection can be important for studying unreflective bodily engagement
with affordances, in Chapter 5 I emphasize how unreflectively bodily engagement with
affordances is important for our narrative deliberation. Specifically, I argue that there
is an hitherto neglected interplay between these two modes of self-experience. On
the one hand, our narrative deliberation can be seen as an attempt to make ourselves
responsive to particular affordances. I label this process as ‘narrative self-programming’.
On the other hand, our responsiveness to particular affordances feeds into our narrative
deliberation. In addition, a breakdown in our responsiveness to affordances is precisely
what sparks the process of reflection, what urges us to ‘make sense’ of who we are and
how to act.
Chapter 6 differs from the previous chapters in two ways. Firstly, it targets self-deception
as opposed to sincere and honest self-understanding. That is, it highlights that when
trying to make sense of themselves, people are not always interested in accurate selfunderstanding, but may have motivational biases. Secondly, the focus is on social
strategies that people might employ in their self-deceptive acts. So the emphasis shifts
from embodiment and materiality (in Chapters 4 and 5) to how we alter our social
(and increasingly, digital) environment so as to fit our (possibly biased) self-concept or

self-narrative. My main point then, is that traditional views on self-deception construe
this as a phenomenon that takes place ‘within the mind’, whereas I argue that the
mechanism underlying acts of self-deception is distributed across the social context of
the self-deceiver.
The perspective of self-management and (reducing) self-ambiguity
Although the chapters in Section II are not written in the context of self-ambiguity (in
fact that term is not used throughout the entire section), one can nevertheless read these
chapters in the light of self-ambiguity and self-management. That is, in Chapter 3 we saw
that some pending issues regarding self-ambiguity are (i) its neglected phenomenology
and (ii) the lack of clarity on how one might reduce self-ambiguity. In particular, we saw
in our discussion of the work of Harry Frankfurt, that acts of identification are crucial
for self-understanding but that it remains unclear how the process of identifying with
something works. In Section II I will set out to elucidate the phenomenology of selfambiguity and the underlying mechanisms.
In particular, I will emphasize two key aspects of our self-understanding that are
often overlooked (by philosophers such as Frankfurt). First, that there is a dynamic
and recursive interplay between two modes of self-experience. On the one hand, our
reflection and narrative deliberation on ‘who we are’ and ‘who we want to be’. On the
other hand, our unreflective and bodily engagement with the social and material world
around us. I will argue that these two modes of self-experience affect each other, and that
we can only grasp how people make sense of themselves by taking into account both sides
of the coin. Central to my argument will be the point that the narrative concerns that we
have deliberatively identified with or committed to are reflected in our phenomenology
when interacting with our environment. Specifically, acting in line with one’s narrative
concerns leads to what I call a sense of ‘mineness’, a feeling of familiarity and things
‘making sense’. Self-ambiguity may involve alterations in this phenomenology, such as
when something no longer feels ‘yours’ or no longer makes sense. Resolving such selfambiguity on a phenomenological level requires reflection and narrative deliberation,
but always in a diachronic and recursive interplay with the bodily and affective feedback
that arises precisely when one stops reflecting and is instead engaged with the world
around them.
In addition, and this is the second point that I will highlight, acts of self-understanding
are always situated in a particular social, material (and increasingly, digital) environment.
That is, to grasp acts of self-understanding, such as identification and resolving selfambiguity, we need to take into account the fact that people alter their environment
such as to fit their self-concept or self-narrative. I call the result of such efforts a narrative
‘background’ or ‘niche’. Hence, I emphasize that an agent’s self-understanding is

distributed across the social, material and digital context of the agent.
Note that in this second section the focus is on clarifying the phenomenology and
mechanisms of self-understanding. In Section III, I will apply these insights to the
context of psychiatry and self-management.
The perspective of self-coherence
Finally, we can read Section II from the perspective of self-coherence. In Chapter 2
we saw that this issue pertained to the problem that if we construe selves as being
multidimensional, we need to have a story on how the various self-aspects interrelate
and cohere. In this Section I target this problem by (non-exhaustively) discussing how
various self-aspects interrelate. With regard to multidimensionality, the emphasis will be
on bodily self-aspects and narrative self-aspects, but the very idea of a multidimensional
yet coherent self entails that we cannot isolate these from other self-aspects. So aside
from this emphasis, we will in Section II also discuss affective and motivational selfaspects, minimal self-experience, extended self-aspects (social, material and digital) and,
to a lesser extent, cognitive and intersubjective self-aspects. With regard to coherence,
the focus will be on how various self-aspects affect each other, and how altering one selfaspect might modulate other self-aspects and their interrelation.
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Abstract
Affordances are possibilities for action offered by the environment. Recent research on
affordances holds that there are differences in how people experience such possibilities
for action. However, these differences have not been properly investigated. In this paper
I start by briefly scrutinizing the existing literature on this issue, and then argue for two
claims. First, that whether an affordance solicits action or not depends on its relevance to
the agent’s concerns. Second, that the experiential character of how an affordance solicits
action depends on the character of the concern to which it is relevant. Concerns are
conceived of as bodily forms of responsiveness, and solicitations are experienced through
this responsiveness. The main aim of this paper is to make clear that an understanding
of experiential differences in solicitations has to be based on a phenomenological
appreciation of how one experiences one’s responsiveness to those solicitations. In the
remainder of the paper I show how such a phenomenological appreciation reveals several
characteristics of our responsiveness and I briefly explore three of them: valence, force
and mineness. In the final section I discuss the self-referentiality of affordances in light
of the current proposal, and argue that this self-referentiality is broader than is typically
acknowledged.
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Introduction

Affordances are possibilities for action offered by the environment (cf. Gibson 1986).
A chair, for example, affords different actions, such as sitting on, grabbing and talking
about. However, although a glass of water, say, might always afford drinking from, it
actually solicits us to act only occasionally (e.g. when we are thirsty). Hence, there seem
to be differences in how we experience affordances.
But can the notion of affordances accommodate these experiential differences?
Although some critics worry that it cannot (cf. Ratcliffe 2015) recent research on
affordances argues that it can accommodate these differences, but concedes that this
issue needs further unpacking in future research (cf. Withagen et al. 2012; De Haan et
al. 2013; Rietveld & Kiverstein 2014; Bruineberg & Rietveld 2014).
In the current paper I intend to do some of that unpacking. In particular, I
address two questions that we can ask regarding the differences in our experience of
possibilities for action:
(1) What determines whether a particular affordance solicits to act or not? That
is, what determines the difference between a soliciting and a non-soliciting
affordance?
(2) What determines the experiential difference in how an affordance might
solicit action? That is, what determines the phenomenological character or ‘feel’
of an affordance? For example, the experience of how a pack of cigarettes solicits
action differs for a willing or an unwilling addict.
The paper is structured as follows. I will start, in section 4.2, by briefly scrutinizing the
literature on differences in how affordances solicit action. In section 4.3 I will address
the first of the abovementioned questions. The proposed answer, which is roughly in line
with existing research on solicitations, is that whether a particular affordance solicits or
not depends on its relevance to our concerns. In section 4.4 I address the second question.
I argue that the phenomenological ‘character’ of an affordance that solicits action
depends on the ‘character’ of the relevant concern. Concerns are conceived of as bodily
forms of responsiveness, and solicitations are experienced through this responsiveness.
The main aim of this paper is to make clear that an understanding of experiential
differences in solicitations has to be based on a phenomenological appreciation of how
one experiences one’s responsiveness to those solicitations. In the remainder of section
4.4 I argue that such a phenomenological appreciation reveals several characteristics of
our responsiveness and I briefly explore three of them: valence, force and mineness. In
section 4.5 I discuss the self-referentiality of affordances in light of the current proposal,
and argue that this self-referentiality is broader than is typically acknowledged.
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4.2.

Brief survey of research on differences in solicitation

To illustrate the many different ways in which objects may solicit us to act, consider the
following situation.
I walk towards the train. After entering, I look for a comfortable seat. I find one
and start working on my manuscript. After a while I feel the urge to pee – I thus
pack my things and search for a toilet. When I am done, I suddenly hear what
seems like an explosion, and try to get out as quickly as possible.
In this brief situation, at different moments, what draws me to act, what I care about,
is finding a comfortable chair, writing my manuscript, locating a toilet, and exiting the
train.
Note that when trying to find a comfortable chair, different objects offer
possibilities to act, but some of them are more inviting than others. Indeed, because I am
looking for a comfortable chair, those chairs that have stains on them, or are surrounded
by noisy teenagers, are less inviting because they do not afford comfortable sitting –
although they still afford sitting on more generally. Different chairs might solicit in a
different way. Such differences become even more clear when we look at objects that
afford completely different possibilities for action. In the example above, several objects
play a role, such as my pen, chairs, toilets, fellow passengers and the doors of the train.
Yet when I am searching for a toilet, I could not care less about my pen or the doors
of the train - and fellow passengers are only relevant to the extent that they hinder (by
occupying the toilet) or help (by pointing to the nearest free toilet) me to find a toilet.
Throughout our lives, we thus experience alternating solicitations. But one
might worry that the notion of affordances may not be suitable to accommodate the
diversity in the different ways in which we experience soliciting objects. For example,
Ratcliffe argues that “Things do not simply ‘afford’ activities; they appear significant to
us in all sorts of different ways. It is not helpful to say that a bull affords running away
from, while a cream cake affords eating”. He adds that what we need “are distinctions
between the many ways in which things appear significant to us” (Ratcliffe 2015, p.61,
fn. 24).
To some extent, this critique is warranted. A quick glance at decades of
theoretical and empirical research on affordances shows that the emphasis has been on
other aspects of affordances, such as its ontological status. Indeed, there has been a
tendency to neglect the phenomenology of how we experience affordances, a neglect
which can be traced back to the work of Gibson:
The affordances of the environment are permanent (…) [whereas] the positive
and negative valences of things that change when the internal state of the observer
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This quote indicates that Gibson was not, or not primarily, concerned with the experience
of affordances.27 Indeed, in his The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception, Gibson
discusses Gestalt-theorists who stressed the ‘demand character’ that object have (e.g.
Lewin 1926; Brown 1929; Koffka 1935), and then continues to argue that “The concept
of affordance is derived from these concepts of valence, invitation, and demand but
with a crucial difference. The affordance of something does not change as the need of
the observer changes. The observer may or may not perceive or attend to the affordance,
according to his needs, but the affordance, being invariant is always there to be perceived”
(Gibson 1986, 138-139). However, from a phenomenological point of view, there is an
important change here. That is, when the needs of an observer change, the affordance
does change, not in that it affords (which is what Gibson stresses) but in how it affords
something. Or, differently put, how it is experienced as affording. Note that this shift to
the question of ‘how’ something is afforded has ontological implications: solicitations
are subject-dependent, whereas affordances are not. Thus, in the complex ontological
debate on affordances, the current paper sides with Withagen et al. (2012, p.256) who
note that although “affordances exist independently of an actual observer, (…) for an
affordance to invite such an observer is indispensable”.
Recent research on affordances seems to be more sensitive to phenomenological
changes in affordances and shows an emerging interest in whether and how affordances
are experienced as soliciting (cf. Frijda 1986; Dreyfus & Kelly 2007; Dreyfus 2007;
Heft 2010; Rietveld 2012; Withagen et al. 2012; De Haan et al. 2013, 2015; Rietveld
& Kiverstein 2014; Siegel 2014; Dotov & Chemero 2014; Romdenh-Romluc 2014;
Withagen, Aráujo & De Poel 2017).28
A nice illustration of this can be found in De Haan et al. (2015), who use
four dimensions to describe the differences between healthy and pathological ‘fields of
relevant affordances’, i.e. the relevant possibilities for action that a particular individual
is responsive to in a concrete situation.29 In the visual depiction of this field in Figure
1, these four dimensions are represented by the depth, width, height and color of bars,
with each bar representing a particular affordance.
27
28

29

S ee Heft (2001, pp.114-117) for a discussion of Gibson and phenomenology.
It is important to note that although there is overlap with many of these accounts and the one I present here, there are also
important differences (thanks for an anonymous reviewer for stressing this point). For instance, and in contrast with some of
the mentioned theories, I do not attempt to provide a naturalistic explanation of soliciting affordances. Instead, this paper is
hermeneutic-phenomenological in that it tries to increase our understanding of our experience of various forms of meaningfulness.
Note that although this paper is, in contrast to De Haan et al. (2013; 2015), not primarily concerned with pathological cases of how
affordances are experienced, I concur that one’s –mental- wellbeing may contribute to alterations in how affordances are experienced.
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changes are temporary. The perception of what something affords should not
be confused with the ‘coloring’ of experience by needs and motives. Tastes and
preferences fluctuate. Something that looks good today may look bad tomorrow
but what it actually offers the observer will be the same. (Gibson 1982, p. 410;
emphases in original, quoted in Withagen et al. 2012).
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Fig. 1 Different fields of relevant affordances, reprinted from De Haan et al. (2015)

Regarding these dimensions, De Haan et al. say that “The ‘width’ refers to the range
of affordances or the amount of action options that one perceives. The ‘depth’ of the
field refers to the temporal aspect: one not only perceives the affordances that are
immediately present here and now, but (…) [one] may already anticipate the affordances
on the horizon. Lastly, the ‘height’ of each of the affordances refers to the relevance or
salience of this particular option. The different colours refer to variations in affective
allure: something may be relevant because it is dangerous, or rather because it is highly
attractive.” (De Haan et al. 2015).
Although the dimensions of ‘height’ and ‘color’ are an acknowledgement of
differences in whether and how affordances solicit, these differences are not fleshed out.
Indeed, De Haan et al. (2013, p.7, fn. 8) say that the “dimension of relevance or salience
needs further unpacking. (…) there are many different ways in which the perceived
environment can solicit activity. Something can be important because it is dangerous
and needs to be avoided, or because it is highly attractive and pulling us in. This means
we need to further explore in future work the relation between affective salience of
the affordance, and whether something presents itself as an attraction or rather as an
‘avoidance’”.
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In a similar vein, Rietveld & Kiverstein (2014, 340) ask “what makes it the case
that a skilled individual is solicited by one affordance rather than another” but concede
that this is “an urgent open research question”. They refer to Withagen et al. (2012),
who discuss the “nature of the inviting character” of affordances and who similarly
conclude that “much work remains to be done” regarding this issue (p.257). Withagen
and colleagues do provide a “tentative” list of (organismal) factors that are likely to
be involved in determining the invitational character of affordances, but they also
emphasize that this list “needs to be complemented, discussed and criticized” (p.256).30
In what follows, I address this issue of getting a grip on differences in solicitations.
More specifically, I will, in section 4.3, investigate what determines whether a particular
affordance solicits action or not? Or, in terms of the framework provided by De Haan
et al., what makes the bars go up or down? After that I will, in section 4.4, investigate
the phenomenological differences in how any two given affordance may solicit action.
Or, again in terms of the framework by De Haan et al., how should we conceive of the
differences in color of two bars?

4.3.

What determines whether an affordance solicits or not?

What we learn from experience is that whether affordances solicit action or not is a
thoroughly dynamic process: throughout the day objects become more and less soliciting
as we go about. What determines whether an affordance solicits or not? In many cases,
this seems to depend on our needs and concerns.
Some everyday examples show why this answer is intuitively appealing: a
hammer always affords hammering, but only solicits hammering when I need a hammerlike object, like when I am doing carpentry. Similarly, a sandwich always affords eating
but actually draws me to act only when I am hungry (i.e. because there is a bodily need
for nutrients).
In addition, this answer is in line with existing research on affordances.31 For
example, Heft (1989, p.16) notes that: “A lighted candle not only affords pain, if you
touch its flame, but more positively, it also affords illuminating a dark place as well
as heating a liquid such as water. Which of these latter two dispositional qualities is
realized in experience depends on the individual’s behavioral goals or intentions at a
particular time”. Similarly, Rietveld & Kiverstein (2014, p.342) suggest that it is “our
current abilities” and “concerns” (which they define in terms of “interests, preferences
and needs”) that “make it the case that we are solicited by one affordance rather than
another”. And De Haan et al. (2015, p.18) point out that “depending on what is out
30
31

We will further discuss this list in section 4.3.
Indeed, the connection between needs and solicitations was already made by Gestalt psychologists. Cf. Kurt Lewin’s theory on the
reciprocal relation between needs and demand character (Lewin 1926) and those that were inspired by Lewin’s theory (e.g. Brown
1929; Koffka 1935).
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there and what your needs and concerns are, some (…) affordances will be more inviting
to you than others: when you are hungry, the apple will be more salient to you than the
keyboard”.32
At this point one might worry that the current proposal, on which an affordance
becomes soliciting due to relevance to one’s concerns, runs the risk of becoming Cartesian.
On such a reading, one would conceive of concerns or needs as private internal states of
the agent. And, consequently, when such an agent interacts with the world, it basically
“makes a decision and imposes its will on the environment via the mechanical body”
(Withagen et al. 2017, p.17).33
However, the proposal is not Cartesian because when an organism has a
particular need or concern, this is typically not a conscious thought, but instead a bodily
responsiveness. That is, being concerned with X coincides with being in a state where
one is responsive to X. Being responsive (i.e. being concerned) thus entails that the
environment guides me through my actions by soliciting those actions. This stands in
contrast to the Cartesian picture where the agent “imposes its will on the environment
via the mechanical body”.
Indeed most of our interactions with the world are what one might call
‘concerned’ interactions. For example, when I am doing carpentry, there is no need
to evaluate which tool I need: the relevant tool is already experienced as being readyto-hand (Heidegger 1962; Dotov & Chemero 2014). In a concerned interaction, an
agent need not reflect on what action to undertake, as the environment already solicits
action.34
In short, an affordance is a possibility for action which solicits action (i.e. cal ls me to
act) only when I am responsive to act (i.e. concerned). More concretely: an apple affords
eating, but only draws me to act when I am hungry. It is important to note that from
a phenomenological point of view, the solicitation and responsiveness are intertwined.
That is, we do not first experience a solicitation and then the bodily responsiveness.
Rather, a solicitation (the ‘call’ to act) is experienced through one’s responsiveness. As
Bruineberg & Rietveld (2014, p.2) put it, a solicitation is “the (pre-reflective) experiential
equivalent of a bodily action-readiness”. (Note that in section 4.4 I will argue that a
solicitation can be more rich and nuanced on account of the various ways in which the
bodily responsiveness may be experienced).
Before we continue, there is an important caveat regarding the claim that an
affordance is experienced as soliciting when it is relevant to our concerns. Namely, that
there may be additional factors contributing to the soliciting nature of an affordance,
including bodily capacities and skills (Merleau-Ponty 2002; Rietveld 2012), but also
32
33
34
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 ote that one need not be hungry for an apple to be soliciting. Other concerns might play a role as well. For instance, one might be
N
procrastinating and be solicited to eat because by doing so one avoids the task one is dreading. See also footnote 41.
Many thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this worry.
Research on how to formalize and operationalize such a ‘concerned’ interaction with our environment is steadily increasing (see e.g.
Bruineberg & Rietveld 2014; Dotov & Chemero 2014; Kiverstein & Rietveld 2014; Withagen, Aráujo & De Poel 2017).

socio-cultural factors and the situatedness and history of the agent (Van Dijk & Rietveld
2016). In this respect, consider the ‘tentative list’ of factors, offered by Withagen et al.
(2012), that helps to understand why some affordances actually invite us to act whereas
others do not. The list includes four factors, starting with the action capabilities of
the agent: “if the actualization of an affordance requires great effort, it is not likely to
invite the agent to act” (2012, 256). This not only seems intuitively plausible but is also
corroborated by empirical findings (e.g. Proffitt et al. 1995; 2003).35 Second, Withagen
et al. note that some affordances are more important from an evolutionary perspective.
Consequently, those affordances that contribute to survival and reproduction will “likely
attract or repel the agent” and “be acted upon immediately” (ibid.). Third, culture and
social conventions play an important role. The example they give is that chairs afford
many things (e.g. picking up, throwing, standing on) but in our culture, the affordance
of ‘sitting on’ tends to stands out. Fourth, Withagen et al. emphasize the personal history
of an individual: “for example a person who initially liked chocolate but had suffered
from gastroenteritis after eating it is likely to be repelled by its affordance for some
time”.
Although there may be additional factors at play in determining whether an
affordance solicits action, the current paper will focus on needs and concerns because
these play an important role in determining not only whether an affordance solicits
(cf. question 1 in the introduction), but also in determining the phenomenological
character that a solicitation may have (cf. question 2 in the introduction).

4.4. 	Different experiential characters of affordances:
An exploration
Let us then turn to the second question that was mentioned in the introduction, which
pertains to the phenomenological differences in how an affordance solicit action. Note
that the importance of concerns as such does not give us an answer to this second
question. For pointing out that an object comes to solicit action because of relevance to
a particular concern does not yet tell us anything about experiential differences in how
things solicit. Recall Ratcliffe’s (2015, p.61, fn. 24) worry that “Things do not simply
‘afford’ activities; they appear significant to us in all sorts of different ways” (emphasis
added). Indeed, from a phenomenological perspective, an experience of solicitation
seems to be experientially rich and nuanced: the experience of a soliciting affordance
may be accompanied by a distinct and characteristic phenomenal ‘feel’. How should we
understand this particular ‘character’ that a soliciting affordance may have?
35

In a study by Proffitt et al. (1995) subjects overestimated the degree of incline of a slope when fatigued. Similarly, Proffitt et
al. (2003), showed that only those participants who carried a backpack overestimated the perceived distance. In both cases, the
perceived affordance (walking towards or climbing a hill) was less inviting.
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Answering this question does involve our concerns, but it requires us to better
understand the characteristics of those concerns. Thus, I propose that phenomenological
differences in our experience of a solicitation are best understood by taking into account
the particular characteristic of a concern to which an affordance is relevant. In other
words, an understanding of experiential differences in solicitations has to be based on a
phenomenological appreciation of how we experience our responsiveness.
There are three such characteristics of concerns that I want to explore in the
present paper. The starting point is that our concerns are not homogenous. For one,
our concerns can be, generally speaking, positive or negative. In our experience, this
is revealed through the phenomenological character of valence. Second, concerns can
be more or less urgent. When an affordance is relevant to such an urgent concern, we
experience the soliciting affordance as having the phenomenological character of force.
Third, concerns can be identified with or committed to. In such cases, we experience the
phenomenological character of mineness.
In what follows I elaborate on these claims. In subsections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2
I discuss valence and force, which are deemed least controversial as these are already
acknowledged in affordance research. The remaining subsections are devoted to an
exploration of the experience of mineness.
4.4.1 Valence
Perhaps the most obvious candidate when investigating the different ways in which
affordances solicit action is valence. Valence is central to many theories in emotionscience and is increasingly being discussed in emotion-philosophy (Charland 2005).
Hence, one might think that affordance research could draw on this existing work on
valence that has been done in other (adjacent) fields of research. Unfortunately, those
fields of research suffer from a lack of conceptual clarity regarding the concept of valence.
Specifically, it is often unclear (i) what valence pertains to, i.e. what ‘is valenced’ and (ii)
what kinds of valence there are.
		
Regarding the first issue, Colombetti (2005) points out that many
authors do not define valence, presumably because they take it that people have an
intuitive grasp of it (see Lambie & Marcel 2002 and Kristjánsson 2003 for similar
remarks). Yet, as Colombetti explains, there are various ways in which scientists talk
about valence. In different theories, what is valenced may be an object, a behavior,
an emotion (as a whole or aspects of an emotion), or the experience of an emotion.
In the context of affordances, this first issue becomes extra intricate as there is much
debate concerning the ontological status of affordances. Depending on the position one
takes in that debate, the valence of an affordance may pertain to the experience of an
affordance, to the affordance itself, to the object that affords an action or to the behavior
that the affordance may lead to. In turn, this has implications for whether one wishes to
characterize such valence primarily in terms of pleasurable/non-pleasurable or in terms
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of approach/avoid. The former entails an experiential view; the latter a behavioral view.
Regarding the second issue: Valence tends to be construed as dichotomous;
pleasure versus pain or, more behavioristically, approach versus avoidance. (see Charland
2005, p.91 for a discussion). Charland (2005) labels this tendency as ‘hedonicity’.
Importantly though, there has been much recent criticism of such hedonicity: the
dichotomy of positive and negative does not seem to capture the wide range of how
things may be valenced (Solomon & Stone 2002; Lambie & Marcel 2002; Kristjánsson
2003; Charland 2005; Colombetti 2005).36 On some occasions, valence is discussed in
the context of affordances and we encounter the same problems here (e.g. Frijda 1986;
Colombetti 2005; Klaassen, Rietveld & Topal 2010; De Haan et al. 2013).37 There are
indeed differences in how things solicit action and hence affordances may be valenced
in different ways. This is not to reject that affordances are valenced and that this may
best be understood in terms of e.g. positive/negative or approach/avoid (see e.g. Frijda
1986; Klaassen, Rietveld & Topal 2010; De Haan et al. 2013; see also footnote 36).
Rather, the variety of ways in which an object may solicit action, seems to entail more
than merely a dichotomy of positive and negative.38 This claim bears resemblance to
the objection to hedonicity in emotion-research, as well as to the worry that Ratcliffe
expressed (see section 4.2). At any rate, more research is needed to elucidate the character
of ‘valence’ that affordances may carry (and affordance-research might here, but only to
some extent, draw on results regarding valence in emotion-research).
4.4.2.	Force: Demand versus invitational character of soliciting affordances
Recall that Withagen et al. discuss how affordances may ‘invite to act’. At times however,
it may seem safer to say that they ‘force to act’. To use Koffka’s (1935) phrasing, some
objects have a ‘demand character’. Hence within the group of ‘soliciting affordances’
(which is already a subset of the affordances that one might experience), we can distinguish
affordances according to their ‘force’, which ranges from ‘demanding affordances’ to
‘inviting affordances’. To illustrate, consider the difference between what an incoming
spear affords in comparison to what an incoming tennis ball affords. Obviously, both
afford catching, but the incoming spear strongly forces to act (e.g. catching or, more
likely, dodging), whereas the tennis ball invites to act. Or consider three beverages that
all afford drinking and quenching thirst, but some may be more inviting. As the thirst
prolongs, what they afford changes from an inviting- to a more demanding character. In
terms of bodily readiness to act, force may be experienced as a more or less immediate
responsiveness. So a solicitation that has a strong demand character, i.e. which forces
36
37
38

 ote that not all authors make the exact same point, given that some are concerned with emotion themselves carrying valence and
N
others with the experience of an emotion having valence. Moreover, it is generally acknowledged that there is a dichotomy between
positive and negative valence; the critics emphasize that this dichotomy is insufficient to capture all varieties of valence.
Interestingly enough, Gibson (1986, p.137) is not an exception here. See also his quotes in section 4.2.
Take, for example, the suggestion by Siegel (2014, p.7, fn.10) that some objects seem to ‘anti-afford’ action. An experience of antiaffording occurs in situations where objects prohibit achieving a goal. In the example provided by Siegel, someone has to make an
urgent phone call but cannot do so because she is in an airplane.
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one to act, might be experienced as involving a diminished sense of free will or agency.
In this regard, consider a similar idea in Siegel (2014, p.5), who argues that the
phenomenal aspect of “differences in increments of felt solicitation” consists of what she
calls feelings of answerability. Affordances that have a high degree of solicitation, carry a
lot of answerability. Siegel calls these “experienced mandates” but I prefer to label them
as affordances with a demand character because this latter term allows for contrasting
this experience (with affordances that carry an inviting character).
The demand-or-invitational-character of how an affordance solicits likely
depends on the ‘importance’ of the relevant concern. ‘Survival’ or ‘avoiding pain’ are
undoubtedly examples of important concerns. Consequently, things that ‘afford pain’ or
‘dying from’ have (in addition to a negative valence) a demand rather than invitational
character. I thus agree with Withagen et al. (2012) who argue that the evolutionary
importance of an affordance affects its soliciting character.
4.4.3. Intermezzo: affordances, concerns and selves
Before turning to the third character of mineness, let us briefly turn our attention to the
question of which concerns are relevant when we are trying to understand the character
of soliciting affordances? It seems that a demarcation of the relevant concerns relies
heavily on what theory of self one adopts. That is, the range of concerns that one intends
to investigate depends on one’s definition of ‘who we are’.
To illustrate, if I see myself as a human being (homo sapiens), then such a
biological or evolutionary understanding of the ‘self ’ makes particular concerns come
to the fore, such as survival, the need for nutrition and reproduction. And indeed, these
concerns are important for understanding certain behaviors but at the same time seem
insufficient for others. Similarly, if I conceive of my-self as ‘a philosopher’ or as ‘a Dutch
citizen’ then again particular concerns gain importance and other concerns drop to the
background.
Yet to gain a full understanding of the differences in how affordances may solicit
actions, we need to take into account all the ways in which things can appear significant
to us, which implies incorporating as many different concerns as possible, which in turn
means that we need a theory of self that can account for this variety and complexity in
‘who we are’.
Although the exact theory of self is up for debate, it seems clear that ‘broad
theories’, which emphasize the complexity and plurality of aspects that makes up a ‘self ’,
are to be preferred. That is, selves are best understood as not just, say, bodily aspects, but
include also affective, social, psychological, narrative and extended aspects.39 Adopting
such a broad view on the self means acknowledging that who we are, and thus what can
matter to us, ranges from biology, to culture and one’s own personal, narrative concerns.
39
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See e.g. Gallagher (2013) for a recent theory of self that fits this criterion.
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4.4.4. Narrativity and ‘mineness’
I want to argue that another character of a solicitation is its ‘mineness’: the extent to
which an affordance is experienced as being close to ‘who I am’ or, more precisely, ‘who I
take myself to be’. On the one hand, this can be understood in terms of actual possession.
Indeed, psychological research on the so called ‘mere ownership effect’ shows that an
object that is ‘mine’ (as in ‘my property’) is experienced with increased value (cf. Beggan
1992). Consider an example by Baumeister who, during a hiking trip, needed a decent
hiking staff. He “spent the better part of the first day trying out various unsatisfactory
branches and wood fragments in order to find a decent hiking staff. None was quite right,
so I finally settled on the least objectionable and used it for the rest of the week (…).
On the last day, a few miles from the destination, I finally spotted a piece of wood that
looked just right. Immediately I tossed aside my well-worn staff and picked up the new,
better one. But somehow I couldn’t just abandon the old one like that. Even though the
new one was unquestionably better and might have served me well even on future trips,
I felt oddly loyal to my old one, and so I retrieved it and used it for the rest of the hike”
(Baumeister 1991, pp.94-5). What I take this example to show is that although several
branches afforded to be used as a hiking staff, near the end of the trip, one particular
branch stood out, i.e. solicited action rather than merely afforded action, and did so because
it had a particular feel to it that I subsume under the label of ‘mineness’.40
Importantly, the notion of mineness that I want to introduce here goes beyond
mere ‘mineness as property’. The claim that I want to defend is in line with a proposal
by Slors & Jongepier (2014), who suggest that:
the mineness of experiences may be accounted for in terms of their holistically
fitting into a background of earlier and co-temporal experiences, thoughts,
memories, proprioceptions, interoceptions, etc. against which an experience
occurs. The bottom-line of such a coherentist account is this: what makes a
conscious experience mine is
not some inner core or intrinsic structure of the experience; it is the implicit
realization (…) that the experience is part of a much larger whole, i.e. a
‘psychobiography’. (Slors & Jongepier 2014, p.201, second emphasis added)
40

 aterial objects, and their corresponding feeling of ‘mineness’, can thus contribute to ‘who we are’. Closely related ideas can be
M
found in philosophy (cf. James 1890 on ‘material self ’ and the gradual transition from ‘mine’ to ‘me’, and Gallagher 2013 on
‘extended aspects’) and psychology (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton 1981; Gosling 2008).
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The role of narrative concerns in understanding solicitations is explored in
the next subsection. Then, in subsection 4.4.5, I discuss the potentially re-emerging
worry of Cartesianism in response to including narrative concerns. In section 4.5 I will
discuss an implication of the proposal to broaden the range of concerns, namely the
corresponding widening of self-referentiality of affordances.
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Indeed, I want to argue that an affordance that has the character of ‘mineness’ entails
such an implicit realization: that the experience fits an individual’s psychobiography.
An important factor in understanding this ‘psychobiography’ that Slors &
Jongepier stress and which I want to highlight for present purposes, is the fact that our
concerns are temporally extended: we sometimes consciously set goals, which take years
to achieve and which we commit ourselves to (Klinger 1975). In other words, ‘who we
are’, has a fundamental diachronic component to it: our narratives. In line with Slors &
Jongepier’s proposal, I want to emphasize the importance of narrative for how things can
appear significant to us. And, consequently, that narrative may contribute to a character
of ‘mineness’ of affordances that solicit acting upon.
To illustrate this last claim, consider some of the following examples by narrative
theorist Schechtman, who argues that:
the larger narrative context can impact and condition experience. This impact can
be seen, for instance, (…) in the differences between what someone experiences
and does walking up to the door of his house rather than to the door of a house.
Or of walking up to the door of his new house rather than to the door of the
house he has lived in for many years; or to the door of a house in which his loving
family waits rather than to the door of an empty house after a bitter breakup—
even if it is the same house and the same door in each case. (Schechtman 2007,
p.162)
There are two additional points that I would like to stress regarding the link between
one’s narrative and the character of mineness that can be experienced in a solicitation.
The contribution of narrative to a sense of mineness implies that this character (or more
specifically, the lack of it) mainly comes to the fore in the case of major narrative changes
(or changes to parts of our ‘psychobiography’ as Slors & Jongepier would call it), such
as life-events. It is in those cases that the affordance that an objects affords is no longer
experienced as ‘mine’. In addition, because a lot of our narratives and our narrative goals
involve other people, we might assume that the character of mineness is most visible in
the case of affordances that have a strong social connotation.
An illustration of these two points can be found in the following quotes:
Consider the potential effects of marital break-up on how things matter to a
person: ‘this is no longer the bar where we go together to enjoy free time’; ‘this is
no longer our home’; and so forth. (Ratcliffe 2017, p.155)
What we find salient and how it is significant to us reflects various coherent and
enduring projects, commitments, and concerns, all or almost all of which implicate
other people in one or another way” (ibid. See also Ratcliffe 2015, p.105)
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These quotes also help to make clear what the particular phenomenality of a character of
mineness consists of. Such mineness then, should be quite literally understood in terms
of ‘what it is like for me’ to experience the affordance of a certain object. Given the
current emphasis on narrative, one could further specify this in terms of ‘what it is like
for me as the protagonist in this particular narrative’ to experience an affordance. Thus,
prior to a marital breakup, a house or door (in Schechtman’s quote) or a bar or home
(in Ratcliffe’s quote) may be experienced with a certain familiarity, a feeling of making
sense as well as an anticipation of these feelings. Post-breakup, however, the object no
longer has this specific meaning. Moreover, it may still be familiar to the extent that
one knows exactly how the door creaks when opened but at the same time carry a sense
of unfamiliarity (rather than a lack of familiarity) because it has become a ‘thing’ – it is
no longer experienced as ‘ready-to-hand’ or making sense (Heidegger 1962; Dotov &
Chemero 2014). Indeed there may be a slight hesitation in one’s bodily responsiveness.
The readiness to act (and perhaps one’s body as a whole) may become less inconspicuous.
The proposal to incorporate narrativity has several further implications. First,
recall that Withagen et al. mentioned ‘personal history’ on their list of factors. However,
their (brief ) discussion of this factor focused on humans as biological beings, and the
examples they give pertain to the biological need for food.41 The current proposal goes
beyond this in two ways. One the one hand it incorporates the full breadth of ‘self ’ –
that is, it includes our affective, reflective and intersubjective history. On the other hand,
it adds the importance of narrative, which entails that not only the actual past impacts
our present experience of affordances, but also the story we tell about the past; our
interpretation of past events. Moreover, the narrative structure of our lives entails that
the (expected) future can impact our current experience of an affordance.
In addition, our narrative affects our agency (understood here as the extent to
which we consider ourselves capable of performing an action). Withagen et al. (2012,
p.256) pointed out, correctly I believe, that “if the actualization of an affordance requires
great effort, it is not likely to invite the agent to act”. In subsequent work (e.g. Prieske et
al. 2015), Withagen and his colleagues focus on bodily capacities and thus again seem to
have a ‘self ’ in mind that is first and foremost an embodied biological being. However,
whether I ‘feel that I can do X’ is not only a matter of actual bodily capacities, but also
of our self-narrative: how we conceive of our body and bodily capacities: “whether one
thinks of oneself as a devoted surfer, or thinks of oneself as suffering from aquaphobia,
will have a great impact on how one perceives [what is afforded by] the waves crashing
in on the shore” (Slors & Jongepier 2014, p.204-205). Hence I would claim that for
example the fact that we experience the world around us and the possibilities for action
that it offers differently as we grow older (see e.g. Heft 1989, pp.20-22), cannot be
41

 ithagen et al. appear to consider eating merely as a biological concern, but “Eating is much more than just filling your stomach
W
with nutrients: what you choose to eat is meaningful, and with whom you eat, and how you eat. Our eating habits are part of
our identity, reflecting socio-cultural practices, and personal values, and often even religious convictions” (De Haan, unpublished
manuscript, p.149).
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explained by adhering merely to our changing bodies and bodily capacities, but also has
to do with a change in narrative or, more generally, our ‘self-theory’ (Dweck 2000).
Another way of understanding the phenomenological character of mineness is
to acknowledge that there are some goals or concerns that we identify with (cf. Frankfurt
1982; 1988). For example, we do not identify with our concern of ‘not walking on
the cracks of the sidestep (Frankfurt 1982, p.271), but we do identify with ‘wanting
to contribute to society’ or ‘being a successful philosopher’. The concerns that we do
identify with are those that are central to our narrative (cf. McAdams 2006; Schechtman
2007). These are concerns that we commit ourselves to and which are experienced as
personally salient (Klinger 1975). Moreover, actions that carry personal significance (i.e.
that are “are part of the larger projects and concerns of the person”) are performed better
and more flexibly (Gallagher & Marcel 1999, p.12). Finally, if an affordance solicits
action in the context of a ‘personal’ concern, then it carries a kind of personal value,
which is experienced as being ‘closer’ to who we are.
Interestingly, the current proposal matches some similar ideas in motivational
psychology.42 Specifically, the experience of (solicitation of ) actions being ‘closer to who
you are’ is well captured by the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation to
act. According to this distinction, the so called ‘perceived locus of causal intentionality’
can be ‘internal or external to the self ’ (cf. deCharms 1968; Deci & Ryan 1985). If it
is internal, then we perform a certain action because we want to. In contrast, if this
‘perceived locus of intentionality’ is external, then we get cases like the unwilling addict
who “(…) may meaningfully make the analytically puzzling statements that the force
moving him to take the drug is a force other than his own, and that it is not of his own
free will but rather against his will that this force moves him to take it” (Frankfurt 1988,
p.13).
4.4.5. The worry of Cartesianism and the idea of self-programming
The plea to broaden the relevant concerns so as to include narrative concerns might
reintroduce the worry of Cartesianism. In section 4.3 this worry was rebutted by
indicating that concerns are typically not internal private states such as conscious
thoughts, but rather embodied states of responsiveness. Yet one might argue that
narrativity implies conscious, reflective and non-embodied activity and hence that by
including narrative we still end up with a Cartesian picture where an agent “makes a
decision and imposes its will on the environment via the mechanical body” (Withagen
et al. 2017, p.17).
To show why this is not the case, consider the following (hypothetical) example
of Peter. Like many other academics, Peter is what you could call a workaholic. An
42
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S ee especially the work Eric Klinger on current concerns (Klinger 1977), the work of Edward Deci and Richard Ryan on selfdetermination (e.g. Deci & Ryan 1985, 2002), the work of Robert Emmons on ‘personal strivings’ (e.g. Emmons 1986) and the
work of Brian Little on ‘personal projects’ (e.g. Little, Salmela-Aro & Philips 2007).

average evening or day in the weekend for Peter consists of grading papers and writing
proposals. At some point, Peter comes to realize that he is not as good as a father as he
would like to be. After some (narrative) deliberation in which he discusses the issue with
his wife, Peter feels that he needs to spend more time with his children and to take better
care of them.
Now, the mistake that would lead to a Cartesian view of narrative concerns, is to
conflate these concerns with the narrative deliberation that Peter engaged in. In contrast,
I want to argue that narrative concerns are fundamentally diachronic and that, as time
passes, the reflective, narrative deliberation results in an embodied responsiveness. To
connect this to the example of Peter, we might say that Peter’s concern of wanting to be
a good parent may eventually result in his home-office no longer soliciting him during
the weekend.
The point then, is that a conscious intention to be a better parent has altered the
embodied responsiveness of Peter: he has ‘programmed’ himself as it were, to become
more -or less- responsive (cf. Slors 2015). So although Peter is still concerned with
‘being a good parent’, this concern is no longer a private internal state (as it was when he
was consciously deliberating or narrating to alter his behavior). Rather, due to the Peters
identification with or commitment to this concern (cf. Klinger 1975), it has become
an embodied responsiveness which entails, amongst other things, that he is no longer
solicited by his study during the weekends.
The idea of self-programming, for present purposes, boils down to the claim
that human beings have the capacity, up to a certain point at least, to alter their
concerns and responsiveness. In other words, agents play an active role in the formation
of what one could call an individual’s ‘responsiveness profile’.43 To be sure, the idea
of self-programming does not entail that one simply ‘decides’ that a particular way of
responding to the environment changes. More realistically, the ‘decision’ is a diachronic
process of alternating states of reflection and concerned interaction with the world. So
at some point in time an agent deliberates or narrates her actions such as to establish a
responsiveness to X. Then, after a while, this responsiveness is not yet experienced and
another moment of reflection occurs. This process is likely to repeat itself for some time,
until the agent is responsive to X and no longer reflects on her interaction with X.
To make this more concrete, imagine that Peter, after he talked to his wife about
becoming a better father, walks up to his study on a Sunday afternoon and experiences
a hesitation in his responsiveness to the laptop that is calling him to act. This hesitation
may reveal to Peter the meaning of his action, which in turn may alter his experience
of the solicitation (cf. what Frijda 1986 calls the significance of an affective experience).
43

 responsiveness profile is best thought of as an elaborate version of the figure by De Haan et al. (2015) that was used in section 4.2.
A
Thanks to Marc Slors for suggesting the term ‘responsiveness profile’. Note that the idea of self-programming might be interpreted
in terms of what Gibson (1986, p. 254) calls ‘education of attention’, which entails that we learn by fine-tuning or sensitizing
our perceptual system (which includes not just our brain but also their neural and muscular linkages) to particular features of the
environment.
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Moreover, the hesitation (i.e. the diminished fluidity in his responsiveness) may surprise
him as it reveals a discrepancy between his narrative concerns and the concern that leads
to a solicitation. As a result, Peter is likely to change his subsequent actions such as to
become more in line with his personal, narrative goals.
Undoubtedly, much more work is needed to further elucidate this admittedly
speculative theory of narrative self-programming. But if this picture is even remotely
correct, then our experience of affordances and solicitations plays a key role in our
(narrative) process of self-programming. In future work I intend to further explore the
importance of affordances for narrativity research, as well as to elaborate on the idea of
narrative self-programming (Dings, in preparation). What I have hoped to make clear
in this paper is that narrativity is also important for affordance research – a claim which
I will continue to emphasize in section 4.5.

4.5.

Implication for self-referentiality of affordances

At this point one might further object that my proposal says more about the subject than
about the affordance that is experienced. Indeed the idea that I am presenting is that an
affordance that carries the character of mineness reflects who I am - in the broadest sense
of the word. But this also has implications for how we understand affordances, specifically
that their self-referentiality is more encompassing than is sometimes acknowledged.
Gibson famously argued that our perception of the world, and especially our
perception of affordances, entails a degree of self-referentiality. Self and environment are
inseparable: an affordance “points two ways, to the environment and to the observer”
and hence Gibson argues that “to perceive the world is to coperceive oneself ” (Gibson
1986, p.141).
But what is this ‘self ’ that is coperceived when perceiving the world? On
Gibson’s account, this ‘self ’ seems to be, first and foremost, an embodied biological
actor. This becomes clear if we look at the text surrounding the just mentioned quote:
An affordance, as I said, points two ways, to the environment and to the observer.
So does the information to specify an affordance. But this does not in the least
imply separate realms of consciousness and matter, a psychophysical dualism.
It says only that the information to specify the utilities of the environment is
accompanied by information to specify the observer himself, his body, legs, hands,
and mouth. This is only to reemphasize that exteroception is accompanied by
proprioception - that to perceive the world is to coperceive oneself. [Emphases
added]
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In other work on affordances, we similarly see a tendency to conceive of the ‘self ’
primarily in terms of an embodied actor (e.g. Gallese & Sinigaglia 2011). Such a view
on the self seems adequate if one is, like Gibson and others, primarily concerned with
understanding which objects afford what action.
However, if one is concerned with how affordances are experienced as soliciting
actions then we need to broaden the ‘self ’ that is at stake. I thus want to make the
stronger claim that indeed, to perceive the world is to coperceive oneself, but that this
‘self ’ that one co-perceives should not merely be thought of a body but also, amongst
other things, as a narrative self.
To perceive the world is to co-perceive one’s narrative self, then, means that
when I experience a possibility for action, the phenomenological character of how this
affordance invites action may refer back to my narrative, much like the experience
of an affordance might more generally refer to my bodily structure and capacities.44
Phenomenologically speaking, the experience of a solicitation reveals my narrative
concerns. Consider the following quote by Slors & Jongepier (2014, pp. 204-205):
There are numerous examples that illustrate the way in which one’s identity
contributes to the content of our experiences. A drug-dealer will see a particular
alleyway where he has set up to meet with someone in quite a different way than
someone on his way home late at night; a mother who has just given birth will
experience the crying of a baby differently than a nurse; the walkway towards
the airplane will be experienced in a different way by someone who is trying to
get over his fear of flying than by the banker making her hundredth flight, etc.
The current proposal argues that the various objects mentioned in this quote (i.e. an
alleyway, a crying baby, a walkway towards the airplane) all afford the same thing to
different people (e.g. walking on, comforting, etcetera), but only solicit some people to
act, and solicit these actions differently depending on (amongst other things) the narrative
of the person who experiences the soliciting affordance.
The implication of my proposal then is that we have to broaden the selfreferentiality of affordances. I concur that if my bodily configuration or bodily capacities
change, then the field of affordances that I experience would thereby come to differ
in terms of width and breadth (cf. the framework by De Haan et al. 2015, discussed
in section 4.2). But in a similar fashion, a change in my narrative would generate a
corresponding change in the height and color of the affordances in my field.

44

S ee Glas (2017) for a similar proposal of self-referentiality in the context of emotions. See also Taylor (1985) on the subject-referring
properties of import.
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4.6.

Conclusion

A complete understanding of people’s interaction with affordances requires us to grasp
the phenomenological differences in how affordances may solicit action. The current
paper intended to contribute to that endeavor. Specifically, it addressed the worry by
Ratcliffe (2015) that the notion of ‘affordance’ may be insufficient to accommodate the
diversity in how things matters to us.
Several claims were defended. First, that whether an affordance solicits action
or not depends on the needs and concerns of the agent. Second, that the particular
phenomenological character of the solicitation depends on the character of the
relevant concern. Concerns were conceived of as bodily forms as responsiveness, and
solicitations are taken to be experienced through this responsiveness. Hence, it was
argued that an understanding of experiential differences in solicitations has to be based
on a phenomenological appreciation of how we experience our responsiveness to those
solicitations.
Furthermore, it was argued that in order to gain a full understanding of the
experiential differences in how affordances may solicit action, we need to take into
account all of the ways in which things can appear significant to us, which implies
incorporating as many different concerns as possible, that is, to account for the full
complexity of ‘who we are’. As a result, affordances have a much broader self-referential
character. An important consequence of this broadening of self-referentiality is that it
does justice to the dynamics of an agent’s responsiveness profile, because it allows us to
include the reflective capacities of human beings, such as their narrative deliberations,
which is an important variable of understanding human-world-interaction.
Given this feature, I expect the current proposal to contribute to making
affordance- and solicitation-research more applicable to domains that are interested in
‘the whole human’, rather than merely say, the bodily aspects of human beings. One of
these domains may be the clinical context that Ratcliffe (2015) is interested in.
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Abstract
Although there is an increase in research into how narrative identity interrelates with
embodiment, the mechanisms underlying this interplay are hardly addressed. In this
paper I target this hiatus in the literature by proposing two mechanisms that can
help to (non-exhaustively) elucidate the dynamic interplay of narrative identity and
embodiment. I start by briefly sketching the debate so far and then go on to argue
that the way narrative self-understanding affects our embodiment can be understood
on the model of narrative self-programming. After that I turn to the other side of the
interaction. Drawing on research in ecological psychology and phenomenology, I show
how embodiment affects our narrative self-understanding through the way in which we
engage with affordances in our narrative background. After that I highlight the dynamic
and recursive character of this interplay. I end with some conclusions and unresolved
issues.
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Introduction

Research on narrative identity and research on embodiment investigate very different
aspects of who we are: the former focuses on the capacity for reflective self-understanding,
whereas the latter emphasizes non-reflective aspects of human beings. However, the
persons under investigation in both fields are not either narrative or embodied beings –
they are both.
In the philosophical debate on how to best conceptualize narrative identity, it
has recently been argued that narrative identity needs to be reconceptualized so as to
accommodate the bodily aspects of the person holding the narrative (Thornton, 2003;
Atkins, 2008; Menary, 2008; Mackenzie, 2009, 2014; Meyers, 2014; Zahavi, 2014).
The main point of contention in this debate is whether the relation with embodiment
is twofold (i.e. whether our embodiment only affects our narrative or whether our
narrative may also affect our embodiment). Those that argue that it is twofold (e.g.
Brandon, 2016; Køster, 2017a; Heersmink, 2017) emphasize the dynamic and recursive
character of this interaction: narrative may affect embodiment which in turn may affect
narrative which in turn may affect embodiment and so on. However, little attention has
been paid to the mechanisms behind this possible interplay. The current paper targets
this hiatus in the philosophical literature by proposing two mechanisms that help to
(non-exhaustively) elucidate the dynamic and recursive interplay between narrative
identity and embodiment. The result is a reconceptualization of narrative identity as not
merely a reflective and deliberative endeavor, but as a diachronic process of alternating
states of deliberation and non-reflective but meaningful interaction with the world.
The paper is structured as follows. I start in section 5.2 with a brief overview of
the philosophical debate, show what is lacking in this debate and offer some conceptual
clarifications. In section 5.3 I argue that the way narrativity affects our embodiment
can be understood on the model of narrative self-programming. In section 5.4 I draw
on research in ecological psychology and show how embodiment affects our narrative
through the way in which we engage with affordances in our narrative background. Having
clarified the mechanism underlying the interplay of narrative and embodiment I will,
in section 5.5, address the dynamic and recursive character of this mechanism. I end in
section 5.6 with some conclusions and unresolved issues.

5.2.

State of the art: Narrative identity and embodiment

In this section I will introduce the topic of narrative identity (5.2.1), discuss how some
pioneering authors have conceptualized the relation to embodiment (5.2.2), critically
evaluate these authors (5.2.3), and offer a conceptual starting point for the mechanisms
that I will discuss in the next sections (5.2.4).
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5.2.1. Introducing narrative identity
Although originating in literary theory, the topic of narrative identity has a long tradition
in psychology (see e.g. Bruner, 1990; McAdams, 2013) and philosophy (see e.g. Taylor,
1989; Dennett, 1991; Ricoeur, 1994; Schechtman 1996; 2007). In the philosophical
debate on how to best conceptualize narrative identity, researchers converge on some key
components. For instance, most agree that ‘who we are’ cannot simply be described in
biological or mechanical terms because there is something inherently meaningful about
our-selves that is omitted in completely naturalistic accounts. In addition, ‘who we are’
is extended through time, and ‘selves’ are not taken to be entities that exist prior to any
action but are rather constituted as the result of our actions. Moreover, such narrative
agents are fundamentally self-interpreting.
In all of these components (the meaningfulness, diachronic agency and selfinterpretation), narrative plays a key role. Although there are many different ways of
fleshing out these components in terms of narrative, the following clear description by
Catriona Mackenzie suffices for present purposes:
A narrative is an organizing structure that explains actions and events by
integrating them into meaningful and coherent temporal patterns or sequences.
A minimal set of requirements for a meaningful and coherent narrative is that
it must explain the causal connections between the events/experiences and
actions it recounts; it must structure event/experience sequences into temporal
orderings that need not be chronological but must be intelligible; it must provide
a context within which individual events/ experiences and their significance can
be understood; and it must enable the reader or audience to make sense of the
inner lives and perspectives of the characters – their motives, and emotional
responses to other characters and to the events and actions described in the
narrative. (Mackenzie 2014, p.158)
However, despite there being some consensus regarding narrative identity, there are
also disagreements.45 One recent topic of dispute is how embodiment relates to, and
perhaps even contributes to, our narrative identity. Various authors (e.g. Menary, 2008;
Brandon, 2016; Køster, 2017a) have emphasized the importance of embodiment when
studying narrativity, and have criticized some of the earlier theories on narrative identity
(such as Dennett, 1991 and Schechtman, 1996) for not sufficiently acknowledging the
role of the body.

45
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 or instance, philosophers disagree on to what extent we should understand an individual’s life narrative as being analogous to a
F
fictional, literary narrative, and what the role of narrativity is in our moral lives. For a recent discussion of such topics see Lippitt &
Stokes (2015).
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5.2.2. Brief sketch of pioneering work on narrativity and embodiment
On one side of the philosophical debate we find those who consider embodied experience
to be a prerequisite for narrative self-understanding (see Menary [2008] but also Zahavi
[2014] and, to a lesser extent, Atkins [2008]). This position sharply distinguishes between
“two senses of self, one as an embodied experiencer of and actor in the world and the
other as a narrator of those experiences and actions, as well as relevant motives, from a
first-person point of view.” (Menary 2008, p.66). According to this position, there is a
pre-narrative embodied self whose experiences are ‘ripe for narrative’ (cf. Kerby, 1993;
Hutto, 2006). That is, embodied interactions with the world are the ‘building blocks’
for our narrative.
Importantly, authors who hold this position seem to be mainly concerned with
the question of primacy: which comes first, embodiment or narrative? The proposed
answer is that the minimal embodied self comes first, developmentally, and the narrative
self emerges out of it: “the thoughts, feelings and perceptions of the minimal embodied
and ecologically embedded self give rise to narratives.” (Menary, 2008, p.75). Besides
primacy, this position is also concerned with (in)dependence: according to Zahavi
(2014), the minimal embodied self can (continue to) exist without the narrative self,
but not vice versa, so the narrative self is dependent on an embodied self, but not the
other way around.
An important consequence of the primacy of embodied experience with
respect to narrative is that “we shouldn’t expect to find narratives in our more basic
embodied engagements with the world” (Menary, 2008, p.66). So there is only a oneway-interaction, because although embodied experience affects our narrative, the reverse
is not taken to be the case: embodied experiences are not narratively structured - they
merely lend themselves to narration (ibid., 76, fn.8).
A competing position in the debate is defended by Catriona Mackenzie
(2009; 2014). She raises two concerns regarding the view of Menary, Zahavi and
others. First, she says that “it is one thing to say that developmentally the minimal
experiential self is prior to the narrative self, but it is a different thing to say that our selfnarratives are always after-the-fact reflections on prior pre-narrative lived experience”
(Mackenzie, 2014, p.161). She points out that narrative helps us to “make sense of our
lived experience, not only through processes of reconstruction and construction but
also in future-directed anticipation”. In other words, narrative is not only a post-hoc
reconstruction of embodied experience, but can also be a structuring and anticipatory
factor. She thus argues, pace Menary, that “our lived bodily experience is always already
mediated via narrative self-interpretation” (ibid., p.162).
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context the contribution of the current paper.
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As a consequence, and this is Mackenzie’s second concern, the strict separation
of an embodied minimal self, on the one hand, and a narrative self on the other,
becomes untenable. Mackenzie takes the minimal self to be an abstraction, lacking any
personal aspects, and therefore unsuitable to fulfil the role of the “I” of a narrative.
On Menary’s (2008, pp.78-79) view, “it seems more reasonable to say that the subject
of experiences [the ‘I’ of the narrative] is an embodied subject, rather than a fictional
narrative object”. But Mackenzie holds that “it must be the personal subject individuated
by his narrative self-conception” (ibid., italics added). So Mackenzie would claim, again
pace Menary, that the unity of the self is “an ongoing achievement of the temporally
extended, concretely individuated narrative agent who is also a body-subject” (ibid.,
italics added). On Mackenzie’s view then, the embodied and narrative self seem to
‘overlap’, which stands in contrast with Menary who takes embodied and narrative selves
to be separable.46
5.2.3. Evaluating the existing debate
This admittedly coarse overview of the debate so far does allow us to discern some
important themes that deserve elucidation. First, different ways of conceptualizing
the relation between narrative and embodied selves lead to different questions: it is
precisely because Menary and Zahavi see the embodied and narrative self as separable,
that the issues of primacy and dependency become salient. If one considers narrative and
embodied selves to be inseparable, then the question of dependence becomes senseless.
Second, if we take embodied and narrative selves to overlap in any way, then the
relevant question becomes how they might influence one another. However, in the work
that was discussed above, little is said on this issue. For instance, it is seldom elaborated
what changes in one’s lived body, under the influence of narrative. Instead, most accounts
make their claims ‘in abstracto’ and aside from some illustrative examples the actual
mechanisms by means of which the mutual affection is supposed to take place, is hardly
addressed (cf. Brandon, 2016). Note that this is not a minor point. If the main issue is
whether the embodied self is indeed mediated by the narrative self (and the other way
around), then the question of how this mediation takes place is an important one. One
might say that to ‘prove’ the overlap between embodied and narrative selves, a credible
story has to be told about how they affect each other.
46

 owever, what is less clear on Mackenzie’s account is the extent to which they overlap. This critique is voiced by Meyers (2014) who
H
worries that Mackenzie had, in previous work (i.e. Mackenzie, 2009) succumbed “to the siren song of mentalization”, and did not
sufficiently acknowledge the pre-conceptual and pre-linguistic aspects of bodily self-experience. In other words, Meyers criticizes
Mackenzie’s proposal because although it does acknowledge the importance of the lived body (which Meyers takes to be a good
thing), it nevertheless “illicitly assimilates elements of corporeal experience to the mental” (Meyers, 2014, p.144). Consequently,
Meyers questions Mackenzie’s account by asking whether “the mind’s ratiocinative capabilities can translate lived bodily experience
into a self-narrative”.
	After clarifying her own account in light of Meyers’ worries, Mackenzie’s (2014) reply “is both ‘yes’ and ‘no’: ‘yes’, because qua agents
we make sense of our embodiment through processes of narrative self-interpretation, but ‘no’, because there are dimensions of our
embodiment that necessarily elude integration into the embodied first-person perspective” (p.164). The resulting picture then, seems
to be that embodied and narrative selves overlap, but only to a limited extent.
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Finally, and related to the previous point, it is important that both sides of the
interrelation are accounted for. That is, we need to have a story about how embodiment
affects narrativity and how narrativity affects embodiment. The lack of attention to this
interplay was recently highlighted by various authors (Brandon, 2016; Køster, 2017a;
Heersmink, 2017). For instance, Brandon (2016, p.68) states that in the literature so
far, “the relationship remains unidirectional, that is, the narrative self is presented as the
‘result’ or the ‘output’ of the body and experiences. Yet the narrative self feeds back into
our body, the upshot of which is that the relationship between the narrative self and
body is interactive”.47
What is thus needed for the field to advance is an account of what mechanism
underlies the dynamic interplay of how embodiment affects narrative self-understanding
and vice versa. In what follows, I aim to contribute to such an account by proposing
several mechanisms. Before we continue, however, some conceptual disclaimers are
in order because bridging the gap between two immense literatures (on narrative
identity and embodiment), with limited space, makes it impossible to do justice to the
complexities of each individual field.
5.2.4. 	How narrative identity and embodiment will be conceptualized for
present purposes
In what follows, narrativity and embodiment are conceptualized as self-aspects which
are best understood when studied as contextual phenomena (Dings & De Bruin, 2016).
That is, an adequate understanding of self-aspects requires us to see how those selfaspects figure in how we as agents interact with the world - rather than in isolation
from any situational context. By studying embodiment and narrativity as contextualized
phenomena, we can get a grip on, specifically, how these two particular self-aspects mutually
affect each other (which is the goal of this paper). In short then, this paper focuses on the
role of embodiment and narrative in the way agents -diachronically- interact with their
environment.
This agency-oriented view specifies the way in which narrativity and
embodiment are conceptualized. Regarding narrative self-understanding, the emphasis
is on two core components of narrative agency: goal-setting and meaning-making.
Goal-setting involves deliberating on what the agent wants to achieve, who she wants
to become, what actions she is supposed to undertake, et cetera. Meaning-making is the
act of making sense of a situation (e.g. a life-event) and getting clear on what is and is
47

 dopting a more diachronic approach to investigating the interplay of narrativity and embodiment, as Brandon and others have
A
suggested, also allows us to re-interpret the debate I sketched: although I have presented these authors here as being opposed, they
may be, to some extent, compatible. That is, it may be that the narrative self emerges, developmentally, from the embodied self but
that, from that point onwards, both affect each other. So the interrelation itself may change over time. On such an interpretation
of the debate, Menary and Zahavi simply focus on the earlier developmental stages of this interrelation, whereas Mackenzie and
others focus on the later stages where mutual interaction takes place. At any rate, the interrelation of embodiment and narrative is
a complex one, and it may be that the various authors discussed so far are merely highlighting different aspects of this interrelation
(Køster, 2017a).
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not significant in that situation by connecting it to other parts of one’s life or narrative.
Both of these acts are narrative insofar as they involve interpretation that draws on one’s
past, future and current state, and the meaningful connections between them.
One of the main points of this paper will be to argue against the idea that
narrative self-understanding is an intrinsically reflective or contemplative endeavor.
Drawing on existing research (see e.g. Gallagher & Marcel 1999; Gallagher 2012), I will
argue that there is in fact a whole spectrum of ‘attentive modes’ that are relevant for our
narrative self-understanding. On one end of this spectrum, there is the contemplative
deliberation in which one stops acting and takes a moment to focus one’s attention on
one’s life or narrative as a whole and tries to consciously establish what to do (goal setting)
or how to give meaning to a particular event or object. Towards the other end of the
spectrum we find modes of reflection that are less detached from the situation the agent
is in: here the agent directs its attention to the action that it is undertaking and considers
whether, for instance, this action is in line with its (narrative) goals – and adjusts the
action if necessary. Moreover, as I will illustrate in section 5.4, unreflective interaction
with our environment may also contribute to our narrative self-understanding.
As for embodiment, the emphasis is on the fact that we experience the world
through our bodies and act on it via our bodies. So I am less interested in the simple fact
that changes in narrative may lead to changes in one’s bodily self-image (which seems
hardly controversial), but more in how that altered bodily self-image may subsequently
affect our actions (and how the bodily feedback that is received during those actions
feeds back into one’s narrative). In a sense, I adopt a slightly altered version of the notion
of embodiment that seems to be already at stake in much of the debate, namely the lived
body. This entails a conceptualization of the body as it is experienced by an embodied
actor who is practically engaged with the world. However, I believe that e.g. Mackenzie
(2014) and Meyers (2014), who both employ the notion of lived body, do not sufficiently
emphasize and explore precisely this practical engagement. Therefore, the current paper
with its focus on agency, takes an ecological approach in which embodiment is taken
to entail embodied interaction with its environment (cf. Heersmink, 2017 for a similar
approach). As I will argue for below, the bodily phenomenology of experiencing a
readiness to act (cf. Frijda, 1986), in particular, is crucial for understanding how narrative
and embodiment mutually affect each other. Specifically, I will argue that narrative
deliberations may affect that responsiveness, leading bodily experience to gain a narrative
quality (cf. Køster, 2017a).
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Out of both sides of the interplay, narrative self-understanding affecting embodiment
and the agent’s bodily being in the world has received least attention. This may be
expected because, as discussed in the previous section, some authors believe such a
direction of influence to be impossible (or at least implausible). The authors that do
address this issue, do so by means of illustrating examples that center around the way in
which narrative self-understanding influences self-esteem, which in turn affects bodily
posture and traits (cf. Mackenzie, 2009, p.117; Brandon, 2016, pp.77-80). In this
section I intend to supplement those accounts with a more thorough analysis of the
way in which narrative self-understanding may affect our embodied interactions with
the world.
As a starting point, recall that we adopted an agency-oriented approach. Being
diachronic and embodied agents entails that in many circumstances we try to get our hereand-now actions to be in line with our (future) goals. But how do we achieve that? How
do we get from rational and narrative deliberation about what we want (in the future),
to the concrete actions that we undertake as embodied agents?
I contend that the answer involves narrative self-programming. I will explore
this idea in the current section and start by introducing the notion of self-programming
before turning to narrative self-programming. (Importantly, this proposal is not
exhaustive: the claim is not that narrative self-programming is all there is to say about
how narrative self-understanding affects embodiment. Rather, I want to argue that it is
a useful way of thinking and that is covers much -but not necessarily everything- of this
side of the interplay).
5.3.1. Self-programming
The idea of self-programming was developed by Slors (2015) in the context of the
debate on the efficacy of conscious intentions. That debate emerged due to an increasing
amount of experimental data which seemed to suggest that a conscious intention to
perform a particular action does not have any causal power in actually bringing about
the intended action. Therefore, some argue that the experience of a conscious will, in
which our intention causes the action, is merely an illusion (cf. Wegner, 2002).
However, Slors points out that there are in fact two kinds of conscious intending
and that much of the debate deals with only one of these kinds. Specifically, Slors
employs the distinction between short-term, proximal intentions (such as the intention
to lift my finger) from long-term, distal intentions (such as the intention to catch the
2:15 flight to London next Wednesday).48 Indeed, there is empirical evidence indicating
48

For more on this distinction, see e.g. Pacherie (2006).
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that the longer-term, distal intentions are -or are to a larger extent- causally efficacious
(see e.g. Baumeister, Masicampo & Vohs, 2011 for an overview and discussion).
To illustrate causally effective long-term intentions, consider research on so
called ‘implementation intentions’ (see e.g. Gollwitzer, 1999; Gollwitzer & Sheeran,
2006). Implementation intentions entail the (conscious) formation of an intention to
carry out a specific action, rather than accomplishing abstract goals. So one can either
form the intention to ‘exercise more often’ or form the implementation intention to ‘every
day when I return home from work, change clothes and go for a long walk along the
river’. What empirical research shows is that the first type of intention tends to be
less effective, but that the second one –typically- is (as some readers might know from
personal experience).
The metaphor of self-programming, then, entails the following: “forming a
conscious distal intention to do X in the future is attempting to program oneself to be
unconsciously responsive to appropriate future stimuli in the relevant contexts” (Slors,
2015, p.96).
One way to interpret this claim is to think that we are constantly monitoring
ourselves and the situation and that, when the appropriate circumstances arise, the
relevant proximal intentions are caused (which in turn cause the relevant action). An
alternative interpretation however, that Slors favors, is that conscious distal intention
formation causes an individual to be disposed to be responsive to situational triggers –
no active monitoring is needed.
To clarify this claim, Slors draws on work by Dretske (1988) who distinguishes
‘triggering causes’ from ‘structuring causes’. When A causes B, then A is typically seen
as the triggering cause of B. But in many scenario’s this is a simplified picture, as there
will also be processes (‘C’) that cause the fact ‘that A will cause B’. In such a case, C is
a structuring cause. Slors illustrates this by means of one of Dretske’s examples: when
someone flicks a light switch (A), this causes the light to go on (B). However, flicking the
switch can only cause the light to go on when the lamp is appropriately connected to the
switch and the electricity net. Therefore, “the actions of the electrician who originally
wired them up appropriately [is] the structuring cause of the event of my flicking the
switch causing the light to go on”. (p.105). Slors holds that conscious distal intention
formation, i.e. self-programming, is similar to the electrician’s activity: it is a structuring
cause (rather than a ‘direct’ or triggering cause).
5.3.2. Narrative self-programming
My proposal is to understand the way that narrative affects our embodiment in an
analogous manner. Such narrative self-programming, as I will call it, similarly consists of a
conscious effort to establish an embodied responsiveness (or to alter an existing one). So
our conscious, narrative deliberation is the structuring cause for many of our everyday
interactions with the (social) environment.
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To illustrate this we can, on the one hand, look at cases of narrative goal-setting.
On the current proposal, narrative goal-setting amounts to the self-programming of a
responsiveness and carries resemblance with the notion of implementation intentions
mentioned above. Consider, for instance, Jacob who comes to realize that he is not
the kind of parent that he wants to be. That is, in the story of his life, he is a loving
father who plays catch with his son every Sunday afternoon. In reality however, he
spends most of his Sunday afternoons behind his laptop, working. The (narrative) goal
of wanting to become a better father, can be understood as a plan or attempt to alter
his responsiveness such that, for example, when he wakes up on Sunday morning, he is
disposed to, unreflectively, put on his sports outfit and get his baseball gear, rather than
to directly walk up to his study to spend the day there.49
On the other hand we can look at cases of narrative meaning-making. These
involve cases where, due to e.g. life-events, certain objects, people or events need to
be made sense of. For instance, if your spouse tells you that he or she has cheated
on you, this would presumably need to be made sense of. On the current proposal,
self-programming plays an important role in this meaning-making process. Roughly
speaking, giving meaning to such an event involves (amongst other things) determining
what actions are now relevant in what contexts (i.e. what stimuli one should become
or remain responsive to). For instance, how should you respond when encountering
the person that your spouse cheated you with? And how should finding out about the
betrayal affect your sexual responsiveness to your spouse?50
In other words, the tight interconnection of narrative and embodiment
becomes apparent when we acknowledge that although our narrative is usually abstract
or deals with abstract issues, such a narrative comes about and changes through concrete
embodied interactions. Consequently, I submit, narrative endeavors are best understood
as efforts to influence or alter those embodied interactions. That is, they are attempts
to ‘orientate’ (cf. Harbin, 2012) our habits and actions so as to become in line with our
long term narrative concerns.
Indeed, when confronted with the abstract question of “What does it mean that
I have been cheated on?”, this is typically not answered at once and in full by means of
disengaged reflective narrative deliberation. Rather, such questions tend to be bracketed
into more concrete questions that pertain to embodied interactions with people and
objects. And the answers to such questions often involve a form of self-programming.

49

50

 ote that one need not be aware of the fact that one is trying to alter one’s bodily responsiveness. In the example, Jacob indeed does
N
not say to himself: “I should decrease my responsiveness to enter the study on Sunday”. Instead, he says to himself that he should be
a better father. However, such ‘self-talk’ is best understood in terms of forming certain commitments, and these commitments play
a crucial role in the agent’s action coordination (see Geurts, forthcoming).
Of course one’s feelings towards one’s spouse may also change regardless of whether one employs narrative self-programming (thanks
to an anonymous reviewer for emphasizing this point). However, we are not passive with regard to such changes in how we feel.
Rather, many people would also feel urged to make sense of this new state of affairs. The point, to be defended in section 4, is that this
‘feeling urged’ is a bodily and affective signal to our narrative selves to ‘make sense’.
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The same goes for narrative goal-setting: many of our life-goals are quite
abstract (e.g. ‘contributing to society’ or ‘doing the right thing’) and require many
different ‘sub-goals’ in order to be established. Thinking about these sub-goals and how
to realize them, I argue, is similar to forming implementation intentions, and hence,
self-programming. (As I will emphasize in section 5.4, even such concrete questions and
goals are fundamentally diachronic and often involve experiencing the situation itself in
order to provide bodily and affective feedback for subsequent meaning-making).51
Before we continue I wish to emphasize that narrative meaning-making is an inherently
‘messy’ process. And therefore the process of ‘determining which actions are relevant in
what contexts’ should not be seen as a definitive moment of contemplative reflection
in which a near-infinite amount of contexts and actions are considered and dealt with.
Nor does the act of (narrative) self-programming, such as in the example of Jacob,
always and immediately result in the desired state of bodily responsiveness. The more
realistic picture, which will be further elucidated in section 5.5, is that the process of
narrative meaning-making should be understood as a diachronic process of alternating
states of various forms of reflection -including self-programming- and embodied nonreflective interaction with the world, in which the bodily feedback that is gained through
interacting with the world serves as input for the self-programming endeavors.

5.4. 	How does embodiment affect our narrative
self-understanding?
As we saw in section 5.2, some authors have argued that our non-reflective embodied
world-interaction is connected to narrativity in the sense of providing the ‘building
blocks’ for our narrative. In this section I intend to supplement those authors by
adopting an ecological approach that shows how our embodied interaction with objects
provides a scaffold to our narrative, and thereby contributes to our narrative meaningmaking and goal-setting.
5.4.1. Affordances, solicitations and mineness
The notion of affordance comes from ecological psychology. It was coined by James J.
Gibson (1986), and refers to the possibilities for action that the environment provides.
Standard examples include a chair that affords sitting (but also standing on, throwing,
51
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 ne might ask by means or what mechanism people are able to program themselves? This is an important yet unresolved issue in
O
contemporary psychological research (see a discussion and overview see e.g. Bargh et al., 2001; Custers & Aarts, 2010; Baumeister,
Masicampo & Vohs, 2011). There appear to be several options on the table, including cue-behavior association (Gollwitzer &
Sheeran, 2006) and mental practice and simulation (Papies, Aarts & De Vries, 2009). I remain agnostic on this issue and consider it
essentially an empirical question which of these mechanisms is employed by agents. A likely outcome seems to me that there are in
fact various mechanisms that can be employed in different situations (e.g. depending on the motivational force behind the goal, or
whether or not the agent is fatigued).

talking about, etcetera) and people who afford talking to (but also shaking hands with,
dining with, and so forth).
Of all the affordances in the environment, there are some that do not merely
afford a certain action, but that actually draw us to act, that solicit us. An affordance
attains this soliciting character when it is relevant to our needs and concerns (Rietveld &
Kiverstein, 2014; De Haan et al., 2015).52 To illustrate; an apple always affords eating,
but it actually draws us to act when we are hungry. Similarly, other people always afford
shaking hands with, but when someone walks up to you and extends their hand, this
hand solicits action.
Such solicitations are important because they can help us understand how it
is possible that most of our interactions with the world are performed without (much
of ) reflection. For instance, when I am hungry I need not first reflect on the apple
affording eating, rather, the apple solicits my action of grabbing it and eating it. In a
similar way, the extended hand does not require a deliberation on how to act. For people
with social skills (i.e. skilled agents, Rietveld & Kiverstein, 2014), the extended hand
does not prompt reflection but instead a bodily responsiveness. So when I perceive the
hand, this gives rise to a bodily readiness to act. Indeed from a phenomenological point
of view, I experience the solicitation of the affordance through this bodily readiness. As
a consequence, soliciting affordances (such as the extended hand) guide me through
my actions by inviting a particular action, thereby making conscious reflecting on the
situation redundant (cf. Withagen, Araújo & De Poel, 2017).
The next step is to see how solicitations relate to narrative identity. As we
have seen, an affordance becomes soliciting when it is relevant to our concerns. The
importance of narrative self-understanding becomes clear when we consider that we
often reflect on our concerns. What we care about is not fixed – it may change over the
course of a life. And in a moment of narrative deliberation or reflection we may commit
ourselves to or identify ourselves with particular concerns.
What is crucial is that the narrative deliberation and the following commitment
to or identification with particular concerns impacts our experience of affordances that
are relevant to those concerns. It affects our phenomenology (Dings, forthcoming).
When we commit ourselves to a concern or identify with it, actions that are solicited in
its context are experienced as being personally salient (Klinger, 1975) and are more close
to who we are. They are experienced as being ‘mine’ (Slors & Jongepier, 2014).53 Such
objects (and what they afford) are ‘near’ and ‘familiar’ (Køster, 2017a). In other words,
in such cases the “perceived locus of causal intentionality” is experienced as internal
rather than external to the self, meaning that the action that is solicited truly feels to
originate in you (deCharms, 1968). In this regard, consider also research which indicates
52
53

 is is a simplified picture as there may be additional factors in determining the soliciting character of an affordance (e.g. skill,
Th
perceived effort, cultural factors, et cetera). For a discussion see Withagen, Araújo & De Poel (2017).
The notion of ‘mineness’ employed here is broader than e.g. Zahavi’s (2014) and more in line with the term as it is used by Slors &
Jongepier (2014).
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that “personal actions”, i.e. those that are “part of the larger projects and concerns of
the person” are performed more fluidly and flexibly (Gallagher & Marcel, 1999, p.12).
Finally, note that the reverse is also the case: when actions that are solicited by the
environment are not in line with our (narrative) intentions or concerns, this also affects
our bodily responsiveness.54
This distinct bodily and affective phenomenology that is associated with
whether or not an action is in line with your narrative concerns is important because
it plays a role in guiding our actions. The basic idea is this: as long as our experiences
of objects soliciting actions carry the sense of mineness, or are perceived with an
internal locus of causality, or are personally salient (however you want to call it), there
is no need for reflection or narrative deliberation. You are already doing what ‘you’
(as in, your narrative self ) wants to be doing. The point is that when the feeling of
mineness is missing, or when the perceived locus of causality is external, when it is alien
(Køster, 2017a), “not-me” (Klinger, 1975) or non-familiar, i.e. when we experience a
diminished or altered bodily responsiveness, we are urged to reflect, that is, to ‘enter
the self-programming mode’. This entails a switch from an engaged, meaningful and
affective interaction where objects are ready-to-hand, where things already ‘make sense’,
to a (more or less disengaged) reflective perspective on those objects and an attempt to
‘make sense’ (via e.g. narrative deliberation). In other words, alterations in our affective
and bodily phenomenology are important because it is only when there is a certain
degree of congruence between the stories we tell about ourselves and our affective and
bodily phenomenology, that our self-experience is authentic (see Bortolan, 2017 for a
similar argument). If such congruence is lacking, we may feel disoriented or uneased (cf.
Harbin, 2012). Such lack of congruence then signals the need to reflect on who we are
and engage in narrative deliberation.55
Below, in subsection 5.4.4, I will give some illustrative examples of break-downs of
mineness and familiarity when interacting with affordances. For now, it should be noted
that solicitations ‘making sense’ is in fact the default mode of interacting with affordances.
So the sense of mineness or the familiarity is not phenomenally in the foreground of our
experience. Rather it remains in the background, and only when it is lacking that it comes
to the foreground. Because for most people their (life-)narrative is relatively stable, so is the
way in which their environment fluidly and meaningfully solicits their behavior.
54
55
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 somewhat extreme, but illuminating example is the unwilling addict who might report “that the force moving him to take the
A
drug is a force other than his own, and that it is not of his own free will but rather against his will that this force moves him to take
it” (Frankfurt, 1988, p.13).
Empirical research into the interplay of embodied and narrative self-experience is scarce (however, see e.g. Cunliffe & Coupland,
2012), but in clinical settings the importance of a degree of congruence between embodiment and narrative for living a normal
life is often acknowledged by both clinicians and researchers (personal communication). To illustrate, recent work in psychomotor
physiotherapy emphasizes the complex interplay of embodiment and narrative in patients (cf. Marie Oien, Iversen & Stensland,
2007; Sviland, Martinsen & Raheim 2017). By analyzing patient-narratives, these authors show how bodily feedback (e.g. reaction
patterns, muscular tensions) may be informative of narrative disruptions and how a patient may resolve these bodily symptoms by
establishing a more coherent embodied narrative (which sometimes requires the help of a clinician). Similar points are made in
regard to treating chronic fatigue (Van Geelen et al., 2011) and understanding psychiatric conditions such as personality disorders
(Køster, 2017b).
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5.4.2. Situating the current proposal: Comparison to Menary (2008)
The current proposal on how embodiment may affect our narrative selves appears to be
at odds with the position of Menary (2008) that was described in section 5.2.
First, consider that Menary finds it “quite hard to accept” that “my sense of
agency is reflected in whether or not my actions conform to the narrative” (Menary,
2008, p.69). Rather, he continues, “I enact the skills without thinking about them (…)
therefore I’m not even sure how such narratives could be unconsciously guiding me in
these cases” (ibid., p.70, emphasis added). In my proposal I have replied to this worry by
showing that narratives may guide our actions by affecting the bodily phenomenology
of actions that are connected to our narrative concerns.
Second, Menary (2008, p.70) notes that “There will be occasions when
some conscious linguistic interventions are required to break the stream of embodied
experience and skilled behavior, where we remind ourselves of what we should be doing,
or how we could do things differently and there looks to be a role for narratives here”.
I have argued for a contrasting picture on the basis of the unlikeliness that people
continuously monitor their behavior (cf. Slors, 2015), in order to check whether
(conscious) intervention is necessary (“breaking the stream of embodied experience”).
Instead, it seems more plausible that such (conscious) intervention is prompted when
non-reflective interaction with the environment breaks down. What I argue for here is
that a lack of experienced mineness is an instance of a break-down of non-reflective
embodied interaction.
Third, although the idea of a ‘pre-narrative embodied self ’ that Menary argues
for may occur in the earliest stages of human development, it becomes an implausible
concept in later stages of development. To see why, it has to be acknowledged that in the
course of our lives, we are always already in a particular narrative context. I will elucidate
this idea in the following two subsections.
5.4.3. The narrative background
When we speak of interacting with objects or acting on affordances, it should be noted
56

Research on soliciting affordances is rapidly increasing (cf. Rietveld & Kiverstein 2014; De Haan et al., 2015; Withagen et al. 2017)
but is still in a theoretical phase, integrating insights from e.g. ecological psychology, phenomenology and dynamical systems theory.
Unfortunately therefore, it is not possible to corroborate the current proposal (in terms of self-programming and interacting with
soliciting affordances) by means of empirical results. What is promising however is that the current proposal does seem compatible
with other theoretical work on soliciting affordances. For instance, Withagen et al. (2017, p.14) similarly hold that “agency can be
conceived of as the animal’s capacity to modulate the coupling strength with these affordances – the agent can influence to what
extent each invitation influences him or her”.
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To summarize this subsection: during our embodied interaction with our
environment, our phenomenology is informed by bodily and affective feedback (e.g.
alterations in one’s responsiveness) on whether the action that we are undertaking is in
line with our narrative concerns. A lack or change in this phenomenology signals the
need for reflection and may give rise to narrative self-programming.56
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that we are never encountering the full range of objects or affordances. This is the case
because we are always already situated in the world; our interactions take place in a
context where we are already socialized, have a particular history, background, and so
forth. As a result, at any given point in life, the world as we experience it around us
is the result of our actions, including our narrative meaning-making so far. Hence it
seems fair to say that any act of narrative meaning-making takes place in a narrative
background, that is, a part of the environment that is already altered so as to fit one’s
narrative or narrative concerns (cf. Willi, 1999). Crucially, this narrative background is
socio-material through and through: it is made up by material objects (including other
people) that play a certain role in our narrative.
Specifically, one’s narrative background consists of what one might call
biographical or evocative objects (Hoskins, 1998; Turkle, 2008). Prime examples of
narrative backgrounds are homes or offices (Csikszentmihalyu & Rochberg-Halton,
1981; Gosling, 2008; Nine, forthcoming) and the objects in those environments
(e.g. souvenirs, clothing, furniture, letters and work of art) often have a biographical
or evocative character. Indeed, these objects are experienced as ‘mine’, are personally
salient, meaningful, and solicit action fluidly.
Now the weak claim to make would be that some of these people and objects
are a part of one’s narrative.57 Although this might certainly be true and suffice for some
objects or people, I would like to defend a more strong claim which emphasizes the
dynamic nature of narrative: certain people or objects play a role in my narrative. They
have a certain ‘function’. It is not that they have been assigned a certain meaning (or
have been identified with) and that is all there is to it. Rather, such objects or people are
active and exert influence, as it were, because they help structure one’s future narrative
meaning-making and goal setting.58
Indeed, biographical or evocative objects, and sometimes the narrative
background as a whole, fulfils several –strongly intertwined- roles or functions, thereby
scaffolding and sometimes even constituting our narrative. To clarify, consider the
following, non-exhaustive, list of functions that a narrative background might realize.
To start with, our narrative background can have an expressive or communicative
function. This entails that objects are used to communicate one’s narrative to others,
but also to oneself (Hoskins, 1998; Gosling, 2008). Clothing for instance may be an
effective way to express who I am, what my narrative self-image is. In order to see
myself as a fashionable person, my clothes have to meet certain criteria. Moreover, by
communicating ‘my self ’ in a certain way I can, up to a certain extent, elicit certain
behaviors or responses in other people, which in turn may be fed back into my narrative
self-image (Dings, 2017).
57
58
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In this regard, consider that many views on the self hold that extended aspects, such as personal belongings, can be incorporated to
the self (see e.g. Gallagher, 2013).
Interestingly, Schechtman (2007, p.176) seems to work towards a similar position but does not elaborate on this.

One’s narrative background can also have a stabilizing and integrating function.
Objects can be used to solidify and embed particular parts of one’s narrative. The many
souvenirs that are spread out across my home may serve as a backbone for seeing myself
as an adventurous person. Also, objects may be ways of connecting otherwise loosely
related parts of one’s narrative. Especially digital environments that allow to create a
profile, are excellent ways of integrating various strands of narrative. Moreover, our
narrative background may help to increase consistency. The idea here is that narrative
agents “seek out and maintain environments that ‘fit’ their stories” (Reynolds et al.,
2010, p.464), leading to more cognitive and behavioral fluidity since there are less
‘distorting’ cues.
Another function is motivational: objects can keep one in touch with one’s
narrative goals. A motivational poster in one’s office, for example, can help one deal with
the obstacles that one is trying to overcome (Gosling, 2008). A picture of a loved one
on the desk serves as a subtle reminder that there is more to life than grant applications
and publications in top journals. In this sense, our surroundings help us in our affective
self-regulation (cf. Colombetti & Krueger, 2015).
Furthermore, objects can trigger particular memories or evoke behavior, habits
or emotions. This differs from the stabilizing function in that objects may also serve as
‘a way forward’, a way of developing or altering one’s narrative (instead of solidifying
an existing narrative). For instance, the emotions that are evoked by objects reveal to us
the meaning that object has (cf. what Frijda 1986 called the ‘significance’ of an affective
experience). Related to this is the bodily readiness to act that we experience with objects
and, as I have argued above, this readiness is most fluid and flexible when objects are
experienced as being closer to who we are. This fluidity and flexibility leads us to be
more habitual in our acting, and these habits (as well as our occasional reflection on
those habits) are strongly connected to our sense of self (Charmaz, 2005).
Closely related to the previous function is that our narrative background
provides a soundboard for meaning-making. Objects and people provide feedback (via
the emotions, behaviors and memories that are triggered) and enable someone to ‘read
their own story’ from the objects around them. Thus, biographical objects are “endowed
with the personal characteristics of their owners” (Hoskins, 1998, p.7) and should be
considered “not only a metaphor for the self but a pivot for reflexivity and introspection,
a tool for autobiographical elaboration, a way of knowing oneself through things”. The
meaning that is revealed through an object (which is experienced bodily in a form of
responsiveness - or lack thereof, in which case reflection is sparked) is a building block
for one’s narrative endeavors.
Finally, objects and also other people can play a constitutive role in our memory.
For example, Heersmink (2017) has convincingly demonstrated how autobiographical
memory is “distributed across embodied agents and environmental structures”. Another
way to think of this as follows: in psychology, the ‘environmental reinstatement effect’
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tells us that reinstatement of an environmental context acts as a cue for memories related
to that environmental context (Smith & Vela, 2001). Yet if the environment is there it
does not need to be reinstated. So being in the ‘right’ environment serves our memory.
Now, I will readily concede that what I have provided here is but a sketch of
the idea of narrative background that is in need of further elaboration. Importantly
however, the aim of this subsection is not to provide a fully fleshed out account of what
a narrative background entails. Rather, it is meant to bring across the point that our
embodied interaction with the world has a fundamentally diachronic character: at any
given time, the environment that we are interacting with is already altered so as to fit our
narrative concerns.
5.4.4. Interacting with affordances in the narrative background
Before we continue, let me briefly elucidate the connection between the narrative
background and affordances. In terms of affordances, one might think of a narrative
background in analogy to a cultural niche and the affordances therein. The idea then is
that objects typically have multiple affordances, but that there is one of these affordances
that is ‘canonical’. Such canonical affordances involve “the conventional, normative
meanings of things”, that is, “the established, widely agreed use-meanings of things”
(Costall, 2012, pp.90-92). For instance, a chair affords throwing, standing on, lifting
up, putting upside down, and so forth. But what it canonically affords, it sitting on. This
is the canonical affordance it has in our culture.
The point that I am trying to make in this paper is that some objects may also
have a ‘personal’ affordance, i.e. an affordance that stands out or solicits specifically
for a particular individual. For example, my partner solicits certain actions to me but
not to others. And when I walk into a meeting room, all of the chairs afford sitting on
(canonical affordance), but only one of the chairs is personally salient because that is ‘my
chair’. The ‘sum’ of all these personal affordances in my environment can be described
as a personal or narrative background.
To briefly recapitulate: there are affordances which are experienced with a certain
phenomenology that indicates a closeness to who we are; that have a certain familiarity
or mineness. These are the affordances in our narrative background. Changes in the
(bodily) phenomenology of when we experience these affordances reveal changes in our
narrative concerns, and may prompt us to engage in narrative deliberation.
To illustrate this proposal and to make matters more concrete, consider the
following example by Klinger (1975, pp.201-2), who writes about how objects switch
from being experienced as ‘me’ to ‘not-me’. He describes such an alienated feeling when
he became increasingly dissatisfied with his job:
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The next time I entered my office building, the building itself — its old Victorian
face, its winding, old wooden staircase — seemed strange to me. After months
of ascending those stairs, I had become totally familiar with them. Climbing
them required no special thought about them. In some sense, they had become
a routine part of me, something with which I identified. Now they seemed
distinctly foreign.

Consider the potential effects of marital break-up on how things matter to a
person: ‘this is no longer the bar where we go together to enjoy free time’; ‘this is
no longer our home’; and so forth. (…) Importantly, longer-term commitments
and projects [I would add narrative] give the significance of our surroundings
greater coherence and temporal consistency. Insofar as our concerns are stable,
things will matter to us in consistent and enduring ways. (Ratcliffe, 2016, p.9)
Now one might point out that most people have multiple narratives, some of which
may be considered incommensurable. How does this relate to the idea of a narrative
background? How is it possible for one object to have multiple meanings? On the
one hand, I assume that most people are familiar with the experience of encountering
an object that ‘belongs’ in one narrative (and corresponding narrative background)
in another, different narrative(background). For instance, imagine that you go out
camping with your family and all of a sudden encounter your boss who happens to stay
at the same campsite. Surely that would provoke an (initial) sense of unfamiliarity and
awkwardness, and for a moment your interaction with your boss (which, at work would
be fluid) is not fluid.
On the other hand, most people are experts in switching between narratives
(and corresponding interactions with narrative backgrounds). Consider, for instance, the
following example by phenomenological psychiatrist J.H. Van den Berg (1972, pp.5657, italics in original quote) that nicely illustrates the idea of narrative backgrounds and
the way that we experience these through our bodily interaction with the objects in
those backgrounds:
A young girl has an evening off. She decides to go into the city and hopes to
attract the attention of the boys she will see. She puts on her best dress and
applies some make-up. (…) Then she leaves her room and says goodbye to her
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Indeed major life-events, i.e. narrative disruptions, have an immediate effect on how we
perceive and act on our environment. As I have argued, interacting with affordances in
our narrative background is typically accompanied by a phenomenology of mineness, of
unreflective and meaningful engagement. But in the case of a narrative disruption, this
phenomenology breaks down:
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parents. She behaves differently, saying goodbye. She walks in another way, and
she does not even think of a daring look. Her parents are not necessarily critical
where her behavior is concerned. She is not restraining or correcting herself, she
is just behaving naturally; the change in her behavior is effected without effort.
This means that, during the moments of saying goodbye, she is still situated in
her childhood surroundings to such an extent that her behavior is adjusted to
them. Her body gives a corresponding response to what her parental home is
shouting at her: ‘you are a child!’. Then she leaves. As soon as she is in the city,
other words are reaching her: the streets are glittering with a light she never saw
when she was a child. This is evidence of maturity to her. The way people look
at her tells her that she is dressed like a young woman and that she has a mature
body. Again her body responds: it trips about and looks sexy.

5.5.

The dynamic and recursive interplay

As indicated in the beginning of the paper, several authors have recently noted that
not only is there little research on each side of the interrelation of embodiment and
narrativity, there has also been paid little attention to the dynamic and recursive interplay
between these self-aspects (cf. Brandon, 2016; Køster, 2017a; Heersmink, 2017). The
idea here is that to fully understand the interrelation of narrativity and embodiment we
need to take a diachronic approach and acknowledge that narrative affects embodiment
which in turn affects narrative which in turn affects embodiment and so on.
The mechanisms that were proposed here (on how narrative self-understanding
affects embodiment and vice versa), are also particularly well suited to account for the
dynamic interplay. In the previous sections, this dynamic interplay was already hinted at
but in this section I want to explicate it more fully.
To clarify the dynamic interplay and how the proposed mechanisms figure in
it, I want to offer the following fictional example of Thomas. The point of this example
is to emphasize that narrativity is best conceived of as alternating states of narrative
deliberation on the one hand, and engaged, meaningful and embodied interaction with
the world on the other.
Thomas has worked at an engineering firm for over forty-two years but is
now retiring. During the first few days after his retirement, Thomas experiences much
restlessness. His body tells him to go somewhere, but he does not know where. His car
solicits him to drive to work, but there is no work to go to. Somewhat surprisingly to him,
he also has to get used to spending so much time with his wife, Dora. Although they have
been together for several decades, most of their time together was structured by certain
‘protocols’ and things they had to do. Those routines are now gone. Consequently, he
now does not know what to do with her. After spending a few days in this flustered state,
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Thomas is advised by a friend to pick up a hobby, thereby gaining more structure in his
life. Through narrative self-understanding, Thomas figures that, given his background
as an engineer, miniature railroading might be a suitable hobby. And thus, over the
course of the next few days, Thomas spends his time going to DIY shops, researching the
internet and building a detailed model track. But then, after a few weeks, Thomas finds
himself sitting in the attic, surrounded by a half-finished train track and realizing he is
bored. He comes to this conclusion after noticing that the track and the trains either
do not solicit actions or solicit actions in a strange fashion. He knows perfectly well
that part X of the track and part Y have to be connected via Z, but he is not solicited to
perform these actions. They seem useless to him. And indeed, upon reflection, Thomas
further realizes that when friends ask him about this new hobby he quickly changes the
subject. Moreover, he still feels a restlessness in his arms and legs – a feeling that tells
him he should be doing something else. So what should he be doing? He discusses the
issue with Dora and during the discussion Thomas comes to the conclusion that ‘being
an engineer’ has not been as fulfilling a life as he had hoped. He feels like he has not
contributed to society as much as he would have wanted to. He has not made a difference
in people’s lives by developing systems for corporations. He would much rather care for
other people, directly. But at the same time, he wonders whether he, as an engineer who
has not dealt with many people over the years, is capable of providing such care. He
decides that in order to find out, he should grab every possibility he can to act nice and
caring to people. So, in the following days, Thomas helps people cross the road, starts
a conversation with a homeless man and tries to give people compliments whenever he
can. And indeed, performing these actions make him feel terrific. His body is filled with
joy whenever he carries out these small acts of kindness. Consequently, Thomas decides
to volunteer at the local children’s hospital, where he takes care of all kinds of chores, but
also interacts with the patients. Almost immediately after taking this volunteering job,
Thomas notices a change in his behavior. It has become more fluid. Getting out of bed
is easier, things make sense once more, and the restlessness is gone.
This example shows that in our narrative endeavors, there is a constant back
and forth between (dis)engaged reflection and engaged interaction. During reflection,
a course of action is decided upon. Then, during this course of action, the lived body
provides feedback: our bodily phenomenology informs us as to whether we are acting in
line with our narrative concerns or not. If not, then we are once more urged to reflect.
This cycle continues until we are ‘doing what we want to be doing’.

5.6.

Conclusion

In this paper I have argued that an important but underdeveloped issue in the philosophical
discussion on the interrelation of embodiment and narrative identity, is the possible
mechanism underlying the dynamic interaction of those self-aspects. I provided such a
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mechanism from the perspective of diachronic and embodied agency. Specifically, I have
argued that the way narrative self-understanding affects embodiment can be understood
on the model of narrative self-programming. Embodiment may affect our narrative
through the way that actors engage with affordances in their narrative background.
This results in an account of narrativity as a diachronic process of alternating states of
deliberation and non-reflective but meaningful interaction with the world.
Importantly, this proposal is not exhaustive. Given the complexity of both
narrativity and embodiment, it seems likely that what I have outlined here is only a
partial explanation of the interplay - there may be other mechanisms as well. Moreover,
I want to acknowledge that to a large extent, what I have offered here is but an initial
sketch of the mechanism, and that much more work is needed to be done to clarify
it further. For instance, the idea of a narrative background that was introduced here
requires future work to become more substantial.
Despite these unresolved issues, I take the current proposal to provide an
important supplement to the existing philosophical literature, by putting on the agenda
the topic of how narrative and embodiment may affect each other, and by providing an
initial answer to that question which may provide a starting point for future research,
both philosophical and empirical.
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Abstract
How do people deceive themselves? I argue that although self-deception tends to be
conceptualized as something that happens ‘within an individual’, it can also be a process
that is distributed across the social context of a self-deceiver. In this paper I will, first,
conceptually distinguish different strategies of such ‘social self-deception’. Second, I will
incorporate these into the two main conceptualizations of self-deception: intentionalism
and deflationism. Finally, I will show how the proposed re-conceptualization of selfdeception can be beneficial to conceptual, moral and empirical research.
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Introduction

Most self-deception-researchers would agree with the claim that self-deception occurs
in a social context. Yet, self-deception research has hitherto neglected many of the social
aspects of self-deception (cf. Dupuy, 1997; Sherman, 2009; Solomon 2009; Heine, 2011;
Gorelik & Shackelford, 2011; DeWeese-Boyd, 2012). To illustrate, Mele (2001), one
of the most influential theories on self-deception, focuses on cognitive and perceptual
biases (e.g. misinterpretation, selective attention and selective evidence-gathering) to
explain how people deceive themselves. Although it is often acknowledged that selfdeception has an important social component (see e.g. Mele 2001, pp.20-21), this is
seldom elaborated upon.
There are some exceptions to this general rule of neglect, most notably Ruddick
(1988. See also Harré 1988; Rorty 1994; Dupuy 1997; Solomon 2009). However, this
literature tends to be non-exhaustive, not always well elaborated, at times conceptually
ambiguous and not connected to empirical research. Furthermore, work on the role of
the social context of self-deception tends to be overlooked by many other (empirical)
self-deception researchers. The current paper seeks to address these problems. It will
draw on many of the authors mentioned above and try to synthesize and revitalize many
of their ideas. But it will also go beyond the currently existing literature by systematizing
the notion of social self-deception, connecting it to existing philosophical theorizing
and discussing consequences for empirical research.
The claim that I want to defend is that in many instances the process of selfdeception is distributed across the social context of a self-deceiver. Other people may be
the means to our self-deceptive ends. That is, we may mislead other people, withhold
information or straightforwardly deceive them, and all of these actions may be part of
our self-deceptive endeavors. Many researchers would agree that what other people do,
say, don’t do or don’t say is information that a self-deceiver can treat in a motivationally
biased way. What has hitherto been neglected however, is the fact that we are able to
influence what other people do, say, don’t do and don’t say. By determining what others
do, say, don’t do or don’t say, we set up the possibility to deceive ourselves.
The aim of this paper is to distinguish different strategies of social self-deception
and to show how such distinctions could be beneficial to research in philosophy, ethics
and empirical science. To achieve this aim, I will first, in section 6.2, develop a conceptual
framework in which different social strategies that self-deceivers might employ are
distinguished and illustrated by means of some (everyday) examples. Importantly, the
current paper is concerned with means of self-deception, not with defending a specific
view on what self-deception consists of. In section 6.3, I will elaborate on how social selfdeception can be incorporated into the two main conceptualizations of self-deception:
intentionalist and deflationist views. In section 6.4 I will argue that the proposed reconceptualization can contribute to conceptual, empirical and moral research. In
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particular, I will explore the relevance of a social conceptualization of self-deception for
research on social media.

6.2.

The conceptual landscape of social self-deception

In this section I will distinguish between solitary and social self-deception and characterize
social self-deception by means of conceptual analysis and by means of examples. In
addition, I will show that there is a class of self-deceptions that should be considered
pseudo-social.
6.2.1. Solitary and social strategies of self-deception
There has been ample debate about what self-deception is. For present purposes, selfdeception can be roughly described as a phenomenon that involves (i) a process that
originates in (ii) a motivation or intention (see section 6.3), which leads to (iii) a selfdeceived end state (which can be the formation of a novel belief or the maintenance
of an existing belief or other attitude). The claim that self-deception is social pertains
to the process leading up to a self-deceptive end state. If we picture this process as a
chain of events which results in a self-deceived end state, then my claim will be that
whereas in solitary self-deception these events take place ‘within the person’, in social
self-deceptions these events involve other people.59
Therefore, social self-deceptions are of particular interest to those who are
concerned with the question of how we deceive ourselves. Social self-deception should
thus be conceived of as a strategy that can be employed by a self-deceiver. Importantly,
the rest of the self-deceptive process may coincide with solitary self-deception: social
self-deception is not a completely distinct strategy to deceive oneself. Rather, it involves
broadening the scope of potential mechanisms to deceive yourself by using other people
(who are absent or non-instrumental in solitary self-deception). In fact, as will be shown
in the examples below, instances of social self-deception typically involve solitary selfdeception as well: the view that we either deceive ourselves solely by means of others or
in absolute solitude does not do justice to the complexity of the self-deceptive projects
people pursue.
The hallmark of social self-deception is that other people are instrumental to
our self-deceptive process. By other people I mean, in a practical and broad sense, their
behavior, which includes verbal statements, facial expressions, body language but also
the lack of behavior. Simply put, what people do, say, don’t do or don’t say is information
that a self-deceiver can treat in an irrational way. Importantly, we are able to influence
59
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S ocial self-deceptions are thus a category distinct from solitary self-deceptions. There are other non-solitary categories, such as
linguistic self-deceptions in which the events that are required for someone to reach a self-deceptive end state involve (the cultural
and semantic aspects of ) language. Non-solitary self-deception involves setting the world up to be such, that deceiving ourselves
becomes relatively easy. The current paper will focus solely on social self-deceptions.

what people do, say, don’t do and don’t say, thereby setting up the possibility to deceive
ourselves more easily. In the rest of the paper, I will refer to people in plural, but social
self-deceptions can also involve only one other individual.
The instrumentality of these other people refers to their crucial role in
bringing about the end state of a self-deceptive belief. Another person can be said to
be instrumental to one’s self-deceptive process if one would not have achieved a specific
self-deceptive end state were it not for that person’s behavior. This is not so say that one
would not have achieved a state of self-deception at all, rather one would have needed
to employ other strategies to achieve that state.
In the remainder of this section I will introduce three conceptual distinctions
which enable us to distinguish eight strategies of social self-deception (see Table 1 at the
end of this section for an overview). The main division within these strategies is between
‘situating’ and ‘persuasive’ forms of social self-deception. Two additional distinctions
that will be used to conceptually distinguish kinds of social self-deception are positive
versus negative and intentional versus unintentional. Note that in what follows, an
action is considered to be intentional when it is carried out with the intention to selfdeceive (as we will discuss in section 6.3.1, some theorists consider this intention to selfdeceive a necessary condition for classifying a case of self-deception). When an action
is labelled as unintentional this therefore does not mean that the action is performed
without any intentionality whatsoever, only that it is not performed with the intention
to self-deceive.
6.2.2 Situating social self-deception
The first subset of social self-deceptions consists of ‘situating’ strategies. Situating social
self-deception can be described as follows:
I surround myself with individuals who are likeminded with regard to p. Their
behavior is then used to reinforce or constitute my self-deceived belief with
regard to p.
What makes this strategy self-deceptive is that I am selective in my evidence-gathering:
I situate myself in a particular context and use only those surrounding me as a source
of information. Moreover, what makes this self-deception social is that I am responsible
(at least to some extent, see section 6.4.3) for surrounding myself with individuals who
are likeminded, thereby making unwanted information less available. These likeminded
people are crucial for my self-deceptive process in the sense that without them, I would
not have been able to reinforce or constitute my belief with regard to p.
Situating social self-deceptions can be subdivided further. On the one hand,
one can look at the specific strategy that is used. In the positive variant of situating
social self-deceptions, people surround themselves with likeminded people, whereas
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in the negative variant, it is not so much that likeminded people are approached but
people who are not likeminded are avoided (the result being similar: having likeminded
people in our direct surroundings).60 On the other hand, we can look at whether or
not we perform these acts of situating social self-deception with the specific intention to
deceive ourselves. In the intentional form, I surround myself with likeminded people
with the intention of deceiving myself. In the unintentional form, in contrast, I surround
myself with likeminded people because, for example, they share my interests, attitudes
or background. Then, simply because the opportunity arises, I use their behavior with
regard to p to reinforce my self-deceived belief p. To illustrate, here is an example which
I think could take both forms (intentional and unintentional):
Sarah is the head of the philosophy department. She has done extensive research
on the work of Hegel and, perhaps due to mere exposure, maintains that Hegel is
the best philosopher to have ever roamed the earth. This belief is important to her
because it justifies all of those years she spent trying to understand Hegel – years
she could have spent doing other research. Being the head of the department,
she only hires new staff members who share her view that Hegel’s philosophy is
unsurpassed. 61
Sarah might hire likeminded people with the aim of maintaining her belief that Hegel is
magnificent. Her hiring-behavior may also be unintentional (i.e. without the intention
to self-deceive). In this latter case, she might intentionally surround herself with people
who are likeminded with regard to q, but those people tend to also be likeminded with
regard to p. For example, she may surround herself with Hegel-scholars because they
also, like herself, enjoy German literature.
Here is another example, which illustrates how avoiding certain people is an
effective way of surrounding oneself with likeminded people.
John, Joe and Nelson are colleagues. John and Joe love a good steak; Nelson is
a vegan. Whenever John meets Nelson at the coffee machine, Nelson starts to
lecture John about the negative effects that eating meat has on the wellbeing
of animals. This makes John feel guilty. For his upcoming birthday party, John
decides to invite Joe, but not Nelson.

60
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John’s decision to surround himself with likeminded people may be a conscious decision
to avoid feeling guilty about eating meat. That is, it may be an act that is carried out with
the intention of keeping conflicting information at bay. However, it may also be based
on a non-self-deceptive intention: John might not invite Nelson because Nelson always
brings his noisy children. In such a case, not inviting Nelson is driven by the intention
to organize a peaceful party, rather than by the intention to keep conflicting information
at bay. The result of these actions is the same -in both cases John is not confronted with
conflicting information- but this result can be achieved either with the intention to selfdeceive or without (i.e. unintentionally).
6.2.3. Persuasive social self-deception
For a case of social self-deception to be considered persuasive social self-deception,
an additional requirement is needed, namely the act of making people likeminded.
Persuasive social self-deception can therefore be described as follows:

The persuasive component of this strategy thus consists of the intervention of the selfdeceiver into another person’s beliefs and/or motivations. Such strategies seem to be
especially relevant for deceiving ourselves about ourselves, given that how we think about
ourselves is often based on how others think of us. Persuasive social self-deception
involves strategies in which we manipulate how others think of us, thereby indirectly
manipulating how we think of ourselves (see Solomon 2009, p.33 for a similar claim).
There are two ways of intervening into another person’s beliefs and/or
motivations. In a positive sense, I can actively induce a belief into people. I thereby
provide information that causes them to become likeminded. In this respect, acting ‘as
if ’ I believe p, which might cause other people to believe p, may be a valuable strategy.62
Alternatively, I might (intentionally) deceive other people into believing p. Another
mode of intervening is in a negative sense, in which I actively prevent people from
forming a certain belief (in this case, not-p) by withholding information from them. In
both cases the result is that people become (or remain) likeminded due to my actions. As
in the case of situating social self-deception, I take it that persuasive social self-deception
can occur both with and without the intention to self-deceive.

62

 f. Gendler (2007, p. 241) who discusses ‘performative pretense’ in the context of self-deception and argues that one can maintain
C
make-belief illusions “by performatively pretending (in the sense of non-believingly acting as if it were the case) that not-P held –
speaking to others as if not-P were the case, governing my actions as if not-P held.” In the proposed framework, persuasive positive
social self-deception may be an (unintentional) strategy involving such performative pretense to reinforce or constitute a selfdeceptive belief.
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Here is an example of persuasive social self-deception:
David is a frequent user of social media such as Facebook. His settings are such
that only his friends are able to see his profile. When David returns from his
holiday in Spain, he decides to put some photos online. However, David is
insecure about his appearance and therefore he analyzes the photos and selects
only those that portray him well – and puts those online. His friends respond
very positively about David’s holiday and about David’s appearance: they
compliment him on looking handsome. David now forms the belief that he is
indeed very good-looking.
A few things can be noted about this example. First of all, it seems safe to assume that
David’s self-deception is at least partially solitary. In fact, it might be that when David
made a selection of his photos and put those online, he already formed the self-deceived
belief that he is handsome simply by looking at his own profile (which consists of biased
information). His friends commenting is then simply a reinforcement of a self-deceived
belief that David formed solitarily. Second, as stressed earlier, examples like David’s
may typically depict behavior that is not driven by the intention to self-deceive, but
I take it to be at least plausible that such behavior is performed with the intention to
self-deceive. Third, although situating and persuasive self-deception can be conceptually
distinguished, in practice they are often intertwined: David has already used situating
strategies when he surrounds himself with likeminded people by only accepting friendrequests from people who are likeminded. In fact, one might imagine that when someone
responds negatively to David’s holiday pictures, David might ‘unfriend’ that person,
making it a case of negative situating social self-deception. What makes the current
example a case of (negative) persuasive social self-deception is that David has withheld
information from other people in order to make them likeminded. In a subsequent step,
their behavior was used to reinforce or constitute a self-deceived belief.
It may also be the case that someone induces a belief in another person by
presenting false or even deceptive information. Consider the following example which
illustrates such positive persuasive self-deception by means of pretense:
Eleanor has the self-deceptive belief that she is highly intellectual. As the result
of a self-deceptive project which has been going on for quite some years, she has
come to believe that she has an exquisite and refined taste in literature, music and
food. When she finds herself in the company of people she has not met before,
she puts on quite a show to sell herself as the intellectual she thinks she is. One of
her favorite strategies to do this is namedropping: she goes on and on about how
Sophocles but not Euripides is one of the finest Greek tragedians; how, according
to her, Goethe was actually writing about the difficulties of homosexuality in his
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One might at this point object and argue that Eleanor’s self-deception consists merely
of her biased interpretation of the behavioral evidence. In other words, according to this
objection, the self-deception is solitary, it ‘takes place’ at the moment that Eleanor forms
the self-deceived belief.
However, as indicated in the beginning of the paper, what I am concerned with
here is the question of how people deceive themselves. Granted, we might only label
the biased formation of a belief as self-deception, but then we leave out the fact that
Eleanor has played a crucial role in bringing about the behavioral evidence which she, in
a subsequent step, uses to form a self-deceptive belief. On the view that I am proposing,
the self-deceptive process is diachronic and may involve different people. Reasons for
adopting this different perspective on self-deception will be discussed in section 6.4.
What the examples in the current section have hopefully made clear is that the
difference between persuasive and situating social self-deception can also be formulated
as follows: situating social self-deception involves deceiving oneself by means of
situating oneself amongst likeminded people, whereas persuasive social self-deception
involves deceiving oneself by means of deceiving or altering other people’s beliefs and/or
motivations, thereby making them likeminded.
6.2.4. 	Pseudo-social self-deception and the transformation of solitary
self-deception
Now that we have some conceptual clarification about what social self-deceptions entail,
we can look at cases which might seem social self-deceptive, but are not. These pseudosocial self-deceptions as I will call them, involve cases where other people appear to be
inherent to our self-deceptive project but do in fact not play an instrumental role.
In pseudo-social self-deceptions, multiple people share something in the process
of self-deception. To illustrate, it might be that two (or twenty or two thousand) people
share a similar motivation, thereby leading to similar self-deceptive beliefs in different
people. Here is an example:
Bob deceives himself into believing that p (in which p stands for the belief
that Bob’s consumption does not affect the wellbeing of the planet) under the
influence of a certain motivation (feeling responsible for the wellbeing of the
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era; how Nietzsche provided a better analysis of culture than did Schopenhauer.
Importantly, Eleanor has never read any of these authors (but neither did her
interlocutors, which makes this such a successful strategy). Her interlocutors
are overwhelmed by this seemingly highbrow flood of information and, via a
range of behaviors, compliment Eleanor on her wisdom. Eleanor takes these
compliments as evidence that she is indeed highly intelligent, despite the fact
that she made everything up.
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planet is a painful burden). Other individuals, like Bob, share his motivation (i.e.
do not want the painful burden of responsibility) and so also deceive themselves
into believing that p (i.e. the belief that their consumption does not affect the
wellbeing of the planet).
This might appear to be a case of social self-deception but is in fact not. For Bob deceives
himself in isolation from other people. As long as Bob’s belief in p can be maintained
without much effort, the fact that others also deceive themselves into believing p is of
no concern to him. These other people are not instrumental in Bob’s belief in p, which
means that this situation does not depict social self-deception.
However, if Bob encounters new evidence against p, he might use others’ selfdeceptive beliefs to reinforce his own self-deceived belief p. When his self-deceived
belief is threatened he might, for instance, surround himself with likeminded people,
thereby making threatening information less available and reassuring information more
available. Bob has then transformed his solitary self-deception into a case of social selfdeception.
The point is that instances of what one might call shared, collective or joint selfdeception are not necessarily instances of social self-deception. They might be pseudosocial to the extent that other people only appear to be, but are not actually instrumental
in our self-deceptive project. Nevertheless, they are highly suitable to become social
self-deceptions – the transformation from pseudo-social to social self-deceptions can
take place in the blink of an eye.
To summarize the current section: we have used three dimensions (persuasive
versus situating, positive versus negative and intentional versus unintentional) to identify
eight kinds of social self-deception. In addition, we have identified a category of pseudosocial self-deception. See Table 1 for an overview of the conceptual landscape of social
self-deception.
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Table 1. The Conceptual Landscape of Social Self-Deception (SSD)
SSD
Other people are
instrumental to our
SD-process

Situating

Persuasive

Positive
By seeking
likeminded people

Sarah-example

Negative
By avoiding nonlikeminded people

John-example

Positive
By e.g. pretense
Negative
By e.g. withholding
information

Pseudo-SSD
Other people appear
but are not really
instrumental to our
SD-process

David-example
Bob-example

Intentional positive situating SSD
Intentional negative situating SSD
Unintentional negative situating SSD
Unintentional positive persuasive SSD
Intentional positive persuasive SSD
Intentional negative persuasive SSD
Unintentional negative persuasive SSD
Pseudo-SSD

Embedding Social Self-deception in Existing Conceptualizations

As indicated in the introduction, the aim of this paper is not to defend a particular
conceptualization of self-deception. Rather, the aim is to make clear that whichever
conceptualization one opts for, it should include a social component in order to account
for (and elucidate) those instances of self-deception where the actions that contribute to
one’s self-deceptive beliefs are not limited to biases in cognitive or perceptual processing
but include (social) behaviors. In the current section I clarify how the proposal of selfdeception as distributed across the social context can be incorporated into two influential
conceptualizations of (solitary) self-deception: intentionalist and deflationist.
Given that I do not have space here to do justice to the nuances present in the
wide variety of different accounts of intentionalism and deflationism, I will discuss
simplified versions that entail the core claims of both approaches. 63 In addition, my
focus will be on persuasive strategies of social self-deception, as these may be considered
to be (conceptually) most distinct from solitary self-deception.
Please note that most philosophical accounts have been primarily concerned
with what constitutes a case of self-deception (the ‘what’-question), rather than with
investigating its underlying mechanisms (the ‘how’-question). Therefore, the current
paper should be seen as supplementing rather than substituting existing frameworks on
self-deception.

63

 or a typical account of intentionalism see Davidson (1985); for deflationism see Mele (2001); for a more elaborate introduction to
F
this debate see Deweese-Boyd (2012).
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6.3.1. Intentionalism
The core claim of intentionalist accounts of self-deception is that intentions control our
self-deception: the intention (to self-deceive) initiates and steers the process of achieving
a self-deceived end state. In the examples discussed so far, we have already encountered
the issue of whether social strategies are employed intentionally or not. Formally, what
would make a social self-deceptive strategy intentional would be the following:
(X1).
A intends B to form a belief, p, which A knows is false and which A
aims to acquire himself. B then acts upon this belief, causing A to form belief p
on the basis of the information (B’s behavior) which A has herself intentionally
brought about.
The question of whether (X1) is possible is, I take it, an empirical endeavor. However, we
can aspire to make it more plausible. In order to do so, we need to investigate the most
problematic claim made by (X1), which I take to be the claim that A, when deceiving or
influencing B into believing p, does so with the intention to, eventually, believe p herself.
One possibility to make (X1) more plausible is by focusing on the notions of ‘belief ’
and ‘deception’. I think that these are too strict for describing social self-deception in an
empirically viable manner (see Lynch 2012, who makes a similar argument in the case of
solitary self-deception). To illustrate this point, consider the following reformulation of
the description that we encountered in (X1), in which the strict notions of ‘belief ’ and
‘deception’ are replaced with the more subtle notions of ‘being convinced’ and ‘trying
to convince’:
(X2).
A intends to convince B of a belief, p, of which A is not certain but
which A would like to believe. B then acts upon p, causing A to become more
convinced on the basis of the information (B’s behavior) that A has herself
intentionally brought about.
The scenario sketched in (X2) boils down to the question of whether I also try to
convince myself when I am trying to convince others. As pointed out before, whether
this is possible is up to empirical research to verify, but I take it to be at least plausible.
Hence, I take it that social self-deceptions are compatible with intentionalist views on
self-deception, specifically those that adopt a less strict terminology.
To illustrate, recall the example of David (as discussed in section 6.2.3). On the
(X1) reading, David would have to know that he is not good-looking but nevertheless
intend to deceive others (and himself ) of the opposite. If his deception, by means
of social media, would have been successful, then he eventually does form the belief
that he is good-looking. More plausibly though, and this is the (X2) reading of the
same example, David is uncertain about his looks, yet would like to think that he is
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good-looking. He intends to convince the people who visit his profile of his handsome
appearance and may eventually, through the positive feedback he receives, become more
convinced that he is good-looking. (In section 6.4.2 we will see that something along
these lines seems to happen in social media use).
Interestingly, the proposed re-conceptualization of self-deception as social can
help to better understand the paradoxical nature of (intentional) self-deception. DeweeseBoyd (2012) summarizes the so called ‘dynamic paradox’ as the question of “How can
a person intend to deceive herself without rendering her intentions ineffective?”. To
explain this paradox, many authors have invoked temporal or psychological partitioning.
In a nutshell, such solutions entail that a part of me (e.g. my unconscious or a module
in my brain) deceives another part (e.g. my consciousness or a different module) or
that I-at-time-t2 deceive myself-at-t1 (see Deweese-Boyd 2012 for an overview of the
paradoxes and their proposed solutions in terms of partitioning).
The concept of social self-deception offers another approach to the ‘dynamic
paradox’, by emphasizing how the authority for holding a belief is relocated to another
individual. In such cases, I justify holding a belief p on the basis of, say, a colleague who
holds belief p. Even though I may be responsible for bringing about the belief p in that
colleague, I may nevertheless use his holding p as evidence in favour of p. To achieve this,
I would engage in ‘if he says so’-reasoning, along the lines of ‘Sure I misled him, but he
is a smart guy so he was probably already inclined towards p because he would otherwise
have never bought into my deception’. The ascription of (knowledgeable) authority,
together with the presumed inclination enable me to justify my belief p.
6.3.2. Deflationism
In contrast with intentionalist views, deflationary accounts to self-deception such as
Mele (2001) discard the requirement that an intention initiates and steers our selfdeceptive project. Rather, on this view, the most common kind of self-deception consists
of a collection of psychological phenomena (such as confirmation bias and availability
heuristic) that are influenced by desires or motivations (cf. Mele, 2001, Chapter 2).
On this approach, having a bias in our attention or evidence-gathering due to a certain
motivation, which then leads to us to believe a certain proposition p, would suffice.
However, if the hallmark of self-deception is a form of motivational bias, then
we might argue that only the final step of social self-deception (in which we form the
belief p on the basis of biased information) is required. Yet this seems counterintuitive: it
seems to matter that a self-deceiver is responsible for the fact that someone else provides
‘wrong but useful’ information. The fact that the self-deceiver uses this false information
without any critical examination is only part of what makes social self-deceptions selfdeceptive.
Recall that we encountered a similar objection with the example of Eleanor.
My response there was that we would be leaving out something important if we were to
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see self-deception merely as the formation of a self-deceived belief. What makes social
self-deceptions so interesting is that there is indeed a motivational bias present, but
its mechanisms differ from solitary cases of self-deception. What we see in the case of
social self-deception is that motivation and bias (which are, in solitary self-deception,
assumed to be interconnected) get separated. In the solitary cases of self-deception that
have been focused on by most researchers, the motivation leads to a bias but in social
self-deceptions this temporal sequence is changed. The bias is brought about as the result
of a first step (deception of another individual). The motivated action, which turns this
into a case of self-deception, is located in a subsequent step – where the behavior or
testimony of B, which A ought to know is false, is nevertheless used as evidence. Thus,
social self-deceptions involve setting up reality in such a way that only a small step is
required to form a self-deceptive belief.
That the current proposal of social self-deception is compatible with the
deflationary approach becomes apparent when Mele himself remarks upon what I
have labeled situating social self-deception. In a brief example, Mele (2001, pp.2021) discusses a man who surrounds himself with impressionable teenagers whose
positive social feedback enable the man to acquire an unwarranted, biased belief. (Mele
emphasizes, pace intentionalism, that such actions need not be intentional). In addition
to bringing about a bias in available information by simply surrounding oneself with
likeminded people (i.e. unintentional situating social self-deception, and similar to the
example that Mele gives) one can also deceive or mislead others, thereby making them
likeminded. Not only is such (unintentional) persuasive social self-deception intuitively
plausible, its occurrence is something that empirical research seems to confirm (see
section 6.4).

6.4. Implications for empirical, conceptual and ethical Research
Section 6.2 resulted in a conceptually distinct set of phenomena that is displayed in Table
1. In the current section I want to show why we should accept a re-conceptualization of
self-deception as being distributed across the context of the self-deceiver. The main line
of reasoning is that the conceptual distinctions made in section 6.2 can contribute to
conceptual, empirical and ethical research.
6.4.1. Collective self-deception
In a 1988 paper, William Ruddick discusses the idea of people sharing self-deceptive
projects. He labels these ‘joint self-deceptions’ and points out that “self-deception is
simpler when others are similarly engaged” and that by acting (and speaking) together,
people “keep scruples and contrary evidence at bay” (Ruddick, 1988, p. 383. See also
Rorty, 1994 and Dupuy, 1997 for similar claims). Such shared self-deceptive projects
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have recently been discussed by Deweese-Boyd (2012) as instances of ‘collective selfdeception’. He defines collective self-deception as the “holding of a false belief in the
face of evidence to the contrary by a group of people as a result of shared desires,
emotions or intentions (…) favoring that belief.” 64 Deweese-Boyd adds that this should
be distinguished “from other forms of collective false belief – such as might result from
deception or lack of evidence- insofar as the false belief issues from the agents’ own
self-deceptive mechanisms (however these are construed) not the absence of evidence
to the contrary or presence of misinformation”.65 The characterization of collective
self-deception in terms of “shared desires, emotions or intentions” which result in a
self-deceptive belief for a group of people resembles what I have labeled pseudo-social
self-deception. The conceptual framework developed in the current paper allows us to
differentiate between such pseudo-social cases of self-deception (such as the Bob example
in section 6.2.4) and cases in which others do become instrumental to our self-deceptive
project. What Deweese-Boyd (2012) and Ruddick (1988) seem to have in mind are
cases of situating social self-deception where others’ self-deceptive beliefs are used to
reinforce my own self-deceptive belief. The instrumentality of these other individuals is
pertinent to the examples they give but is absent from their conceptual characterization.
The need for a more refined understanding of self-deception in a social
context becomes apparent when taking into account the many claims pertaining to
self-deception in the public domain. To illustrate, self-deception is thought to play a
role in the medical world (Annas, 1996), the financial world (Gerschlager, 2001), in
environmental legislation (Pratarelli, 2008), care policy (Rein, 1996), politics (Cowen,
2005), religion (Triandis, 2008) and even air crashes, warfare and terrorism (Fink &
Trivers, 2014). Many of such claims pose a problem when self-deception is understood
merely as a solitary behavior: it is unclear whether such claims are about a group of
people deceiving themselves (independently of each other), whether those people ‘being
a group’ facilitates each individual’s self-deception or whether members of that group
actively mislead people (e.g. clients or followers) to maintain certain illusions. The
different conceptualizations of social self-deception that have been distinguished in the
current paper clarify, on conceptual level, what it might mean to say that a country or
group of people engages in self-deception.

64
65

 is is what DeWeese-Boyd (2012) calls the summative approach to collective self-deception, which can be distinguished from a
Th
non-summative approach to collective self-deception which treats self-deception as the act of an entity such as a group or nation
(rather than its individual members). I will here limit myself to a summative approach to collective self-deception.
Note that “the agent’s own self-deceptive mechanisms” is typically taken to entail motivational biases in the cognitive and perceptual
capacities of the agent, whereas I focus on mechanisms that are ‘external’ to the agent, as it were, such as social behaviors.
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6.4.2. Social self-deception, deception and social media
The proposed framework on social self-deception enables self-deception researchers and
researchers from other domains to mutually influence each other.
Consider first that it enables researchers who work on self-deception to draw
on other research (that is not conducted explicitly under the header of self-deception),
thereby allowing for a better grasp on the potential mechanisms that underlie selfdeception.
For example, one can find discussions of what I have labeled situating strategies
of social self-deception in research on ‘congeniality bias’, i.e. people’s tendency to be
selective in their exposure to information (e.g., Hart et al., 2009). Persuasive strategies
of social self-deception, in which one may deceive others in order to facilitate one’s
self-deception are, interestingly enough, addressed in deception research.66 For
example, Ford (1999) outlines the various motivations that people might have to lie,
and includes both “lies to accommodate others self-deception” as well as “lies to assist
self-deception” (p.95, see also Rowe 2011). According to Ford, such forms of selfdeception can especially be found in cases of narcissism and so called ‘groupthink’ (see
Janis 1972). As Ford (1999, 260) remarks, “clever and manipulative leaders can use
the process of groupthink to deceive others, and they may also deceive themselves in
the process”. In a similar vein, Horowitz & Arthur (1988) describe how a narcissistic
leader, when feeling threatened in his or her non-realistic self-views, tends to mislead
or even force the members of the group to act such as to confirm his or her grandiose
self-views. In addition, Horowitz & Arthur (1988) describe how employees may, in
response, engage in various forms of self-deception (solitary and social) to justify their
behaviors to themselves and others, thereby creating a dynamic interplay of various
deceptive and self-deceptive acts. Empirical research such as Horowitz & Arthur’s can
give self-deception researchers insights regarding the various mechanisms underlying
self-deception.
This brings us to the second point, i.e. how the re-conceptualization of selfdeception as social can contribute to other research domains (that do not explicitly
investigate self-deception). To illustrate this I want to turn to social media research. If
the conceptualization of persuasive social self-deception is correct, then this concept
would be relevant in contexts where deception is prevalent. Social media seems to fit the
description of such a context.
As many researchers on this topic acknowledge, social media are not only a means for selfpresentation but are increasingly used for self-promotion (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010;
Mehdizadeh, 2010; Carpenter, 2012; Van Dijck, 2013; Michikyan, Subrahmanyam, &
Dennis, 2014). Providing such inaccurate or self-enhancing information about oneself
66
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 rivers (2011) also connects self-deception to deception. However, Trivers’ approach differs from mine in that he seems to be
T
concerned, first and foremost, with what I would call solitary self-deception in a social context rather than cases where other people
are instrumental to one’s self-deception. In this regard, Trivers’ main claim is that self-deception facilitates deception. In contrast, I
would claim the exact opposite: deception may facilitate self-deception, i.e. other people may be instrumental to our self-deception.

can be considered deceptive or at least misleading. Moreover, as Walther (2007) rightly
points out, computer-mediated communication such as social media, offers a whole new
spectrum of affordances that can be (ab)used to present oneself, thereby facilitating the
deception of others. The point is that if deception becomes easier, so do the possibilities
for deceiving oneself by means of deceiving others.67
There is, however, a lot still unclear about people’s online (deceptive) behavior.
A refined understanding of (social) self-deception may allow for progress in making sense
of the data of social media research. Let me illustrate this by means of two examples.
First, an explanation in terms of social self-deception can account for the ‘gap’
that many researchers report with regard to the prevalence of online deception (e.g. Lu
2008). In a study by Caspi & Gorsky (2006, 56) most respondents (71%) state that
they themselves do not deceive online and that they were not often deceived. However,
despite these relatively low levels of reported personal experience with online deception,
many of the respondents (73%) nevertheless retain the belief that online deception is
widespread. Caspi & Gorsky (2006) offer two explanations in this regard: either people
encountered online deception that was harmful to them (presumably causing them to
repress the experience – Caspi & Gorsky are unclear at this point) or they simply adopted
the mass-media image of a high degree of online deception. Note that these explanations
mainly account for the discrepancy between the idea that online deception is common
and the idea that people have not been deceived online themselves. However, there is also
a discrepancy between people reporting that they themselves do not deceive online and
their belief that online deception is widespread. Considering that online environments
facilitate deception (Walther 2007) and empirical evidence indicating that (small) lies
are frequent in such a context (Hancock et al. 2007), it seems fair to assume that online
deception is indeed common. So assuming that people do deceive online, why do only
29% of them report doing so? (cf. Caspi & Gorsky 2006, p.56). An explanation in line
with the current proposal would be that they deceive as part of a self-deceptive project.
As such, they are motivated to not see themselves as online deceivers. Doing so might
endanger the beliefs that they have attained via the social self-deceptive process.68
Second, seeing self-deception as being distributed across the social context of a
self-deceiver may contribute to our understanding of the relation between social media
on the one hand and (social) self-esteem and well-being on the other (see e.g., Gonzales
& Hancock, 2011). Self-deception in general may contribute to our self-esteem and
well-being by fostering so-called ‘positive illusions’ (Taylor 1989). A social variant of self67

68

In addition, social media can also be considered a facilitating factor to situating social self-deception. A whole range of settings
enables users to create a bias in incoming information (intentional situating social self-deception). Moreover, the scripts that are used
by websites will cause users to be presented with information that matches their interests and views (based on previous searches and
clicks), i.e. unintentional situating social self-deception. Importantly, and in contrast to more traditional media, social media will
create a bias in information that pertains not only to e.g. political orientation or nationality, but to a whole variety of characteristics,
ranging from musical preference to income, age and sexual preference. In sum, the available information is tailor-fit to match the
user’s worldview, and potentially conflicting information is kept at a distance.
This issue illustrates an important limitation of much studies on people’s online deception (that is acknowledged by most researchers),
namely that it relies heavily on self-reports.
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deception seems to play a role in social media use, given that the rise of self-esteem and
well-being is for a large part due to the positive feedback that participants receive from
fellow social media users (cf. Valkenburg et al. 2006). Recall that the profile they receive
feedback about typically consists of selective self-disclosure (Utz 2005; Walther 2007).
Valkenburg, Peter & Schouten (2006) report that most social media users (78%) always
or predominantly receive positive feedback on their profiles. In addition, users tend to
“modify their profile based on the feedback they received. By means of a process of trial
and error, they were able to (…) optimize the feedback they received” (Valkenburg et al.
2006, p.586). Furthermore, social media users can “eliminate undesirable encounters or
feedback and focus entirely on the positive experiences, thereby enhancing their social
self-esteem” (ibid.).
Taken together, these findings show how people may gain self-esteem through
the positive feedback that they brought about themselves by selective self-disclosure,
suggesting that social self-deception occurs in social media use. Nevertheless, much
research on social media still relies on a non-social conceptualization of self-deception.
Consequently, a particular online behavior is taken to be either deceptive (i.e. social)
or self-deceptive (i.e. solitary). For example, Toma, Hancock, & Ellison (2008) ask
themselves whether a particular deceptive behavior is meant to deceive oneself or deceive
others. However, the current paper has stressed the possibility that it can be both:
deception can be the means to self-deceive.
Granted, the proposed alternative explanations in terms of social self-deception
are merely hypotheses. They need to be empirically tested. However, what matters for
present purposes is that these alternative explanations can only come about if we reconceptualize self-deception as a process that is distributed across the social (online)
context of the self-deceiver. That is, new understandings of existing results, as well as new
ways to investigate (online) social behavior may be gained by employing the concept of
social self-deception.
6.4.3. Social self-deception and moral evaluation
It seems plausible that different strategies of social self-deception (i.e. persuasive or
situating, positive or negative, intentional or unintentional) differ with regard to e.g.
blameworthiness. The conceptual distinctions that were made in section 6.2 can thereby
contribute to the moral evaluation of a particular (self-)deceptive behavior.
To illustrate, imagine that I have intentionally surrounded myself with
likeminded people to the extent that nobody in my direct surroundings will disagree
with me on a particular topic (much like in the case of the narcissistic leader that
Horowitz & Arthur 1988 describe). As DeWeese-Boyd (2012) points out, “if the
environment becomes so epistemically contaminated as to make counter-evidence
inaccessible to the agent, then we have a case of false belief, not self-deception”. This
would imply that if I am surrounded solely by people who are likeminded, and people
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who think or act differently with regard to p are inaccessible to me, then I am not selfdeceived but merely have a false belief. On this view, if I thus ‘succeed’ in my (social)
self-deceptive project, one might argue that I can no longer be held responsible for my
beliefs, given that I simply base my beliefs on the only available information. However,
the conceptualization of situating strategies indicates that I may be (considered to be)
responsible for the unavailability of conflicting information (cf. Peels 2017).
In addition, the proposed framework can help to clarify whether the claims
on self-deception in public domains such as religion and politics (see section 6.3) are
about (i) people being surrounded by likeminded people and using their behavior as
reinforcement for their self-deception, (ii) people deceiving or otherwise inducing
beliefs into other people in order to make them likeminded or (iii) whether these claims
are about shared motivations that cause a large group of people to all become (solitarily)
self-deceived.
Finally, understanding the mechanisms underlying self-deception can help to
prevent morally dubious instances from occurring, either by intervening on the personal
level or by giving rise to structural solutions that disable self-deception. Given that selfdeception in a social context is bound to have ethical implications (see e.g. Tenbrunsel
& Messick 2004), a proper understanding of the mechanisms underlying self-deception
is pertinent (Horowitz & Arthur 1988; Chance & Norton, 2015). The current paper
contributes to that endeavor.

6.5.

Summary and conclusion

As we have seen throughout the paper, the idea of social strategies in self-deception is
not completely original. Both in philosophy and various branches of psychology one
can find remarks pertaining to social components of self-deception. However, these
remarks are (1) often not well elaborated upon and, maybe as the result thereof, (2) tend
to be overlooked by a considerable amount of self-deception researchers. This paper has
addressed the first problem, in the hope of alleviating the second. It has conceptually
distinguished different strategies of social self-deception and has shown how such
distinctions can be beneficial to research in philosophy, ethics and empirical science.
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Section III
The psychiatric context

Let me start this final section by recapitulating the dissertation so far. In the introductory
first chapter we discussed the background of this research and put forward the central
research question: What does self-management in psychiatry and psychosomatic illness,
as management of the self , consist of? The proposed answer was that such self-management
consists of reducing or even resolving the kinds of self-illness ambiguity that a psychiatric
patient is confronted with.
Section I provided a general understanding of self-ambiguity, by situating this phenomenon
in relation to existing discussions in philosophy on internality and externality. We ended
the first Section with the question of what the relevant phenomenology of self-ambiguity
consists of, and what the possible mechanisms are that underlie acts of resolving such
self-ambiguity. In Section II we discussed precisely those mechanisms and the relevant
phenomenology.
In this third Section we set out to apply these insights to the context of psychiatry. We will
look at how the general idea of ‘reducing self-ambiguity’ might be cashed out in terms of
self-management. In addition, we will investigate what particular conceptual, contextual
and epistemological obstacles might arise if one wants to resolve self-ambiguity in a
psychiatric context.
This third section consists of two chapters. In Chapter 7 I address the phenomenon of selfillness ambiguity. I outline and discuss various conceptual, contextual and epistemological
complications that arise when people need to resolve self-illness ambiguity specifically.
In Chapter 8 I discuss patients who do not ‘feel like themselves’ after being treated with
Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS). I review the existing philosophical debate on how to
understand such cases, and argue that an understanding of such self-DBS ambiguity can
benefit from the framework developed in Sections I and II.

7

Chapter 7
Is it me or my disorder?
Self-management in psychiatry as
reducing self-illness ambiguity

Chapter 7

Nota bene: this chapter consists of an article that will be submitted to a special issue on
self-management in the journal Philosophy, Psychiatry & Psychology. The version below
is slightly revised such as to clarify the connection of this chapter to previous chapters
in the dissertation.
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Introduction

In recent years, researchers, clinicians and policy-makers in the field of mental health
care have shown an increased interest in the ‘self ’ (Glas 2006; Sadler 2007; Tekin 2017;
Kyrios et al. 2016). That is, there is an emerging awareness that in order to understand
and investigate psychopathology but also to treat it or, from the patient perspective, to
actually live with it, we need to acknowledge and elucidate the role of the person who is
diagnosed.
For instance, one of the key components of recovery (from a user-based
perspective) is to re-conceptualize the self, to define who one is in the context of a
psychiatric diagnosis (Schrank & Slade 2007). Related to this are worries of authenticity
in psychiatry (Erler & Hope 2014). Indeed psychiatry, like other medical disciplines,
is increasingly becoming ‘person-centered’ (Glas, 2019). Others have argued that the
idea of self-management in the context of psychiatry amounts to a management of the
self - rather than management by the self (Wisdom et al. 2008; Weiner 2011; Miklowitz
2012; Van Geelen 2014; Franssen & Van Geelen 2017).
However, despite an increasing agreement that such issues are important, they
remain rather vague. What does it mean to ‘manage oneself ’?69 How does one ‘define
who one is in the context of a psychiatric disorder’? Answering these questions requires
philosophical elucidation, which this paper aims to provide.
Specifically, this paper argues that to ‘manage oneself ’ in the context of a
psychiatric illness consists, in addition to e.g. symptom-management and emotionregulation, in reducing what John Sadler has called ‘self-illness ambiguity’ (Sadler
2007). Self-illness ambiguity pertains to the difficulty in distinguishing one’s self, or
‘who one is’, from a mental disorder or diagnosis. Such ambiguity might be expressed
in statements such as “Is it me or my mental disorder?” and “I don’t know who I am
anymore”. In terms of recovery, a necessary (but not sufficient) step towards successful
self-management consists in ‘having defined oneself properly’, understood here as having
resolved self-illness ambiguity.70
The paper is set up to supplement John Sadler’s view on self-illness ambiguity
in two ways. In section 7.2 I will start by zooming out from self-illness ambiguity and
offer a philosophical analysis of self-ambiguity more generally. I will argue that selfambiguity is something that can also occur outside of clinical contexts, and I will show
how philosophical views on internality and externality, such as Harry Frankfurt’s, offer
a starting point for thinking about such self-ambiguity. I will also add some revisions to
the Frankfurtian picture, and argue that it is important that self-ambiguity may occur
on two levels: the level of self-experience and the level of self-reflection or self-narrative.
69
70

 or instance, Weiner (2011) and Brijnath & Antoniades (2016) have shown that there is a disconnect between the policy rhetoric
F
of self-management and the ultimate practices of patients who manage themselves.
One might argue that successful self-management amounts to having established and being able to maintain an illness identity (see
e.g. Yanos, Roe & Lysaker 2010), yet in order to achieve that, one has to first resolve self-illness ambiguity.
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Acknowledging these levels and their interplay also enables us to see what strategies
might be deployed to reduce or even resolve self-ambiguity.
After that, I will zoom in on self-illness ambiguity. After introducing the
phenomenon more elaborately in section 7.3, I will show in section 7.4 how the two
levels (of self-experience and self-narrative) play a role. Section 7.5 will elucidate some
of the contextual, conceptual and epistemological obstacles that may occur when trying
to reduce psychiatric self ambiguities in particular (such as self-illness ambiguity). I end
in section 7.6 by returning to the conceptualization of self-management as management
of the self.

7.2.

A philosophical analysis of self-ambiguity

In this section I offer a brief analysis of what self-ambiguity entails and how an agent
might try to reduce such self-ambiguity. A more elaborate analysis can be found in
Chapter 3.
7.2.1. Internality, externality and ambiguity
A good starting point for getting a grip on the phenomenon of self-ambiguity is to look
at existing research on internality and externality. To understand these terms, consider
that some of our desires or actions truly feel like ours.71 Not so much in the sense
that it is our body that is carrying out the action -because in that sense every action
is by definition ours- but more in the sense that the action reflects who we are. While
performing such actions, or even when one is drawn to act in a certain way, one clearly
experiences oneself as the ‘source’ or ‘origin’ of the particular action. The ‘perceived
locus of causal intentionality’ (cf. deCharms 1968) or ‘moving principle’ of our actions
(Frankfurt 1977) is experienced as internal to the self. In the terms used by motivational
psychology, our motivation is intrinsic (Deci & Ryan 1985). There is a sense of freedom,
of doing what one wants to be doing. The action feels as ‘mine’ because it is in line with
one’s reflectively endorsed values, one’s self-narrative and one’s development and history.
In this sense, the action is ‘self-referential’.72
For most people, such feelings of an act being ‘mine’ form the default mode of
being engaged with the world. In fact, one might only notice the lack of such feelings:
one only notices when an act does not feel like yours, when it is not in line with who you
are or how you see yourself.
In contrast to actions that feel like ours, are experiences where the ‘perceived
locus of causal intentionality’ is external. Think here of spasms, bad habits, or Harry
71
72
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‘Actions’ here include both synchronic and trivial acts, such as raising one’s arm or writing a sentence, as well as more meaningful
diachronic acts such as ‘making a career’ or ‘raising one’s child’.
For more elaborate discussions of such experiences of ‘mineness’, including its phenomenology and self-referentiality, see Slors &
Jongepier (2014), Dings (2018; 2019) and Glas (2017; 2019).
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Crucially, this dichotomous view on internality and externality that has dominated the
philosophical debate, overlooks the possibility of self-ambiguity. The alternative view,
despite considerable overlap with that of e.g. Harry Frankfurt, is different in its emphasis
on the fact that we might experience degrees of whether an action feels as ours, and that
within such a spectrum of ‘mineness’, there might be ambiguous cases where we are not
sure whether something feels as internal or external. In addition, whereas most existing
research on internality and externality focuses on motivations and desires as states that
can be experienced as internal or external, this alternative view emphasizes that also
beliefs, values, actions, invitations to act and actual possessions can be experienced as
internal, external and ambiguous. Let me briefly elucidate these different suggestions
First, consider that actions can be experienced as ‘more or less’ mine: there
is a spectrum between externality and internality. To illustrate, contrast the previous
example of the ignorant referee with being told to do something by your spouse or a
well-respected colleague. As you are still carrying out an action for the sake of somebody
else telling you to, there might still be a sense of externality, but it is probably felt as
‘more internal’ than in the case of the ignorant referee. Although the action might still
not reflect your own values or self-narrative, it does reflect your spouse’s, with whom you
have ‘identified’ or committed to.
The idea of self-ambiguity then pertains to the fact that we might be unclear
about where on the spectrum an action is located, and this ambiguity is reflected in
our phenomenology. So understanding cases of self-ambiguity starts by acknowledging
that, from a phenomenological point of view, the source of an action need not be
experienced as either internal or external. Rather, it may be felt as somehow ‘in-between’,
as ambiguous. One might experience uncertainty as to whether or to what degree the
source is internal or external; whether or to what degree the action reflects who you are.
In such cases one does not feel like being completely in control or being the source of
the action, nor does one feel that one is ‘forced’ by some external source. These are the
sort of cases that form the target of this paper.
To clarify, imagine that you are once again told to carry out a certain action
by your colleague or spouse, but this time you are actually in the process of thinking
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Frankfurt’s example of the unwilling addict who “(…) may meaningfully make the
analytically puzzling statements that the force moving him to take the drug is a force
other than his own, and that it is not of his own free will but rather against his will that
this force moves him to take it” (Frankfurt 1988, p.13). Or imagine having an ignorant
referee who will reject your paper unless you implement a point of feedback that you
yourself feel is misguided. If you were to implement this feedback anyway, there is an
important sense in which this does not feel as ‘your’ action. Surely you may be carrying
it out but it does not reflect you or your ideas – rather it reflects someone else’s ideas. In
this case, the ‘source’ of the action is experienced as being external.
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about quitting your job or filing for a divorce. Does the action still feel as yours? Has it
become more of an external factor forcing you to act? It might still feel, overall, to be
more external or more internal, yet there is also a sense in which one is unclear about the
‘degree’ of internality or externality. A similar ambiguous phenomenology might arise
when you have to carry out an action that conflicts with another desire or value. So on
the one hand you value X and want to do Y, but at the same time you value P and want
to do Q, yet XY and PQ are irreconcilable.73
Importantly, I am not denying that there may be experiences of ‘pure’ internality or
externality, where it is immediately clear to the agent, on a phenomenological level,
whether a source is felt as external or internal. Rather the point I am making is that there
are various contexts where there are experiences of ambiguity. These contexts might
range from everyday contexts to life-events to clinical contexts. That is, one might not
feel like oneself or have difficulty on getting clear ‘who one is’ after being fired from
one’s job, after becoming a parent, after losing a loved one, when one has fallen in love
– or when one’s partner has asked for a divorce. In such contexts, what was previously
uncontroversial (e.g. ‘I know who I am; I know why I do what I do’) might now become
worrisome. Such self-ambiguities appear to be more common in a psychiatric context.
Not only because receiving a mental health diagnosis can itself be seen as a life-event,
and because psychiatric illnesses may in various ways affect our self-experience, but also
because there might be additionally complicating factors in psychiatry. For instance,
a patient might get the sense that she is no longer in control of her actions or wonder
whether her actions are in fact due to her diagnosed disorder – or to the prescribed
medication (Kramer 1993; Karp 2006), psychotherapy (Svenaeus 2009) or deep brain
stimulation (De Haan et al. 2015; Dings & De Bruin 2016).
7.2.2. Managing self-ambiguity
Before turning to self-illness ambiguity, which is a common self-ambiguity in a psychiatric
context, let us first discuss how self-ambiguity might be reduced or even resolved. Recall
the example of carrying out a task to satisfy one’s spouse or colleague’s request, whilst
being in the process of quitting one’s job or filing for divorce. Or think of someone
who recently received a mental health diagnosis or was implanted with a deep brain
stimulation device. Initially, some of these people experience self-ambiguity, yet over
time it seems likely that they manage, to some extent at least, to resolve this ambiguity.74
How might people do that - how to manage oneself?
In order to understand the mechanism underlying such acts, it has to be
acknowledged that we can distinguish between two ‘levels’ of self-ambiguity, related
73
74
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 e careful reader will notice that such cases resemble what Frankfurt (1988) calls a lack of wholeheartedness.
Th
Note that although phenomenological ambiguity is often negatively valenced, it need not be. Instead of being frustrating or
alienating, the experience might also open up new worlds and be experienced as enriching (cf. Harbin 2012).

to two main forms of self-experience. That is, we might experience ourselves in an
unreflective manner, for instance when we are engaged with the world around us and
our attention is directed towards the world or the action we are carrying out. But we
might also experience ourselves in a more reflective manner, where we turn the attention
towards ourselves. Importantly, self-ambiguity may arise on both levels. On the first,
phenomenological level, we might get a sense that a particular action that we carry out
does not feel like ‘ours’. There might be a small hesitation in our previously smooth
and flexible interactions with our environment, accompanied by a sense of ‘not me’ or
alienation.
If such phenomenological ambiguity is persistent, it is likely that the agent
will switch to what we will call the conceptual level, that is, the level of reflective selfunderstanding where one deliberates about one’s self-concept or self-narrative. On this
level as well there might be a form of ambiguity, to the extent that one is unclear about
‘who one is’. There might be some inconsistencies in one’s self-concept, or some flaws
in one’s self-narrative. Indeed following major life events (such as filing for divorce or
receiving a mental health diagnosis), one might have to re-evaluate one’s values or selfconcept. During that process, the ambiguity on a conceptual level may impact one’s
self-experience. So actions that were previously experienced as clearly ‘mine’ might now
be felt as ambiguous.
The proposed solution then is to re-negotiate oneself (or ‘one’s self ’); to reflect
on one’s self-concept or deliberate on one’s self-narrative. When this self-concept or selfnarrative is made coherent, the phenomenological ambiguity is resolved in that one has
either accommodated or endorsed the ambiguous factor (i.e. internalized) or discarded
it (i.e. externalized).
In other words, resolving self-ambiguity means achieving a form of congruence
between one’s reflective self-understanding (e.g. one’s self-concept) and the bodily and
affective feedback one receives while unreflectively acting on the world. In the case of such
congruence, there is a sense of ‘mineness’ (Klinger 1977; Slors & Jongepier 2014; Dings
2019), of authentic self-experience (Bortolan 2017) and wholeheartedness (Frankfurt
1988). As I have noted, achieving that congruence requires determining whether an
ambiguous factor is either internal or external to the self. There are various ways to do this,
which have been highlighted by other researchers as well. I think that, as a matter of fact,
people often employ narrative self-understanding and may try to alter one’s self-narrative
to incorporate possibly disrupting life-events (Schechtman 2007; 2010). With regard to
resolving phenomenological ambiguity, such “narrative self-appropriation” consists of
“bringing what is alien in experience to a meaningful order, a sense of familiarity, thereby
dissolving its very character of being alien” (Koster 2017, p.472). Although this process
need not take a narrative form, the agent revises her self-concept or more generally how
she sees herself, by endorsing a certain value, by committing herself to a particular course
of action, and through acts of identification (Frankfurt 1977).
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In previous chapters I have argued that we should not overemphasize the importance of
reflection for our self-understanding. That is, reducing self-ambiguity is more likely to
be a diachronic process, consisting of a constant back and forth between narrative selfunderstanding and unreflective engagement with the world. Throughout this process,
our unreflective engagement with the world provides bodily and affective feedback
that feeds back into our reflective self-understanding, which in turn leads to attempts
to ‘program’ oneself to act in a particular manner. So to fully understand how people
attempt to resolve self-ambiguities, we need, in addition to a picture of how reflective
endorsement works, a better understanding of the role of the agents unreflective
engagement with their environment and how this contributes to, or provides an obstacle
for said endorsement. In particular, the phenomenology of agency is something that
needs to be taken into account: the bodily and affective feedback of someone who
experiences self-ambiguity is a crucial source of information that needs to feed into
the reflective self-deliberation. In addition, I have emphasized the importance of the
social, material and digital ‘niche’ that we inhabit, which may provide a scaffold for our
attempts to reduce self-ambiguities (Colombetti & Krueger 2015).
There is more to be said about self-ambiguities in general, and the proposed analysis
can be fleshed out in numerous ways. Yet it suffices for present purposes as it provides a
starting point for thinking about self-management in psychiatry as an attempt to reduce
self-ambiguity. Let us therefore turn to the phenomenon of self-illness ambiguity.

7.3.

Introducing self-illness ambiguity

In this section I will introduce self-illness ambiguity more elaborately, and then, in the
following sections, see how self-illness ambiguity also arises on both the phenomenological
and conceptual level, and show that what makes phenomenological ambiguity in the
context of psychiatric illness particularly complex and problematic are the additional
conceptual, contextual and epistemological complications that arise when dealing with
mental disorders.
The term self-illness ambiguity was coined by psychiatrist and philosopher John Sadler,
who used it to refer to the difficulty of distinguishing the ‘self ’ or ‘who one is’ from a
mental disorder or diagnosis (Sadler 2007). Although the phrase self-illness ambiguity
is not widely adopted, the elusiveness of the self-illness relation has been addressed
by various researchers from a range of disciplines (Estroff 1989; Estroff et al. 1991;
Davidson & Strauss 1992; Karp 1992, 1994; 2006; Rego 2004; Graham 2004; Roe
& Davidson 2005; Glas 2006; Howard 2006, 2008; Sadler 2007; Sass 2007; Inder
et al. 2008; Wisdom et al. 2008; Shea 2009; Weiner 2011; Miklowitz 2011; Singh
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75

S omewhat surprisingly, the elusiveness of the self-illness relation and its possible configurations (e.g. in terms of internality,
externality and ambiguity) has not received that much philosophical attention (although, to be fair, it is sometimes discussed with
regard to authenticity, see e.g. Erler & Hope 2014).
	A notable exception is Rego (2004), who discusses Frankfurt-style externality in relation to mental disorders, and notes a ‘paradox of
agency’, namely, that disownership of the mental disorder (i.e. the disorder being construed as external) seems to increase agency with
regard to that disorder. Interestingly, Rego comes close to advocating a sort of ‘management of the self ’ when he notes that through
externality and strategic acts of identification, “the patient can now treat him- or herself in a manner of speaking” (ibid., p.316).
	There is a lot to be said about Rego’s discussion on externality (see e.g. Graham 2004), but I’ll limit myself to three remarks that
most clearly indicate how my view differs from his. First, Rego suggests that externality might be beneficial for therapeutic purposes,
yet he does not pay attention to its effect on what Tekin (2015b) calls the ‘reflective impact’ of a psychiatric diagnosis, i.e. “how the
diagnosis informs the patient’s reflection on the states of affairs in her life, including who she is, how her mental disorder is expressed,
how her interpersonal relationships proceed, and how these interact” (p.140). Second, although he seems to acknowledge that there
are cases that are too complex, where self and illness are too much intertwined, he does not elaborate on these cases. Consequently,
he does not elucidate the particular complexities that arise when one actually tries to identify with a disorder (or, conversely, to see it
as separate from who one is). A third point, related to the previous remark, is that Rego does not discuss cases of self-ambiguity, but
instead adopts –following Frankfurt- a dichotomous view of internality and externality.
76 ‘Defining oneself ’ in the context of a psychiatric illness is an intricate and complex process, which requires a lot more work to fully
elucidate. To indicate the complexity at stake, consider that this process is fundamentally diachronic and in some sense never-ending.
On the one hand, because the process has a “feedback quality” to it, and “a new episode of depression casts doubt on all of the
previous interpretive work and requires persons to once again move through a process of sense-making and identity construction”
(Karp 1994, p.26). On the other hand because it might just be the case that one receives a –different- diagnosis at a later age (Hickey,
Crabtree and Stott, 2018). Moreover, many patients might initially embrace the disorder label because it enables them, to paraphrase
Howard (2006), to ‘name the present, reinterpret the past and anticipate the future’. But over time, identifying with the disorder
may give rise to a feeling of being too passive: patients felt like they could no longer grow, like they were being held down by their
disorder, and that their self-perception became narrow. This may lead to a new phase of disorder disidentification (Howard 2008), in
which patients try to define themselves apart from their disorder. Importantly, this process of disidentification appears to depend in
part on the initial conceptualization of the disorder as e.g. a medical condition, an emotional disturbance or a social circumstance
(cf. Estroff et al. 1991).
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2013; Griffith et al. 2012; Epstein et al. 2013; Mathur et al. 2014; Erler & Hope 2014;
Cruwys & Gunaseelan 2016; Kenny et al. 2016; Bröer & Besseling 2017; Pedley et
al. 2017; Hickey et al. 2018; Glas 2019, chapter 4).75 It goes beyond the scope of the
present paper to provide an in-depth review of all of this research, but I do want to point
out some findings or considerations in this literature that are relevant for our present
purposes of conceptualizing self-management in psychiatry as a management of the self.
As a starting point, it is important to note that various researchers have
emphasized that clarifying the self-illness relation is a diachronic process, consisting
of different phases, each of which “assumes and requires redefinitions of self ” (Karp
1994, p.13. See also Estroff et al. 1991; Davidson & Roe 2005; Howard 2006, 2008;
Shea 2009; Kokanovic, Bendelow & Philip 2013; Mathur et al. 2014; Glas 2019).76
Moreover, this diachronic process of clarifying the self-illness relation typically starts
with ambiguities on the level of phenomenology.
That is, patients are initially confronted with experiences of their self being
‘lost’. As Shea (2009, p.46) put it: “Not all participants recognized them [the symptoms]
as part of a mental illness, but most clearly recalled a feeling of being uncomfortable and
something just not right”. Indeed many patients struggle with such “inchoate feelings”
(Karp 1994). As a result their daily lives are filled with experiences of confusion and
self-doubt (Inder et al. 2016), leading some patients to say they are not feeling like
themselves, and that things do not or no longer make sense (Wisdom et al. 2006). The
world is experienced as ‘not right’. Kokanovic, Bendelow & Philip (2013, p.382) remark
that the participants in their study (who were diagnosed with depression):
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described not being their ‘usual self ’ (…) or feeling that ‘something wasn’t right’.
(…) Often, they were uncertain about whether what they were experiencing was
simply a problem in everyday life, or a problem requiring medical attention.
When patients are unclear about whether it is really them who is in control of their
actions, thoughts and feelings, this may over time lead to a sense of distrust in their own
feelings, as illustrated by the 25-year old patient with bipolar disorder that Miklowitz
(2002, p.61) reports on
:
I feel like everything I do is now somehow connected to my being sick. If I’m
happy, it’s because I’m manic; if I’m sad, it’s because I’m depressed. I don’t want
to think that every time I have an emotion, every time I get angry at somebody,
it’s because I’m ill. Some of my feelings are justified. People say I’m a different
person every day, but that’s me! I’ve never been a stable person.
Importantly, nearly all patients are prompted by these alterations in experience to ‘make
sense’ of them. This brings us to the conceptual level of reflective self-understanding and
thereby to the unique complexities of self-illness ambiguity. When patients reflect on
their phenomenological alterations, or when discussing these experiences with others,
they are inevitably confronted with another set of ambiguities on the conceptual level.
Specifically, they are confronted with the vagueness and uncertainty associated with the
issue of ‘what is a psychiatric disorder’ as well as ‘how does a psychiatric disorder relate
to the individual’? For instance, “is schizophrenia best conceptualized as a disease entity
that comes, as it were, from the outside, and with which the sufferer must contend, as
with a burden or an enemy? Or is it better seen as a more intimate factor: something
that emerges from within, permeates the very core of one’s being, and must, perhaps, be
understood as an aspect of the sufferer’s very soul?” (Sass 2007, p.395).
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7.4.	Self-illness ambiguity and the interaction between
phenomenology and reflective self-understanding
How these conceptual ambiguities interact with ambiguities on a phenomenological
level is nicely illustrated in Ruth Henry’s (2000) personal account of dealing with selfillness ambiguity:
For more than a decade I’ve been trying to understand what’s wrong with me. I
know I’m insecure. I hate confrontation, I lack discipline, and I have ugly legs.
I’m also terribly out of shape, and I ought to do something about my hair. What
I don’t understand, though, is why what I thought was a sensitive disposition
became in 1989 a diagnosis of depression. (…) When the doctor first told me I
was depressed, I was puzzled. Of course I was depressed. I was often depressed,
loads of times, ever since I first learned the word. But I certainly wasn’t depressed.
It would have been nice to blame all my problems on an authentic mental
condition, but I didn’t have one. [italics in original text]

The depression I experience never feels like an illness. To me, it’s a bad attitude,
a deficiency of willpower, and something I brought upon myself. It is a weakness
that I’m ashamed of. When I’m ‘depressed’, this is how I reason: ‘I am not
nauseated. I don’t have a fever. I can walk and talk and eat and read and shout
hallelujah if I have to – I just don’t want to. Which means I’m the one who’s
uncooperative. It’s obviously my fault – don’t go blaming it on some disease.
Maybe other people have this disease, but not me’. It never occurred to me
that maybe all of my objections about having depression were being fueled by
it. Real depression, in my mind, was validated by tragedy, heartache, financial
woes, abusive parents, a family death – the powerful blows life can deliver, not a
few slaps on the wrist. It seemed to me one had to earn the right to call herself
depressed. My loneliness and despair came from character flaws within me, not
from tragic circumstances surrounding me. [italics added]
Although the process of clarifying who she is in the context of her disorder has continued
for over a decade, it remains troublesome and, indeed, riddled with ambiguity:
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As to why she thought she didn’t have a mental disorder, she discusses both her
phenomenology and her conceptual understanding of mental disorder:
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I think I was born with the tendency to think pessimistically and be overly
sensitive and anxious. At what point did my temperament metamorphose into
symptoms of a disease? Are they distinct, or are they one and the same?
What we see in this personal account are attempts to make sense of the self-illness
relation. But these attempts are hindered by the fact that various conceptualizations of
‘self ’ and ‘disorder’ are at play.
In a nutshell, what makes self-illness ambiguity so complex, is that in addition
to phenomenological ambiguity, where one is uncertain about whether one’s feelings
are really theirs or part of something external, there is also ambiguity on the conceptual
level. Henry (2000) clearly struggles with what depression is, and switches between
various conceptualizations. In other forms of self-ambiguity, one can try to reduce the
phenomenological ambiguity by reducing the conceptual ambiguity, for instance by
re-evaluating one’s self-concept or revising one’s self-narrative, such as to get clear on
whether the ambiguating factor is internal or external to who one is. The problem in
self-illness ambiguity is that this ambiguating factor (i.e. the illness) is itself ambiguous.

7.5.	Conceptual, contextual and epistemological complications in
resolving self-illness ambiguity
Let us look more closely at several conceptual, contextual and epistemological issues that
are strongly intertwined and overlapping, and which thereby make self-illness ambiguity
so difficult to resolve (in comparison to other instances of self-ambiguity). In other
words, if we imagine a person who is diagnosed with a mental disorder, then what kind
of (conceptual, epistemological and contextual) obstacles does this person encounter
when trying to reduce self-illness ambiguity? I will illustrate these obstacles by referring
to case studies form empirical research.
7.5.1. Reification
The first main problem in dealing with self-illness ambiguity is the fact that, as elsewhere
in psychiatric contexts, there is a tendency of reification (cf. Hyman 2010; Glas 2019).
Through reification, people might come to think of mental disorders as ‘entities’ or
‘things’ that cause their symptoms (as opposed to the term mental disorder referring to
the collection of symptoms itself ).77 If one, conversely, also conceives of the ‘self ’ as a
thing, then one ends up with various conceptual questions of how these two ‘things’ relate
77
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In terms of self-ambiguity, the issue is whether “a disorder” such as autism, is experienced or conceptualized as internal or external,
or whether a particular (set of ) symptom(s) is internal or external, such as “extreme interests” or “difficulties in sensory processing”.
Thus, reification may lead to a different set of questions: compare “How does who I am relate to my autism?” to “How does who I
am relate to my passionate and focused interests or to the difficulties I may experience in sensory processing?”.
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It was quite common to hear people talk about the fact that when they were
overly aggressive, acting out, irritable, and so on, ‘it was the illness talking,’ not
them. One woman whose husband was a manic depressive said that sometimes
‘it is unclear whether the illness is talking or whether [he] is talking.’ In a different
meeting, a woman, who described a history of beginning to take college courses
only to drop out, offered the following analysis of her behavior: ‘I would always
start courses and then drop out. I used to think I was easily bored. Now I don’t
blame myself or the class. It’s not me or the class, it’s the illness.’ Yet another
woman who was undecided about returning to work as a preschool teacher
wondered out loud: ‘Do I not want to go back to it, or is it because of the illness
that I don’t want to return?’. [Another participant added:] ’I’m trying to discover
my basic personality aside from the disease. That’s why I’m at these meetings, to
discover which is which.’ (Karp 1992, p.105)
Weiner (2011) also elaborately discusses the problem of reification in resolving selfillness ambiguity or trying to ‘manage oneself ’. She notes that the paradigm of ‘selfmanagement’ seems to presuppose a detached and rational manager (‘the self ’) which
is able to manage an isolated mental disorder. In literature on self-management, “the
self is established as separable from disease and recognizable through its properties
of coherence and continuity. The managed disease, in turn, is figured as calculable,
visualizable, and thus able to be ordered predicted and tamed by the rational manager”
(Weiner 2011, p.459).
Yet in practice, things could not be further off. As an anthropologist, Weiner
attended dozens of support-group meetings for people with bipolar disorder, and held
semi-structured interviews with several of its participants. She finds that “group members
struggled in their attempts to locate the managing self and an ordinary, asymptomatic
position from which to manage” (ibid., p.467). Thus, Weiner concludes that
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to each other. Reification thereby adds an unnecessary level of complexity to the already
difficult process of self-illness ambiguity. For instance, if selves and mental disorders
are two ‘things’, a diagnosed person might wonder to what extent their ‘self ’ and their
‘disorder’ overlap or are distinct (Sadler 2007; Sass 2007; Pedley et al. 2017). Or they
might wonder whether their ‘self ’, or who they are, is the cause of their depression, or
whether it is better understood as an effect of their illness (Westerbeek & Mutsaers 2004,
p.27). Or they might feel the need to, when diagnosed with a disorder on a later age,
re-evaluate their lives in terms of actions or events explained in terms of either selfhood
or disorder (Hickey et al. 2018). Or they might question whether it is their ‘self ’ or their
‘disorder’ that is ‘in charge’. In this regard, consider the findings by sociologist David
Karp, who investigated self-help groups for affective disorders and regarding what he
called “illness ambiguity” noticed that
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(…) the relationship between selfhood and disease entity envisioned as
enactable in the self-management literature for bipolar patients/consumers
(…) is unsustainable in a way that draws particular attention to the limitations
of medicalized/somatic selfhood. As bipolar patients/consumers cultivate and
perform what is taken as expertise and responsible behavior within the selfmanagement paradigm, they must, paradoxically, index and increasingly
recognize themselves as uncertain, discontinuous, unreliable and never fully
knowable. Furthermore, their efforts to predict, calculate and discipline the
bipolar “disease”, while valuable, ultimately foreground the absence of a singular
agentive subject and the inextricability of bipolar phenomena from the expression
of the managing self (Weiner 2011, p.478)
So the problem is that the idea of ‘managing oneself ’ presupposes two reified ‘things’,
one managing and the other managed, but in practice “[managing] the ‘disease’
generates ambiguities regarding its location and boundaries” and “enacting expertise in
self-management constitutes and indexes the self as discontinuous and uncertain” (ibid.,
p.465).78
7.5.2. The hyponarrativity and context-insensitivity of the DSM
The influence of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, or DSM, on
how people think about mental disorders is difficult to overstate. In this regard some
have argued that the DSM has a ‘monopoly’ on how we think and talk about mental
disorders (Epstein et al. 2013), and that we live in a ‘DSM culture’ (Tekin 2011; Varga
2014; Rose 2018).
Although the DSM started out as a manual for clinicians and/or researchers, it
now serves many other functions as well. It is used by insurance companies to determine
reimbursements; by welfare institutions to determine compensation; by lawyers to
determine competence; by schools to determine allocation of special educational
provisions, and many more (for an overview see Rose 2018, p.73). Now the point here
is that because it was devised for researchers and clinicians, it might be ill-suited for
other parties or for other goals. One goal for which the DSM is not well equipped is for
self-understanding. As philosopher of science Şerife Tekin has argued for in a series of
papers, the DSM is not suitable as a source for (narrative) self-understanding because it
is both hyponarrative and context-insensitive, due to its focus on the biomedical model
(which construes disease as something isolatable and manageable) and its symptombased approach (see Tekin 2011; 2014; 2015a; 2015b; 2017; Tekin & Mosko 2015;
78
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I ndeed in trying to make sense of their predicaments, i.e. to manage themselves, patients might struggle with the conceptualization
and ontological status of their diagnoses, as illustrated by how the participants in Weiner’s (2011, p.466) study introduce themselves
during self-help meetings:
“Hi! I’m Warren! I have bipolar disorder, OCD, and anxiety, which are all kind of the same thing! (…) I’m Tricia, I have bipolar 2,
anxiety, and ADHD which is probably caused by the other two. (…) James. Bipolar, um, PTSD, and a bunch of other shit”.
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Tekin & Outram 2018).79 The point here is not to deny that the DSM might contribute
to self-understanding, which in some cases it definitely does, if only by providing a word
or label for that which people have suffered from (see e.g. Howard 2006). Rather, the
point is that for many people who receive a mental health diagnosis, or who wonder
whether they suffer from a mental disorder, the DSM provides a skewed framework for
self-understanding.
On the one hand because it is thoroughly context insensitive. The primary and
most often discussed example of this is how the DSM fails to adequately distinguish
between depression and grief (Horwitz & Wakefield 2007; Tekin 2015a). That is, there
are instances of prolonged states of sadness, which fit the DSM criteria for depression,
but which are not adequately characterized as a ‘mental disorder’. Instead, they are
proper reactions to a change in one’s life/context. And we do not want people who have
‘normal’ responses to life events to think that there is something wrong with them.
On the other hand, the DSM is ill-suited for self-understanding because it
is hyponarrative (Sadler 2005; Tekin 2011. See also Glas 2019). Tekin (2015a, p.186)
describes this hyponarrativity as follows:

The problem that this hyponarrativity and context-insensitivity of the DSM poses for
adequate self-understanding is clarified by Tekin (2015b, pp.146-147) by showing how
it enables the so called ‘Barnum effect’ (also called the subjective validation effect),
which is “the tendency of subjects to identify their personal features with broad or vague
characterizations of their personality, even when such characterization is not veridical”.
Taking mood disorders as an example, she writes:
The influence of the DSM-led psychiatric knowledge that prioritizes symptoms
at the expense of eliminating subjectivity in mood disorder descriptions might
trigger [the Barnum effect]. Because these descriptions are general, lack detail,
and provide no room for particular contingencies, patients, when exposed to
such information via various media of the DSM culture, might overidentify their
experiences with the suggested symptoms, undermining other, more personal
79

 lthough for reasons of space I limit myself here to a discussion of the DSM, other psychiatric handbooks or classification systems
A
may suffer from similar problems. See e.g. Fein (2016) for a discussion on how the NIMH’s RDoC initiative relates to identity and
selfhood differently than DSM.
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Even though mental disorders are sensitive to an individual’s life story, including
developmental history, biological and environmental risk factors, interpersonal
relationships, race, gender, and other important aspects of personal identity, these
elements of the story are not included in [DSM’s] mental disorder categories.
In other words, the DSM categories abstract (or bracket) the self-related and
context-specific aspects of the encounter with mental disorders.
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aspects of their lives. Some patients, upon being informed of the symptoms of
mood disorders, might start making sense of their lived experience with a skewed
focus on the symptoms. By attending to their symptoms and ignoring other
essential components of their lives, such as personal identity and interpersonal
relationships, they might attribute the sources of their interpersonal problems to
their symptoms, not to other fundamental ingredients of their lives.
In other words, when trying to get clear on self-illness ambiguity, i.e. when trying to
make sense of who one is in the context of a mental disorder, or when determining
whether a particular symptomatic behavior or feeling is ‘internal’ or ‘external’ to
one’s self, drawing on the DSM and its categories provides a skewed framework that
prioritizes symptoms rather than say personal characteristics or changes in their context.
This is precisely what happens when patients try to ‘manage their selves’.
Weiner (2011, p.467) reports about a person saying “I’m a little hypomanic today (…)
but maybe I’m just excited because I got a call about a job interview. It’s hard to tell”.
Another participant in Weiner’s study remarked: ‘‘Other people might get upset if that
happened too, though. I’m gonna give myself a couple days leeway to see if this is
depression or a normal emotion.’’ Another time, a bipolar man received a parking ticket
that everyone in the room agreed was unfair. ‘‘I’m feeling really angry about it,’’ he said
calmly, ‘‘which makes me wonder if maybe I’m hypomanic.’’ (Weiner 2011, p.470).
7.5.3. Epistemological complications: Access, trust, expertise and authority
Another set of complicating factors when trying to resolve self-illness ambiguity pertains
to epistemology. More specifically the access to and trustworthiness or reliability of
experiences of selfhood and mental disorder. In addition, the questionable status of
expertise and authority in the context of self-illness ambiguity.
As indicated in section 7.3, the phenomenology of self-illness ambiguity often
leads to a sense of distrust in one’s experiences. This may over time result in a state
of ‘hypervigilance’ where one constantly monitors and interrogates one’s thoughts and
feelings because these might be symptoms (Weiner 2011, p.470). Or it may lead to
what Weiner calls tentativeness, i.e. “the literal practice of avoiding commitment to
future plans that would require a reliable, continuous self, and to a cultivated stance
of uncertainty and suspicion towards one’s own thoughts and emotions at any given
moment” (ibid., p.472).
So how to make sense of your experiences, if those experiences themselves may
be unreliable or cannot be trusted? How to proceed when a strong feeling of not being
in the mood to go see your therapist might actually be an indication that you need to
go see your therapist (ibid., p.467)? One commonly used strategy is to use ‘alternative
selves’ as a contrast class. For instance, patients might wonder what they would have
been like or how they would have acted if they had not had the disorder (cf. Inder et
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al., 2008, p.128). They might compare their selves prior to the diagnosis to their selves
after the diagnosis (Miklowitz 2002, p.55). Or they might compare their selves prior
to the onset of the illness versus their selves after the onset of the illness. But there are
epistemological problems here as well. Most obviously that one’s self itself might change
following a diagnosis or following the onset of an illness (Estroff 1989; Sass 2007). But
also because the contrast-class one creates (e.g. ‘who I was before the illness’) might also
be unreliable or difficult to access. In the case of chronic illnesses, many people might
feel like they do not have a ‘baseline’ for judging whether something is wrong. One
participant in Karp’s study noted that “I could not think in terms of ‘something isn’t
right’ because I had nothing to judge it against” (Karp 1994, pp.13-14).
If one cannot reliably draw on one’s own experiences or self-knowledge, then
an alternative is to rely on other people’s knowledge or expertise. (In the next subsection
I’ll address friends or families; in this subsection I focus on ‘experts’, i.e. clinicians and
researchers). Again, there are various obstacles. The first is that it is extremely difficult
to put one’s experiences into words (Karp 1994, p.18). Indeed many people inevitably
resort to the use of metaphors to communicate their experiences of self-illness ambiguity
(Westerbeek & Mutsaers 2004). But even if one manages to adequately put into words
one’s experiences to, say, a clinician, there is still the moral-epistemological issue of
whether and to what extent one can trust the clinician’s judgment. In other words,
who is authoritative on the self-illness relation – the patient him- or herself or their
psychiatrist? It is easy to imagine a scenario where a patient and their clinician disagree
on the matter of self-illness ambiguity – such as when a clinician interprets a patient’s
report of self-illness ambiguity as a ‘lack of illness insight’. Or think of someone who
experiences their disorder as a part of who they are versus a clinician who judges that this
is not the case. For instance, a patient saying he ‘is autistic’ and a clinician responding
that, instead, ‘he has autism’ (cf. Kenny et al. 2016). Now with regard to medical issues,
the psychiatrist gains his authority from his medical training. But on the basis of what
do we attribute authority when it comes to existential or personal issues such as ‘selfmanagement’ as management of the self?80
Aside of consulting their clinicians, people also turn to science as a source for
sense-making of mental disorder (Jorm 2000; Haslam 2005). Yet scientists have not
adequately addressed the self-illness relation. Illustrative for this, I believe, is the fact
that there is a lot of research on lay concepts of mental disorders (Haslam & Ernst 2002;
Angermeyer & Dietrich 2006; Ahn et al. 2006; Furnham et al. 2016), as well as research
into lay conceptions of selfhood (Haslam, Bastian & Bissett 2004; Chen, Urminsky &
Bartels 2016; Strohminger, Knobe & Newman 2017), but there is close to no research
on lay conceptions of how selfhood and mental disorders interrelate. That is, many
researchers acknowledge that clarifying the self-illness relation is something that patients
80

In this context, an important recent development is the use of ‘experts by experience’ in mental health care, who might play a
mediating role between the patient and the clinician.
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and laypeople struggle with, yet this self-illness relation itself is seldom the main target
of scientific investigations.
7.5.4. Social and societal complications
Another set of complicating factors for when people try to deal with self-illness
ambiguity consists of the various social and societal forces that motivate individuals in a
particular way. That is, patients might find that there is no ‘neutral’ or ‘value-free’ point
from which they can determine how they see themselves in relation to their disorder.
The perhaps most often investigated social pressure with regard to self-understanding is
stigma and self-stigma, which can have substantial effects on patients’ self-esteem and
self-image (see e.g. Corrigan, Watson & Barr 2006) and is connected in several ways to
self-illness ambiguity (cf. Cruwys & Gunaseelan 2016). The literature on stigma and
self-stigma is massive, and it goes beyond the scope of this paper to properly review it.
Instead, what I want to do in the remainder of this subsection is to take a philosophical
perspective at some other, and perhaps less obvious, social and societal forces.
As a starting point, it has to be acknowledged that dealing with self-illness
ambiguity is, at its core, a social endeavor (Inder et al. 2008; Epstein et al. 2013; Pedley
et al. 2017; Broeër & Besseling 2018). On the one hand, other people might help or
facilitate one’s self-management (Weiner 2011; Ould Brahim 2019). In this regard, Shea
(2009) describes how people, when revising their self-concept in the context of a mental
disorder, use social contexts to ‘test’ whether their new self ‘fits’. On the other hand,
other people may also provide an obstacle or disallow for proper self-management.
To understand how this works, it has to be acknowledged first that one’s identity is
thoroughly social. Identifying as someone with an affective disorder, or incorporating
an affective disorder into one’s self-narrative can lead one to become a ‘member’ of
the social group of ‘people with an affective disorder’. Importantly, members of such
identity-related groups tend to ‘scaffold’ each other’s identities. As a consequence,
if who one is or how one sees oneself is tightly interwoven with a group identity, or
even derived from a group identity, then changes in that group identity can be felt as a
personal threat. Groups in some sense ‘defend’ their shared identity. In this respect, it
is interesting to see how Karp (1992, p.146), when trying to study self-help groups for
affective disorders, was initially approached with skepticism until it became clear that he
was ‘one of them’ because he had also suffered from depression. A similar dynamic helps
to explain why one of the main obstacles for ‘disidentifying’ with a mental disorder label
are social pressures from the group that one is trying to distance oneself from (Howard
2008).
Another complicating social factor in ‘managing oneself ’ concerns the role of
language. It has often been argued that language plays a pivotal role in patient’s processes
of clarifying the self-illness relation (Estroff et al. 1991). Indeed, how we talk about
mental disorders matters for how we understand them and how we see ourselves in
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relation to them (Reynaert & Gellman 2007; Howell & Woolgar 2013). With regard
to self-illness ambiguity, the most prominent question then is: does one have a mental
disorder, or is someone disordered (e.g. does one have autism or is someone autistic?).
There is an ongoing debate targeting this question, and I will briefly summarize it here
(primarily to indicate the complexity and various motivations that play a role, not to do
justice to all of the details).
The American Psychiatric Association, by means of the DSM, and in an effort
to fight stigma has, for some time now, advocated a ‘person-first language’: the proper
way to speak is of ‘a person with schizophrenia’ rather than ‘a schizophrenic person’
(APA, 2000, p.xxxi). By using this formulation, an analogy is made with -much less
stigmatized- somatic illnesses. Now there are various reasons for why adopting such
person-first language need not always be preferable. First, language can be used with
different goals in mind, such as accuracy or self-understanding and it is not clear
whether person-first language is always beneficial for achieving those goals (Sass 2007;
Tekin 2015). Second, there has been some discussion as to whether person-first language
reduces stigma, or perhaps even increases -some parts of- stigma (Phelan, Yang & CruzRojas 2006; Read 2007; Deacon & Baird 2009; Pescolido et al. 2010; Lebowitz &
Ahn 2014; Thibodeau et al. 2015). Third, and perhaps most importantly, some argue
that person-first language is itself stigmatizing. For instance, neurodiversity activists
argue that the proposed linguistic convention of ‘not reducing an individual to their
mental disorder label’ implies that such a label is something not worth identifying with.
However, some people with for instance autism, do not see their condition as a disorder
or illness but as a distinct way of being – as something that is not negatively valenced
but neutral or even positive (Bagatell 2010).
The point here is that these various motivations and social forces at play
complicate the process of reducing self-illness ambiguity. Let’s again take autism as
an example. Recent research indicates that various parties (e.g. patients themselves;
parents and family members; professionals) have different linguistic preferences on how
to talk about autism, based on whether they see the person as something that can be
isolated from the disorder or not (Kenny et al. 2016). So whereas many people who are
diagnosed with autism are fine with calling themselves ‘autistic’, their clinicians might
strongly oppose this phrasing. This brings us back to the abovementioned dilemma of
authority: do I assign authority to the clinician and revise my self-understanding such
that I see myself as separate from the disorder? Or do I reject the clinician’s phrasing and
instead stay close to what my personal experience tells me?81

81

Or do we need a new language altogether to speak about e.g. autism? (see e.g. Hacking 2009).
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To end on a more speculative note, I believe that these social pressures are on
the rise, given the increasing social demand for, and emphasis on, a person’s identity.
That is, in the era of so called ‘identity politics’, mental health may become even more
politicized. In terms of language, if we adopt the Wittgensteinian adage ‘meaning is use’,
then if mental disorder labels are increasingly used -e.g. in various media- in the context
of identity-formation, then such mental disorder labels become identity labels.
It is easy to see why this might be problematic for individuals who are trying
to make sense of ‘who they are’ in the context of a mental disorder. If one’s selfunderstanding hinges too much on their identification with a particular disorder, or
when it is the key structure of a self-narrative, then even the process of recovery can feel
as a threat to self (Kokanovic, Bendelow & Philip 2013, p.368). To help see why, we
could invoke the psychological construct of ‘self-complexity’ (Linville 1987). According
to research on this construct, having a diverse or complex self-understanding (in which
I see ‘myself ’ as not only an academic, but also as the son of my parents, as the coach
of a junior league team, as a fanatic gardener, etc.) provides a buffer for experiences of
adversity. To illustrate: if someone experiences something negative, say, having a paper
rejected that you’ve worked on for months, then a self-complex individual would be
less threatened by that than someone whose whole identity revolves around being an
academic. In this respect, Wisdom et al. (2008, p.493) emphasize that for people in the
process of understanding themselves in the context of a mental disorder, it is crucial to
have multiple fixed social roles that are clearly distinct from their mental disorder (such
as ‘being a parent’), as these roles provide comfort and stability during the sense-making
process.

7.6.

Conclusion: Self-management as management of the self

The current paper has tried to elucidate the idea of self-management in psychiatry
amounting to a management of the self (as suggested by e.g. Wisdom et al. 2008; Weiner
2011; Miklowitz 2012; Van Geelen 2014; Franssen & Van Geelen 2017). Specifically,
it has argued that such self-management consists, in addition to symptom-management
and emotional management, in reducing self-illness ambiguity (Sadler 2007). To do
this, I’ve started by clarifying instances of ‘self-ambiguity’ more general. On the one
hand, such self-ambiguity may occur on a phenomenological level, where the source
of intentional action might be experienced as neither internal nor external but as
ambiguous. On the other hand, self-ambiguity may also pertain to the conceptual level,
where the agent reflects on who they are, and form a self-concept or self-narrative, but
are confronted with conceptual difficulties such as ‘who am I’, ‘what is a mental disorder’
and ‘how do mental disorders relate to who I am?’. I argued that in order to reduce or
even resolve self-ambiguity, the dynamic interplay of these two levels is crucial: the aim
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is to achieve congruence between one’s reflective self-narrative and one’s unreflective
bodily and affective experiences. In addition, I have emphasized that the individual’s
social, material and digital niche plays a modulating role in achieving this congruence.
In the remainder of the paper I zoomed in on self-illness ambiguity. I’ve discussed
the various contextual, conceptual and epistemological obstacles that complicate the
process of reducing self-illness ambiguity, thereby bringing into focus the various
difficulties of ‘self-management’ in psychiatry. Specifically, these problems pertain
to reification, the hyponarrativity and context-insensitivity of the DSM categories,
epistemological issues concerning trust, reliability and authority, social forces and the
problematic role of language and the limitations it poses.
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8.1.

Introduction and overview of chapter

In this chapter I will apply the framework that was developed in Section I, and that
was elucidated and embedded in scientific and philosophical literature in Section II,
to an ongoing discussion that involves psychiatric patients ‘not feeling like themselves’.
Specifically, I will show how the current dissertation is helpful in further developing
an understanding of personality changes following Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS)
treatment.
As briefly indicated in Chapter 2, reports of not being oneself may occur in a variety
of clinical contexts, for instance following organ transplantation (Svenaeus 2012),
traumatic brain injury (Thomas, Levack & Taylor 2014) and treatments such as
psychotherapy and medication (Kramer 1993; Karp 2006; Svenaeus 2009; Bolt &
Schermer 2009). DBS is in some sense an ‘extreme case’ to the extent that it involves
an invasive technique that may generate relatively sudden, quite severe and unexpected
alterations in self-experience. Nevertheless, these cases do provide a good example of a
kind of self-ambiguity that might arise in a psychiatric context. The patients in question
that ‘do not feel like themselves’ need to manage or resolve what we might call ‘self-DBS
ambiguity’ – that is, getting clear on who they are in the context of the DBS treatment
and its diverse effects.

In the third subsection I will critically assess these frameworks. The main point of criticism
will be that these tend to employ a relatively narrow conception of selfhood (i.e. what I in
Chapter 2 called a ‘subself’ approach). Instead I will argue for conception of multidimensional
yet coherent selfhood. In earlier research, some of which predates this dissertation, I argued
in favor of a so called ‘pattern theory of self’ approach as an alternative framework for
understanding DBS-induced changes (cf. Gallagher 2013; Dings & De Bruin 2014; Dings
& De Bruin 2016; De Bruin, Dings & Gallagher 2017).82 I will summarize this approach
and its flaws. The main point of criticism it has received is that the pattern theory approach,
as it was proposed in earlier work, cannot account for the interconnection of various selfaspects (cf. the problem of self-coherence that I discussed in chapter 2).
82

 e pattern theory approach is a promising candidate for further developing the self-ambiguity view outlined here. Indeed there
Th
is considerable overlap between the pattern theory approach and the self-ambiguity approach developed in this dissertation. Both
emphasize selfhood as being multidimensional, coherent, and to a large extent context-dependent. However, the current dissertation
is not strictly committed to a pattern theory framework, as this latter framework is still under construction (cf. Gallagher & Daly
2018; Gallagher 2018).
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I will start this chapter, in the next subsection, by briefly introducing DBS as a treatment.
In addition I will indicate what type of reports are made by patients who have undergone
this treatment, and provide a brief survey of existing frameworks that have been put
forward in the discussion on how to account for these patient reports.
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In the fourth subsection I will apply the insights from the current dissertation in order
to alleviate the self-coherence issue that the pattern theory of self approach suffers from.
After that I will show how this revised pattern theory of self is compatible with, and is
able to supplement, the two main existing strands in the debate on how to account for
personality changes following DBS, namely those that emphasize bodily agency and
those that emphasize narrative agency.

8.2.

Introducing DBS and changes in the self

8.2.1. What is DBS?
Deep brain stimulation is a neurosurgical treatment in which electrodes are implanted
into the brain to send electrical impulses to specific target areas (most commonly the
subthalamic nucleus and the globus pallidus interna). The line of reasoning underlying this
treatment is that in certain conditions, particular areas in the brain are not functioning
properly and that artificially stimulating these brain-areas can help to reduce symptoms.
DBS has primarily been applied in cases of motor disorders (such as Parkinson’s
Disease [PD], essential tremor and dystonia) but is also increasingly being investigated
as an experimental treatment for psychiatric disorders such as Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder [OCD] (De Koning et al. 2011), Major Depression [MD] (Holtzheimer &
Mayberg 2011) and Anorexia Nervosa [AN] (Wu et al. 2013). A DBS treatment is quite
complex. In addition to the neurosurgical treatment of implanting the DBS device (and
the subsequent task of figuring out the most optimal settings of this device), a DBS
treatment may further consist of psycho-education, cognitive and behavioral therapies,
vocational counselling and social therapy.
8.2.2. Reports of personality changes
What concerns us here is the fact that some of the patients who have undergone DBS
treatment have reported alterations in self-experience.83
For instance, Houeto et al. (2002) indicated that patients may undergo a plethora
of behavioral and personality changes, including alterations in perseverance, social
withdrawal, patience and apathy. Other clinicians have reported patients experiencing
mania following deep brain stimulation. In this respect, Herzog et al. (2003) describe a
patient who “lost normal social inhibitions, was in love with two neurologists, and tried
to embrace and kiss people. She was hyperactive and restless, she left the clinic several
times without permission and engaged in unrestrained buying of clothing” (ibid., p.
83
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In this dissertation I do not take position as to whether or not these experiential- or personality changes are due, specifically, to
the deep brain stimulation device sending off electrical impulses. That is, when I write about ‘DBS-induced changes’, this may be
interpreted in a broad sense, in which the alterations come from the treatment as such, regardless of which aspect of that treatment
(e.g. the stimulation or the cognitive-behavioral therapy) actually caused these changes in a strict sense.
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1383). Schüpbach and colleagues (2006) provide a more elaborate taxonomy of the
(unexpected) changes in their patients. In addition to alterations in their professional
lives and in their relation to others (e.g. family), these patients report changes in selfexperience. For instance, some patients report to have an altered body image and might
have difficulty accepting the device in their brains. They might report feeling “like a
robot” or “an electronic doll”. Some patients reported feelings of estrangement, saying
they “could no longer find themselves” or “were not feeling like themselves anymore”.
Patients also noted feelings of awakening or, conversely, a loss of vitality. They might
feel “mentally unable to resume a more normal lifestyle”. One patient said his “body
is cured but [his] mind is still sick”. Finally, patients reported a loss of meaning in life.
Their condition had been a central component of their lives, and fighting it gave them
meaning. But with the condition gone, some felt empty and had nothing left to fight
against.
Over time, and possibly driven by these initial reports, researchers and clinician started
doing targeted interviews, aimed specifically at the presumed changes in personality or
self.

Of 27 patients questioned whether a ‘personality change’ had occurred
postoperatively, six (22.2%) patients affirmed this, whereas 21 did not (77.8%).
(…) In comparison, 10 of the 23 caregivers (43.5%) perceived a postoperative
‘personality change’ in the patients. Of these 10 patients, three had also rated
themselves as changed. Therefore, in the case of three patients who perceived a
personality change, this was not reflected by their caregivers (p.77).84
As to the perceived personality changes themselves, patients reported having a “different
awareness of life”, being “more fun, more laughing”, being “quieter” or being “more
serious, less motivated”. Caregivers noted changes such as that the patients would
at times “behave like a teenager”, were “more selfish”, and would “overestimate
themselves”. Interestingly, some of the reports conflicted with one another. For instance,
some caregivers noted that the patients were “quieter” and “more withdrawn” (as some
84

Schüpbach et al. (2006) also noted discrepancies between patient and caretaker reports.
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For instance, Lewis and colleagues (2015) conducted semi-structured interviews with
27 patients who received DBS (in the subthalamic nucleus) for Parkinson’s Disorder.
They also interviewed the patient’s caregivers (again N = 27) - mostly spouses. These
interviews took place pre- as well as postoperatively (6 weeks to 3 days before, and
3 months to 1 year after surgery). In addition to mood changes, the interviews also
targeted potential personality changes. Lewis et al. report that
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of the patients themselves had also noted), but other caregivers said the patients were
“more open, more talkative”, and multiple caregivers mentioned that the patients were
“more aggressive” (p.75).
De Haan and colleagues (2017) investigated possible personality changes in patients
who had received DBS for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (N = 18).85 They conducted
semi-structured interviews, which took place 6 to 91 months after the DBS surgery. From
these interviews, six common themes with regard to being the same person, emerged. I
will now briefly summarize each of these findings: (i) four participants did not consider
themselves to have changed as a person. However, they do acknowledge that there have
been substantial changes, sometimes to their lives as a whole or more specifically traits
or affective states (e.g. being less anxious). (ii) a majority of the participants, 13 out
of 18 (72%) notes that they have become more themselves. One patient remarks that
his character has remained the same but that “the compulsions were in charge” and
that with the compulsions gone, the patient feels in charge again. However, (iii) some
patients also noted that they were less themselves. Some of the changes were experienced
as being alien to them, for instance an increased libido or an increase in aggressive
behavior. Several patients mentioned that, whatever the type of change they underwent,
they (iv) needed to get used to themselves and that they had to (v) find out who they are
now that a new horizon of possibilities had opened up (preoperatively, their symptoms
had prohibited them from realizing these possibilities). Finally, patients remarked that
they struggled with (vi) determining what belongs to them.
Gilbert and colleagues (2017) also conducted semi-structured interviews with patients
(N = 17) who were treated with DBS for PD (between 1 and 5 years after the surgery).
From these interviews, Gilbert et al. draw two main conclusions:
(1) the more patients preoperatively felt alienated by their illness, the more they
experienced postoperative self-estrangement; (2) the notion of self-estrangement
seems to exist in association with certain common qualitative characters; namely
loss of control which reflects a deteriorative estrangement, and distorted perception
of capacities which reveals a restorative estrangement [italics in original text]
These common qualitative characters are further described in a case report of one of
these patients. This particular patient developed “severe postoperative impulsivity” and
experienced “radically enhanced capacities, in the form of increased uncontrollable
sexual urges (…) and greater physical energy” (Gilbert & Viaña 2018, p.69).
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A previous study, De Haan et al. (2015), had focused on the broader effects of DBS on the lived experience of the patients.
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In sum, what we can conclude from these patient reports is that the possible changes
following DBS are extremely diverse. Some of these changes might be more or less
expected, given that patients are confronted with the “burden of normality” (Gilbert
2012), that is, with the difficulty of adjusting to a ‘normal’ or ‘symptom free’ life after
decades of chronic illness. Other changes, however, are less expected. To illustrate,
Mantione et al. (2014) discuss a patient who, during stimulation by the DBS device,
displayed a strong preference for particular songs by Johnny Cash. As soon as the
stimulation decreased, so did this preference.
What I will discuss in the next subsection is how to make sense of these (diverse) reports.
Before doing so, an important cautionary remark is in order. Although there is much
disagreement within the field of post-DBS effects (as we will see below), people do
converge on the call for more research, acknowledging that the current discussion is
hindered by empirical, conceptual and methodological shortcomings:

8.2.3. How to account for these patient reports?
How to understand a patient reporting “not feeling like herself anymore” following DBS
treatment? Following the initial reports, many philosophers, ethicists and clinicians came
up with possible explanations and put forward frameworks for understanding these reports
(for discussions, see Dings & De Bruin 2016; Gilbert, Viaña & Ineichen 2018). In this
subsection I will provide a brief sketch of some of the proposals that have been put forward.
The main strategy that these proposals have in common is to situate the patient reports in
a particular conceptual understanding of selfhood. The problem, as might be expected,
is a strong disagreement between these theoretical positions on how to conceptualize
the self.
86

 s I have argued elsewhere, what might be beneficial in facilitating these various empirical, conceptual and methodological endeavors
A
is the establishment of a repository of DBS findings (Sommers et al. 2014).
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Most clearly, there is a clear call for more empirical research, such as qualitative
interviews or narrative case reports (Morrison & Bliton 2011; Thomson & Segrave
2017). This also means getting clear on the various effect per disorder – as of yet different
disorders are investigated (e.g. PD and OCD) and it is unclear whether DBS for motor
disorders should be understood differently than for psychiatric disorders. In addition,
there is a call for more conceptual research alongside the empirical research (Schermer
2009). Finally, there is a call for more reliable instruments for assessing the complex
personality-related changes that patients report (Ineichen, Baumann-Vogel & Christen
2016; Bittlinger 2017). Indeed, those researchers who conduct interviews with patients
note that existing scales and measurements do not suffice to account for all of the possible
changes following DBS (see e.g. De Haan et al. 2013; Lewis et al. 2015).86
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To illustrate, Synofzik & Schlaepfer (2008) argue that we should conceive of the self
as an “objective, biological-cognitive representational system with special characteristic
self-representational capacities” (p.1513). However, this conception has been criticized
by Witt et al. (2013) for including “practically all biological and mental phenomena in
a human being” (p. 503). Instead, Witt and colleagues advocate an understanding of
the self in terms of core attitudes. On this view, a person would no longer be herself if
those beliefs and commitments that serve as a foundation for other attitudes are altered.
Schechtman (2010) rejects both of these models and instead argues that to best capture
the patient reports, we need to understand them in terms of narrative identity. The
problem, Schechtman argues, is that for DBS patients one self-narrative suddenly stops
(e.g. that of being a depressed individual) while a new one suddenly starts (e.g. that of
an outgoing happy individual). This disruption in narrative flow is what causes distress
and is what needs to be resolved. Baylis (2011) similarly suggests understanding the
patient reports in terms of narrative, but puts emphasis on the relational and agential
aspects of one’s narrative identity: “the identity-constituting narrative is the narrative
that effectively balances how a person sees and understands herself, with how others see
and understand her” (p. 251). The effect of DBS should thus be understood in terms of
this balance. Lipsman & Glannon (2013) start off by discussing identity in the context
of DBS treatment, which includes both biological selfhood as well as narrative identity.
They then emphasize that what seems particularly at stake in these patients is their
sense of agency and (free) will. On this interpretation, the problem for patients is that
they might no longer experience themselves as the source of their actions and thoughts.
Nyholm & O’Neill (2016) state that what is missing in the discussion so far is an
investigation into the authentic aspects of oneself. They thus argue that the notion of a
“true self ” might be helpful. This notion highlights an individual’s value judgments and
the extent to which these are expressed in their actions. Finally, some authors prefer to
not explicitly endorse a particular notion of self. For instance, De Haan et al. (2013) put
forward an enactive affordance-based model to account for possible changes following
DBS. On this model, these changes are captured in terms of phenomenological changes
that patients experience when interacting with the possibilities for action that the world
offers.
Let’s briefly recapitulate the chapter so far: we started with a brief discussion of DBS
and the possible changes in self-experience that patients report. After that, I provided an
(indeed rough) sketch of the theoretical diversity of the models that were put forward in
order to interpret these reports.
In what follows, I will critically evaluate these existing frameworks. The main point of
criticism will be that they employ what is essentially a ‘subself ’ approach (as I described
in chapter 2). Instead I will argue in favor of a multidimensional yet coherent self. In
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earlier work I already pointed out the need for multidimensionality by advocating a
‘pattern theory’ of selfhood. What was missing from this, and thus aptly criticized, was
a story about the coherence of those self-dimensions. Given that the current dissertation
has aimed to resolve that issue, I will then continue to show how we are now in a
position to integrate and supplement the existing discussion on DBS-induced changes.

8.3. 	Evaluating, criticizing and advancing the debate on DBSinduced changes in the self
In this subsection I will (i) evaluate and criticize the theoretical accounts from the
previous subsection, (ii) discuss an alternative that I originally suggested in previous
work, (iii) outline the main criticism to that alternative, and subsequently discuss a
revised version of that alternative which draws on the material presented in the current
dissertation.

First, that despite the relatively high frequency of publications and special issues of
journals dedicated to DBS-induced changes, there is in fact not so much of a ‘debate’.
That is, many authors focus on promoting their theoretical position (e.g. narrative
identity or psychological attitudes) but neglect to provide arguments and reasons for
why other theoretical positions are wrong or insufficient. To illustrate, Schechtman
(2010) disregards the proposal by Witt and colleagues, which emphasizes psychological
traits, because this “is not the most helpful way to think about identity in the cases [of
DBS] we have discussed, and gives very little guidance as to how threats to identity can
be avoided” (p.136). Moreover, because most authors do not (sufficiently) respond to
each other’s proposals, conceptual ambiguities arise as well. For instance, the notion
of ‘agency’ is employed by various researchers, but in seemingly different ways. On
Baylis’ (2011) view, agency refers first and foremost to being able to create and maintain
one’s narrative; on De Haan et al.’s (2013) view, agency pertains to the way in which
individuals unreflectively interact with their social and material environment; for
Lipsman & Glannon (2013), agency is seen in relation to the sense of free will.87 This
state of affairs, where there is little direct interaction between authors, might help to
explain why there is so little consensus in this literature.
87

 s Gallagher (2012) has described, the human sense of agency does indeed involve a collection of factors, and therefore also requires
A
a multidimensional view on selfhood (which I’ll further argue for below).
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8.3.1. Evaluating and criticizing existing accounts
There are a few aspects of the debate on DBS-induced changes in selfhood that I wish
to highlight for present purposes.
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Second, different authors seem to rely on different patient reports. This is important
because explaining alterations in self-experience in the context of DBS for PD might be
different than in the context of a psychiatric disorder such as OCD. In this latter case,
but not in the former, changes in self-experience are less of a side-effect and to some
extent at least, the target of the procedure. Even more problematic in this regard is that
some authors seem to discuss self-experience ‘in general’, so regardless of the context
of any particular disorder, which seems strange as well (or, at least, seems to require
an argument). Also, over time the amount of available patient reports have increased,
so some of the earlier theoretical accounts may rely mainly on the reports provided by
Schüpbach et al. (2006), whereas later accounts might also incorporate novel reports.88
Third, and this is the most problematic aspect of the discussion for present purposes,
most of the authors in the debate postulate a relatively narrow conception of the self.
For instance, they see the self in terms of a narrative (cf. Schechtman 2010) or in terms
of psychological attitudes (cf. Witt et al. 2013). This is problematic because, as we
have seen in Chapter 2, the self that is at stake in clinical contexts such as DBS, is
a multidimensional self. What is particularly problematic about a narrow conception
of self in the present context, is that such a restriction runs the risk of missing out
on potentially relevant changes in self-experience. If we posit that the self at stake is,
say, narrative, then such a conceptualization implies, a priori, that any reports that the
patient makes regarding his or her embodiment might be deemed irrelevant.89
There is, however, an important proviso to the criticism that many authors employ a
‘subself ’ approach. The moral-pragmatic obligation to treat selves as multidimensional
wholes (in Chapter 2) was based on its relevance to clinical contexts. However, not all of
the authors discussed here have the same goals. Some indeed are concerned with clinical
or therapeutic goals, e.g. aimed at self-understanding of the patient or successfulness of
the treatment. Others are more concerned with ethical and legal issues that are related
to the DBS practice. As I have argued in Chapter 2, these different goals might require
different notions of self. That is, depending on the goal one is aiming for, what the notion
of self is ‘supposed to do’ or ‘help us achieve’ might also vary. Given that the current
dissertation is interested first and foremost in increasing patient’ self-understanding, it
should be noted that not all points of criticism are apt – some authors might simply have
different goals, and their view on selfhood might suffice for those goals.

88
89
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 ilbert, Viaña & Ineichen (2018) have offered a recent critical analysis of this state of affairs. Their analysis has generated a lot of
G
response, and has thereby generated a renewed debate on the role of philosophers and philosophy in this domain of neuroethics.
To be fair, there are some authors that posit a more or less multidimensional view on selfhood. Yet these suffer from a similar flaw as
the proposal I discuss in section 8.3.2.
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8.3.2. Towards an alternative: the pattern theory proposal
As an alternative to the existing theoretical models, I have, in collaboration with Leon de
Bruin and Shaun Gallagher, tried to put forward an ‘inflationary’ or anti-reductionistic
understanding of the self in the context of DBS (cf. Dings & De Bruin 2014; Dings &
De Bruin 2016; De Bruin, Dings & Gallagher 2017; Gallagher 2018).
Starting point for this approach is a so called ‘pattern theory of self ’ which, for the sake
of application in the context of DBS, requires several modulations. In this subsection
I will briefly describe this pattern theory of self and an initial modification that Dings
& De Bruin (2016) have suggested. This will turn out to be insufficient (as will be
explained in subsection 3.3), which leads us to yet another qualification – one that is
based on the current dissertation and which will be elucidated in subsection 8.4.
The central tenet of a pattern theory of self, as originally put forward by Gallagher
(2013), is that what we call a ‘self ’ is best understood as a cluster of various self-aspects in
a particular configuration. It is thus exemplary of a multidimensional view on selfhood.
There are many possible aspects that constitute a self - Gallagher himself provides the
following list:
Embodied aspects
Experiential aspects
Affective aspects
Intersubjective aspects
Psychological aspects
Narrative aspects
Extended aspects
Situated aspects90
Chapter 8

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

90

 is list is fundamentally non-exhaustive. For instance one might, in some contexts, include e.g. religious or spiritual aspects.
Th
Gallagher & Daly (2018) include also behavioral aspects, reflective capacities and normative factors. The broadness (i.e. broad
multidimensionality) of this proposal contributes to its strength: selves need not be of a particular kind, but may consist of patterns
of a wide array of different self-aspects. The point is also not to argue that any particular list of aspects is ’right’ or ‘wrong’. Perhaps
the best way to interpret the list presented here is that these are likely to be the most common self-aspects (as in: most people’s selfpattern will consist of these –but possibly also other- self-aspects).
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Crucially, the claim of a pattern theory of self is not that there is some ‘thing’, some
entity, that is a self and which somehow ‘has’ all of these aspects. Instead, the claim is
that a particular organization of these aspects into a pattern, constitutes what we may
call a self.91
When it comes to DBS, the relevance of a pattern theory of self would be that an
understanding of DBS-induced changes of the self would involve a comparison of two
particular self-patterns: the one before and the one after the DBS treatment (or more
specifically, the dynamical changes of the self-pattern, starting before the treatment until
long after the device has been implanted).
However, work lays ahead. Because Gallagher (2013) provides mainly a framework
(‘selves are not things but patterns of contributories’) and a starting point (i.e. the list
of contributories that may constitute a self-pattern described above), it requires further
modifications before it can be applied to individual cases.
In Dings & De Bruin (2016) we tried to do precisely this. Our proposal entails that to
individuate a particular self-pattern (that is, determining the self-pattern of a particular
individual self), we need to situate or contextualize the self-aspects, and clarify how each
is influenced by contextual factors.92 In the most simple terms, this means putting
an individual in its ‘natural habitat’, which is basically its everyday environment, and
investigate which aspects in the self-pattern become salient. Subsequently, we can
determine the self-pattern that constitutes this particular self. The point here is that
selves (i.e. self-patterns) emerge as the result of a dynamic interaction between their
constituent aspects and the social and material environment. Consider the following
example from Dings & De Bruin (2016, p.160):
(…) when put in a more demanding social environment, the intersubjective
aspects of an individual may stand out. When raised in a culture with an emphasis
on sports and physical fitness, the embodiment aspects of an individual may be
more important. In an academic context, the cognitive/psychological rather than
the affective aspects of an individual may play a more important role, whereas in
his or her private life, the opposite may be the case. Thus, when someone drives
home from the university to his loved ones, we could describe this in terms of
91
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 n important yet unresolved issue for pattern theory approaches to selfhood is to account for a demarcation of the organization
A
of self-aspects that do and that do not constitute a self. That is, which configurations of self-aspects might constitute a self? Are
particular (combinations of ) self-aspects necessary or sufficient? A first step in answering these questions, I believe, is to acknowledge
that ‘contextualization’ is a means to individuate particular self-patterns. We’ve introduced this term in Dings & De Bruin (2016),
and I will elaborate on it below. However, as I will note in section 3.3, the issue of delineating and comparing self-patterns remains
a topic for further investigation.
This also implies a modification to Gallagher’s (2013) list of contributories or self-aspects. He included ‘situated aspects’ as part of a
self-pattern. On a meta-theoretical level, where we are concerned with what possible aspects are relevant, this makes sense. But when
it comes to the level of a particular token-self, these situated aspects are heuristics to individuate a self-pattern.
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a changing self[-pattern], which is ‘caused’ by a changing context. At the same
time, however, certain aspects of the self may turn out to be more stable or robust
across different contexts. To continue our example, perhaps someone’s cognitive/
psychological aspects are more pronounced than his affective aspects no matter
whether we situate this person in the academic context or his private life.
Note that when a self-pattern changes if someone drives home from work, the
(experienced) continuity of self may be understood in terms of higher-order patterns.
On such an understanding, who I am, my self, consists of various sub-patterns, including
a ‘me-at-work’ pattern and a ‘me-at-home’ pattern. Indeed, depending on the context,
how I act, think and feel might differ, which is captured nicely with this distinction
between overarching and subpatterns.
In brief then, the original proposal by Gallagher (2013) emphasized the
multidimensionality of selves, the modification by Dings & De Bruin (2016) further
emphasized the situatedness and context-dependency of individual selves.

As indicated in section 8.1.2, Gilbert and colleagues found that self-estrangement
following DBS was associated with, as they called it, “common qualitative characters”,
namely a loss of control and a distorted perception of capacities. In their research,
Gilbert et al. conceptualize the self, following Strawson (2011), as “the subject of one’s
phenomenological experience of X (e.g., X being an emotion, perception, thought,
etc.)”.93 However, as we argue in our reply, the common qualitative characters that
we find in the patient reports (as described by Gilbert and colleagues) are actually (1)
related to other self-aspects as well, and (2) are dependent on the context of the patient.
The Strawsonian concept of self they adopt is insufficient for both of these points (for
an elaborate and targeted argument see Gallagher & Marcel 1999, specifically p.19).
Indeed the patients in Gilbert et al.’s study often refer to self-aspects that are absent
from the Strawsonian conceptualization of self: Various patients talk about changes in
93

 ilbert et al. (2017) are exemplary of the critique discussed in 8.2.1, in that they do not interact with other theoretical models. In a
G
footnote (no.2 of their article) they provide what is supposed to be an argument for adopting a Strawsonian notion of self. They say:
“We draw on Strawson’s account here in order to justify looking at the subjective experiences of DBS implantation. We do recognize
however that this is a ‘thin’ account of the self and that Strawson’s conception of phenomenology can be contrasted with a ‘thick’
account, which takes agency and embodiment as defining of the phenomenological standpoint”. Note that, first, no argument is
given for why precisely Strawson’s account justifies looking at the subjective experiences and, second, no argument is given for why
other, ‘thicker’ accounts are dismissed.
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To see how this works in the case of DBS, let us look at how the resulting multidimensional
and context-dependent view of selves has been applied by De Bruin, Dings & Gallagher
(2017) to reinterpret the findings by Gilbert et al. (2017) who conducted semi-structured
interviews with DBS patients.
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their emotions, feelings and overall affective state (e.g. feeling strong and confident after
DBS). Narrative seems to play a twofold role as well: on the one hand in the meaning
that patients ascribe to their illness (in relation to their ‘selves’ as a whole) and on the
other hand in the meaning they ascribe to the DBS device (in relation to their body
image). Another reason for adopting a multidimensional notion of self lies in the very
conclusion that what has changed in these patients pertains to a loss of control and a
distorted perception of capacities. Both of these notions relate to a sense of agency,
which in itself connects to a whole range of self-aspects (including narrative, reflection,
embodiment and situated self-aspects; cf. Gallagher 2012).
The context-dependency that the revised pattern theory approach emphasizes is also
found in the presented patient reports. In fact, most of the patients report that they
experience the DBS effects first and foremost in their everyday activities. One patient
was reminded of having to turn on the DBS device because he experienced difficulty
typing. Moreover, many patients mention the importance of social interactions. Quite
often, the DBS effects become salient only when interacting with other people (e.g.
family members, colleagues or spouses).
Before turning to criticisms and insufficiencies of the pattern theory approach to DBSinduced changes in the self, let us briefly summarize its advantages. As indicated in
the discussion of Gilbert et al.’s findings, an emphasis on multidimensionality of selves
suffices to capture all of the potential DBS induced changes (rather than, say, merely
experiential or narrative changes). An emphasis on context-dependency acknowledges
the situatedness of selves and the way in which changes in self-patterns are mainly
experienced in interaction with the social and material environment. Because the pattern
theory makes hardly any metaphysical claims, but rather serves as a heuristic to think
about selves, it stays close to patients own way of thinking about them-selves. Finally,
and importantly, the broadness of the theory allows us to think of existing accounts of
self (i.e. restrictive accounts) as compatible or even complementary. This last point will
be elaborated in section 8.4.
8.3.3. Critiques
To be sure, adopting a pattern theory approach gives rise to several questions that
need to be addressed. Dings & De Bruin (2016) noted that “the theory assumes the
existence of different levels (aspects), but what exactly is a level (an aspect)? (…) Are
the various levels or aspects of the self organized as part of an hierarchy? For example,
is the biological level more ‘basic’ compared to the psychological/cognitive level?
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Do the various levels causally interact?” (p.163). Indeed these are important questions
that, in time, need to be fleshed out.94

This obstacle entails that the pattern theory view, in the Dings & De Bruin (2016)
proposal, does acknowledge the multidimensionality and context-dependency of selves,
but remains silent on the coherence or interrelation of self-aspects. Indeed this is an
often voiced concern regarding theories that emphasize multidimensionality – recall
the issue of self-coherence that we discussed in Chapter 2. It is also used as a criticism
for Gallagher’s pattern theory specifically. For example, Kyselo (2014, 1) states that she
agrees with Gallagher’s “pledge for pluralism” but adds that “once the diversity of self
related phenomena is acknowledged, we also need to understand how the elements of a
collection of relevant self features interrelate. A pattern approach to the self acknowledges
diversity but lacks integration, offering no account of the individual as explanatory
whole”. Similarly, Beni (2016) notes that Gallagher “doesn’t develop a full theory about
how the various elements of the pattern of self are connected” and that “more work is
needed to show exactly how the theory makes meaningful relation between the aspects
of the self ” (ibid., p.3731). De Haan et al. (2017) discuss the pattern theory proposal
specifically in the context of DBS and share a similar worry. They say that the pattern
theory does not include “an account of how they [self-aspects] relate. There are no
considerations on their potential ordering, hierarchy or structure – but in the case of
psychiatric disorders and their treatment the relevant questions precisely pertain to this
structure, to the relation between aspects of the self ” (ibid., p.5).
Note that this –valid- criticism does not only apply to the pattern theory view, but to
every theoretical position that invokes a more or less multidimensional view on selfhood.
In the context of DBS-induced changes, Synofzik & Schlaepfer (2008) and Lipsman &
Glannon (2013) also emphasize various aspects of selfhood, but similarly lack a story
about how those self-aspects interrelate.

94

 ose who try to understand DBS-induced changes are faced with the following dilemma: should I adopt a ‘finished but inadequate’
Th
theoretical model or an ‘unfinished but adequate’ model? The former (e.g. the self as narrative or the self in terms of psychological
attitudes) can draw on a plethora of existing theoretical and empirical work, but is, as we have seen, always limited because it implies
a subself approach. The latter does do justice to the multidimensionality of selves, but is in need of further theoretical work and
empirical validation.
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My goal, however, is not to defend a pattern theory per se – that would go beyond the
scope of the present chapter and even dissertation. Rather the goal is to argue that if
one uses a pattern theory of selves, one is better equipped (than the existing subself
proposals) to make sense of the patient reports that were described in section 8.1. Given
that goal, I turn towards what I take to be the main obstacle in applying a pattern theory
in the context of DBS-induced changes.
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8.4. 	Applying the current dissertation: solving the problem of selfcoherence
What is needed to validate the pattern theory approach in the context of understanding
DBS-induced changes in the self, is a solution to the problem of self-coherence. If the
self is indeed multidimensional then how do these various dimensions interrelate. Or in
terms of the pattern theory, how does the particular configuration of self-aspects come
about and how do self-aspects modulate other self-aspects?
What I will do in this subsection is apply the framework that was developed in Section
II of this dissertation. There I argued for how various self-aspects interrelated. Aside
from social, technological and extended self-aspects, there was an emphasis on how
bodily selfhood and narrative selfhood affected each other. Specifically, I have argued
that narrative deliberation might affect our lived bodily experience, and that this lived
bodily experience might, conversely, feed back into our narrative deliberations. The
resulting picture was one where self-understanding and self-experience consisted of a
dynamic interplay of states of (conscious) reflection and states of unreflective embodied
engagement with our social and material environment.
Importantly, two of the main ‘camps’ in the literature on accounting for DBS-induced
changes in the self, focus either on bodily agency or on narrative agency. Below I will
discuss each camp and show how the picture proposed in Section II can help us see why
these camps are, indeed, compatible.
8.4.1.	Compatibility with and supplement to those theoretical positions in
the debate that emphasize bodily agency
One of the most thorough and influential investigations into DBS-induced alterations
of (self-)experience is the research by Sanneke de Haan, Erik Rietveld and others (De
Haan et al. 2013; 2015; 2017. See also Lipsman & Glannon 2013). This research is
based on several in-depth interviews with patients who were treated with DBS for
OCD. Moreover it is guided by a thoroughly elaborated theoretical framework and
was conducted in one of the main centers in the world for DBS research (the Academic
Medical Center in Amsterdam).
How could my dissertation enrich this already commendable research?
Note that their research was already discussed somewhat in Chapter 4. What I focused
on there was that their affordance-based model that they put forward for understanding
DBS-induced changes required additional work when it came to fleshing out the
dimension of ‘affective allure’ of solicitations (as they themselves acknowledged, cf.
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footnote 8 in De Haan et al. 2013). But whereas in Chapter 4 I focused on their
research in general, or with regard to affordances, I will now discuss is as a framework for
understanding DBS-induced changes.

(1) First, De Haan et al.’s (2013) framework is focused on unreflective
interaction with the world, but they also highlight the importance of reflection.95
However, they do not elucidate what this reflection entails or how it should be
connected to unreflective action. In this dissertation, I have looked at narrative
self-understanding as a form of reflection and indicated how it connects to
unreflective action.
(2) Second, and building on the previous point, the phenomenological changes that
patients undergo are not homogenous. De Haan et al. (2013; 2015) acknowledge
that there are different ways in which an affordance may be experienced as
soliciting but also state that this requires further elucidation. In this dissertation
I have done precisely this. Specifically, I have clarified phenomenological
differences including force and valence (which are particularly relevant in the
context of OCD), as well as mineness (which is particularly relevant in the
context of experiences of authenticity).
(3) Third, De Haan et al. (2017) do not employ a notion of self when interviewing
the patients. Their reason for this is clear and understandable: the interviewer
should not implicitly suggest a certain view on selfhood or personality by
adopting a particular terminology. So in generating patient reports, employing
a notion of self is best avoided. But when accounting for those reports, in
retrospect, a notion of self seems required. De Haan and colleagues themselves
appear to acknowledge the need for such a model but yet do not provide one.
The revised pattern theory view that I have put forward is able to accommodate
their findings.
8.4.1.1. Ad (1): The importance of reflection
Accounts that focus on unreflective bodily agency, such as De Haan et al. (2013) and
Lipsman & Glannon (2013) do acknowledge the importance of reflection. Indeed a
proper or healthy sense of agency “depends on a balance between unconscious and
conscious processes, between unreflective and reflective behavior” (Lipsman & Glannon
2013, p.469-470).
95

In addition to the theoretical considerations regarding reflection in De Haan et al. (2013), the importance of reflection is also
emphasized in De Haan et al. (2017) where personality-changes are the focus of investigation.
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In a nutshell, the supplement that this dissertation provides to their framework is
threefold. I will elucidate each of these points below.
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This becomes particularly clear in De Haan et al’s discussion of what they call the
‘existential stance’, i.e. “the fact that people relate to and take a stance on themselves, on
what they experience, and their (social) world” (De Haan et al. 2017, p.12).
Regarding the DBS patients “one of the central issues concerns their evaluation of
whether or not a certain change suits them. Changes may be endorsed, i.e. considered
as contributing to becoming more oneself, or they may be regarded as mere side-effects”
(De Haan et al. 2013, p.11; 2015, p.12). As one might imagine, changes such as an
increase in libido or an increase in assertiveness, indeed require to be made sense of.
I would argue that such sense-making typically occurs in the form of narrative selfunderstanding. On this view ‘endorsing’ a change, as De Haan et al. put it, amounts to
incorporating it into one’s self-image or self-story.
Further support for the importance of narrative self-understanding comes from the
reports of several patients who “note that they need to find out who they are: ranging
from finding out which film genre they prefer and which hobbies they might like to
what they want to do with their lives” (De Haan et al. 2015, p. 15. See also p.22).
Indeed they need to establish a new way of relating to their past and future, to reorient
their lives, and to basically get used to their new selves (De Haan et al. 2017).
So even if the main changes that patients undergo are at the level of alterations in their
phenomenology of unreflective interaction with their environment, the ‘having to make
sense of those changes’ seems to require narrative self-understanding (cf. Morrison &
Bliton 2011) Therefore, De Haan et al.’s model needs to be supplemented with an
account of narrative, specifically an account of narrative that elucidates the connection
to our lived bodily experience. In this respect, the mechanisms that I have suggested (i.e.
the interplay of narrative self-programming and the affective feedback in terms of the
phenomenology of mineness) seems to fit De Haan et al.’s emphasis on the importance
of reflection in relation to the unreflective action. Indeed, “if one would never step
back to reflect and only relate unthinkingly to the present situation, one would not be
able to pursue more distant goals and direct one’s efforts accordingly” (De Haan et al.
2013, p.9). All of this indicates the need for connecting the unreflective engagement
with affordances, that De Haan and colleagues stress, to more reflective stances such as
narrative deliberation. Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation have contributed to precisely
that issue.
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8.4.1.2. Ad (2): The phenomenological heterogeneity within the field of affordances
With regard to the DBS-induced changes in the patients’ phenomenology, the current
dissertation supplements De Haan et al. by providing at least some descriptions of
phenomenological characters of how affordances might solicit actions.
On the one hand, these include the characters of force and valence, which seem
particularly relevant in the context of OCD. Indeed the field of affordances of an OCD
patient (as described in Figure 1 in Chapter 4) entails specific affordances with a high
force and negative valence. On the other hand, the character of mineness may help to
elucidate specifically the experienced authenticity of certain solicitations.
Recall that De Haan et al.’s framework revolves around the so called field of affordances.
When discussing how this field of affordances has changed post-DBS, they say that:

However, the field of affordances seems to be by definition a description of ‘what matters’
to the individual, if we understand ‘whether something matters’ in terms of relevance.
Indeed the field of affordances is meant to bring into focus precisely the fact that of the
many affordances that are available in our landscape, only some of them are actually
experienced as being soliciting – namely those that are relevant. However, what becomes
apparent in issues of authenticity is that there are some affordances that ‘really matter’,
that are somehow more important or matter in a different way. So how to distinguish
between different fields of affordances in terms of authenticity, if these fields are by
definition about what matters to the agent?96 In this respect it is interesting to note that
Jecker & Ko (2017), whose account we will return to below, argue that it is in fact a
narrative approach that “best captures what matters to patients in their ordinary lives”.
Central to this dissertation is the idea of self-coherence, of various self-aspects
interrelating. Hence I would resolve this tension between these accounts, which both use
96

 ietveld and colleagues would likely employ the concept of situated normativity in order to distinguish between fields and account
R
for the normativity that may be inherent to particular fields (cf. Rietveld 2008). Although I am sympathetic to this approach, I
believe that although it can nicely account for, say, biological or cultural forms of normativity, it has difficulty to explain personal
norms. That is, in their existing work (e.g. Rietveld & Kiverstein 2014; Bruineberg & Rietveld 2014) they do not elucidate the active
role of the agent in assigning personal meaning to particular affordances. That is, the agent may play an active role in determining
relevance over time, based on narrative concerns (note that this is connected to the point made in 8.4.1.1). In Chapter 9 I briefly
return to the issue of different ways in which things might matter, and the role of the ‘field of affordances’-concept therein.
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In short, we can say that their field of affordances now reflects their concerns
beyond the mere urge to reduce the strong tension and anxiety. That is, their
field of affordances now reflects what really matters to them once the distortion
of anxiety is lifted (2013, p.8, italics added).
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different approaches to elucidate when or how something ‘really matters’, by highlighting
precisely their interconnection. That is, I want to account for the phenomenological
difference in the ‘mattering’ of the field of affordances before and after DBS treatment,
by means of the notion of mineness that I discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Indeed the
notion of mineness captures the phenomenological feel of certain actions or desires in
the ‘here-and-now’, being in line with one’s diachronic and narrative concerns.
So how does this mineness come to the fore in the case of DBS patients? Although
highly speculative (as I have not talked to the patients of De Haan et al. myself ), I
believe we can re-interpret some of the patients remarks in terms of the framework I
suggest here. For instance, De Haan et al. (2015, p.7) mention a patient who considers
starting their own online store. I would argue that this possibility for action that she
now suddenly experiences as being ‘relevant’, is best understood in relation to narrative
and mineness. On this interpretation, the action-possibility of opening an own store is
not merely experienced as relevant, as an actual option that now, postoperatively, solicits
their action. I believe this does not do justice to, indeed, the narrative meaningfulness of
that action. Instead opening a store is likely to be a major life event, an act that enables
someone to become the person one wants to be (e.g. assertive, independent, etc.). So
when someone realizes that opening a store is relevant, this is not merely experienced in
terms of relevance, but also in terms of meaningfulness. It involves a sense of mineness,
as the experience encompasses not only one’s synchronic desires or beliefs, but also one’s
diachronic narrative concerns.
With caution, the suggested framework that incorporates narrativity and mineness can
also be used to re-interpret other findings. For instance, De Haan et al. (2015, p.10)
discuss how a patient was caught up in their ritualistic life. Following DBS, their world
starts to grow again. This can be interpreted in terms of how the world ‘pre-DBS’ merely
had relevance but that post-DBS, this person can finally experience narrative meaning
through that relevance again (i.e. mineness and authentic self-experience).
In Chapter 9 I will briefly return to the issue of distinguishing different ways in which
something ‘matters’.
8.4.1.3. (Ad 3): The need for conceptualizing selves
The current dissertation also provides a supplement to De Haan et al.’s (2017) discussion
of specifically the potential personality changes following DBS. Interestingly, in their
article, they put forward a very ‘open’ report of their findings. The emphasis is very
much on ‘letting the patients speak for themselves’ rather than explaining these reports
of incorporating them into an existing framework. For instance, and as indicated earlier,
they do not adopt a particular notion of selfhood or personality when interviewing the
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patients. They also do not, or not very explicitly, try to accommodate their findings into
the earlier framework as developed in De Haan et al. (2013). Nor do they end with a
particular view on selfhood in these DBS patients.
Instead, most of the De Haan et al. (2017) article consists of a collection of reports
by the patients (often in conflict with one another or internally inconsistent) about
whether they have changed as a person following DBS treatment.
In an attempt to draw some main lines in these findings, De Haan et al. (2017, p.17)
conclude that
Based on the data of our study, we suggest that in answering the question of
whether one has changed as a person, one could either refer foremost to one’s
interactions with the world or rather to refer to one’s values, convictions and
general outlook. Both how you (inter)act as well as your outlook on life play a
constitutive role in who you are and what your life looks like.
So for some patients, the question of whether they changed as a person is answered
negatively, even though they describe that most of their interactions with the world have
changed (but presumably, their values and general outlook have remained the same and
they regard this as their personality). For others, that question is answered positively
because they have also experienced changes in how they (inter)act and they regard this
as reflecting who they are.

Now basically we are left with the question that we started out with: how should we
conceptualize the self such that it is able to accommodate the entire diversity of patient
reports? How to make sure we are not leaving anything out by adopting a flawed or
insufficient view on selfhood? As indicated, De Haan et al. do not themselves, based on
their conclusion, put forward a particular model of selfhood.97
They do briefly discuss existing frameworks. Regarding ‘inflationary views’, such as
Synofzik & Schlaepfer (2008) but also Dings & De Bruin (2016), they say that these
are insufficient because these accounts consider “all changes as changes of the self ” (De
Haan et al. 2017, p.18). Importantly however, this is not our claim. Our claim is instead
that all self-aspects should be incorporated as a starting point for understanding DBS97

 owever, one could argue that, based on the De Haan et al. (2017.p.17), quote above, their model of self consists of at least two
H
parts, namely “one’s interactions with the world” and “one’s values, convictions and general outlook”.
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Hence, De Haan et al. say that “Whether the reported changes amount to a change in
personality or personal identity depends on which definition one adopts”. (p.18).
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induced changes. Subsequently, contextualization is required to see precisely which
changes are relevant. That is, to narrow down the particular self-aspects. Indeed the
starting point of our entire framework is that alterations in each self-aspects may give
rise to a report of ‘not feeling like oneself ’ – as opposed to alterations in only one selfaspect. Indeed the whole point of criticism that we raised was that existing accounts are
problematic precisely because they are reductionistic. That is, because they assume that
‘not feeling like oneself ’ has to be caused by either changes in interactions (e.g. De Haan
et al. 2013) or the life-story of the patient (Schechtman 2010; Baylis 2011).
So I would argue that the (revised) pattern theory approach, originally proposed in
Dings & De Bruin (2014; 2016), is still ‘in the race’ for being the most suitable way
of conceptualizing the self. In fact, it seems that De Haan et al.’s main conclusion fits
perfectly with the main thrust of this dissertation.
I do admit that there is quite some speculation here, and I might be interpreting De
Haan et al.’s framework and findings such as to fit my own proposal. Recall that De Haan
et al. concluded that the patients not feeling like themselves referred “either foremost
to one’s interactions with the world or rather to refer to one’s values, convictions and
general outlook” (p.17). On the one hand one might argue that it goes a bit too far to
say that, as I have been presupposing, ‘interaction’ coincides with bodily responsiveness
to affordances, and to say that ‘values, convictions and general outlook’ coincides with
one’s life narrative and self-understanding. On the other hand, there does appear to
be quite some overlap here. Values and convictions are indeed the kind of things one
deliberates about and which one, via narrative self-programming, might try to make the
guiding principles of one’s actions.
Furthermore, recall that the pattern theory approach is supposed to capture that “what
people call a self” is a pattern of self-aspects (cf. Gallagher 2013). This focus on the
layperson perspective fits nicely with De Haan et al.’s emphasis on letting the patient speak
for themselves. Indeed precisely because it does not rely on a particular (philosophically
substantiated) model of selfhood it can account for the diversity in the reports of De Haan
et al. So indeed patients do sometimes refer to feelings, sometimes to memories, sometimes
to cognition, sometimes to their life as a whole, sometimes to their social environment and
so on. But this fits the very idea that the self is a pattern and one can highlight various
parts of that pattern on various occasions. This is not to claim that patients implicitly
adopt a pattern theory approach to selves -that would definitely go too far- but only that
this hypothetical framework does serve as a fine heuristic in approaching these patient
reports. In Chapter 9 I will also return to this point, and speculate about the role of pattern
theories in the context of understanding psychopathology.
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8.4.2

 ompatibility with and supplement to those theoretical positions in
C
the debate that emphasize narrative agency
If theoretical positions emphasizing bodily agency, such as the one by De Haan et al. and
Lipsman & Glannon, need to take into account narrativity, then theoretical positions
emphasizing narrative agency also have to take into account the bodily component of
our selves and our agency. Thus, in this subsection, I turn towards those theorists who
stress the importance of narrative when it comes to changes in selfhood following DBS
or other neurosurgical procedures (such as Glannon 2009, Schechtman 2010, Morrison
& Bliton 2011; Baylis 2011. Mackenzie & Walker 2014; Jecker & Ko 2017; Goddard
2017).

A good place to start our discussion is Goddard (2017), who provides an
exposition of the role of narrative in the debate on DBS-induced changes. On her
portrayal of the debate, Schechtman (2010) more or less sets the stage by applying her
narrative self-constitution view (cf. Schechtman 1996) to the context of DBS. According
to this view, someone’s identity is constituted by our self-conception which has a
thoroughly narrative form. Applied to DBS, Schechtman thinks that the best way to
understand the patient reports, is that DBS might be a threat to an individual’s identity,
and that this threat “stems from a disruption of the narrative flow of life” (Schechtman
2010, p.137). In other words, the (effects of the) DBS treatment are so immense that
the individuals ‘life story’ pre- and postoperatively are difficult to reconcile (or at least,
require much effort). So a patient stating that she no longer feels like herself is best
understood as being a different protagonist in the same story (or a different protagonist
in a different story; or the same protagonist but in a different story).
However, as Schechtman depicts the problem, DBS is a threat to the patient’s identity
– the patient may no longer be the same (or no longer experience oneself as being
the same) because their narrative pre- and post-DBS are experienced as irreconcilable.
Other narrative theorists, like Baylis (2011) and Goddard (2017) have argued that the
DBS-induced changes are best understood “through the lens of agency”.98 That is, DBS
98

 ote that, as highlighted in subsection 3.1, the notion of ‘agency’ is used differently by these narrative theorists as compared to e.g.
N
De Haan et al. (2013) and Lipsman & Glannon (2013).
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Before we continue, two caveats need to be kept in mind in this subection. First, that
whereas De Haan and colleagues focused on DBS for OCD, and based themselves
on their own qualitative research, most narrative-oriented accounts focus on DBS in
general, or DBS aimed at PD patients (most notably the reports by Schüpbach et al.
2006). Second, narrative approaches tend to be more geared towards elucidating ethical
issues surrounding DBS (e.g. autonomy) and so their theoretical considerations may be
directed at such a particular goal.
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does not pose a threat to one’s identity, but rather to one’s agency. On this view, the
problem with DBS is not that the patient’s identity has changed, but rather that their
actions do not flow from their own intentions or desires but are the result of the deep
brain stimulation.99 And so reported feelings of self-estrangement (e.g. “feeling like an
electronic doll’) indicate this experienced threat to agency and not so much a change in
identity.
The shift to agency when discussing narrativity in DBS patients is important because,
as several authors indicate, this also highlights the importance of embodiment and
intersubjectivity (see e.g. Baylis 2011; Mackenzie & Walker 2014). As Goddard (2017,
p.331) writes, “one’s embodied sense of self is experienced in and through relationships
with others and so the impacts of DBS will be experienced in these ways”. Moreover,
the focus on agency “is useful because it shifts ethical attention from the significance of
personality change to the embodied experience of the impacts of the treatment” (ibid.)
– a point which indeed indicates the importance and relevance of the type of research
conducted by De Haan and colleagues.
So how does the current dissertation contribute to these narrative accounts of DBSinduced changes? In some sense, this contribution is the reverse of what I described above
in the case of those accounts emphasizing bodily agency. There are two contributions I
wish to highlight.
(1) First, the narrative accounts that I discussed do not sufficiently incorporate
embodiment (Brandon 2016; Koster 2017; Heersmink 2017). Indeed similar to
the literature discussed in Chapter 5, those that do acknowledge the importance
of embodiment in the context of narrative and DBS typically do not elucidate this
embodiment (see e.g. Morrison & Bliton 2011; Baylis 2011; Mackenzie & Walker
2014; Goddard 2017). This is problematic because without an adequate account of
embodiment, theoretical positions such as Mackenzie & Walker (2014) and Goddard
(2017) fail to (even being able to) incorporate the findings of e.g. De Haan et al. (2015)
– which is something that they presumably would want to do but which their account
in its current form does not allow for. The current dissertation sheds light on how to
incorporate those reports.

99
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 f course the relation between agency and identity is not arbitrary. As Baylis (2011, p.525) acknowledges, a significant disruption
O
of someone’s agency may also disrupt one’s identity-formation and thereby one’s sense of self-continuity.
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Moreover, we can note that authors such as Baylis (2011) and Goddard (2017) stress that
we should not only look at identity but should also, or even primarily, look at agency.
The current dissertation is important because it targets precisely the interconnection of
the deliberative and reflective formation of a (narrative) identity with the unreflective
bodily agency.
(2) Second, and related to the previous point, the narrative theorists do not put forward
an adequate picture of the (altered) phenomenology of DBS patients. As discussed in the
previous subsection, both accounts focusing on narrative agency (such as Jecker & Ko
2017) as well as those focusing on bodily agency (such as De Haan et al. 2015) believe
their approaches can accommodate best what ‘matters’ to the patients. In the previous
subsection I also noted that to actually accommodate that, both approaches need to be
integrated.

Summary and conclusion

The focus of this chapter were reports of what one could call, using the terminology of
this dissertation, ‘self-DBS ambiguity’. That is, instances where patients reported not
feeling like themselves due to their deep brain stimulation treatment. There was a variety
within these patient reports – some patients felt differently, others acted differently,
some noted experiential changes, others did not notice anything but their loved ones
did. To account for this diversity of possible DBS-induced changes, I argued in favor
of a revised pattern theory of self which emphasizes the multidimensionality, coherency
and context-dependency of selves. The insights gained in current dissertation were used
to show that a previous proposal which suffered from the issue of self-coherence (cf.
Chapter 2 of this dissertation) can be resolved. Moreover, I have argued that other
accounts of DBS-induced changes, focusing on either narrative agency or bodily agency,
can be supplemented and to a large extent integrated.
The emphasis on multidimensionality and coherency throughout this dissertation
has important consequences for how to approach debates like those on DBS-induced
changes. Much like resisting a subself approach, researchers need to resist trying to
conceptualize or understand DBS-induced changes in terms of only one or a few selfaspects. Instead, I have argued, when someone reports ‘not feeling like themselves’, this
may refer to any change in self-aspects. That is, a change in embodiment, a change
in affective state, a change in values that someone endorses, a change in narrative: all
of those changes might potentially make someone say that they no longer feel like
themselves. Indeed, there is no a priori reason for thinking that a report of ‘not feeling
like oneself ’ is principally related to either narrativity or embodiment. Moreover, given
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the interaction between various self-aspects (their ‘coherency’), a change in embodiment
will also affect one’s narrative, and alterations in psychological functioning will impact
social behavior. This again highlights the importance of the current dissertation which
tried to elucidate the interactions between those self-aspects.
If we turn back to the overarching theme of the dissertation, we can see that patients
who were treated with DBS might also need to ‘manage themselves’. As this chapter has
tried to make clear, it is best to conceptualize selfhood as being multidimensional yet
coherent (cf. Chapter 2). Only in doing so can we fully accommodate all of the patient
reports. Moreover, it helps us to understand that different explanations for such reports
can be compatible. A person ‘self-managing’ needs to understand that their actions
affect, but also are affected by, their reflective stance on those actions (Chapters 4 and 5).
Moreover, their social, material and digital environment plays an important modulating
role in their self-understanding and self-experience (Chapters 5 and 6). And conceiving
of the deep brain stimulation as being either internal or external seems flawed, as there
is ambiguity at stake on an experiential as well as conceptual level (Chapter 3).
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Chapter 9
Conclusion: Managing the self

Chapter 9

In this final chapter I will (i) summarize the key points of this dissertation, (ii) situate the
proposal made in existing literature on self-management in psychiatry, and (iii) briefly
identify and discuss some potentially fruitful avenues for future research.
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9.1.

Summary and key points

To summarize this dissertation as a whole and outline the key points that I have made,
let us return to the research questions that I set out to answer in the introductory chapter.
The main research question was “What does self-management in psychiatry, as management
of the self, consist of?”. The proposed answer to this question is that management of the
self consists of reducing or even resolving self-ambiguities. To give a more refined answer,
we formulated the following sub-questions:
1. H
 ow to understand or conceptualize self-ambiguity? More specifically, (a)
how to situate it in existing (philosophical) research and (b) how to grasp the
relevant phenomenology?
2. How to reduce or resolve self-ambiguities? That is, how to ‘manage oneself ’?

To answer question (1a) I first demarcated the relevant theoretical space by sketching
the conceptual landscape in Section I. More specifically, in Chapter 2 I argued in
favor of a view on selfhood as being ‘multidimensional yet coherent’. Although such
a view leads to the problem of self-coherence, its breadth is needed to do justice to the
relevant phenomenology and underlying mechanisms of self-ambiguity. In Chapter 3
I provided a basic outline of how to understand self-ambiguity, by offering a revision
to the philosophical debate on internality and externality. I argued that, pace the
traditional Frankfurtian position, internality and externality are best thought of in terms
of degrees, and that this line of thinking opens up the possibility to better understand
the idea of self-ambiguity, where it is unclear on an experiential level whether an action,
motivation or solicitation is internal or external. To understand how one might reduce
this ambiguity, I have worked towards a framework in terms of coherence, specifically
coherence between the bodily and affective phenomenology of unreflective agency, and
the deliberately formed self-narrative or self-conceptualization. If these are in line, this
results in a particular phenomenology of mineness (cf. research question 1b). In such
experiences, one feels like oneself and things ‘make sense’. A lack of such experiences
might make one state that something is wrong, that they are not feeling like themselves,
and that they need to ‘make sense’.
This brings us to the second research question of how to manage oneself, i.e. how to
reduce or even resolve self-ambiguity. A complete answer to this question is beyond
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3. W
 hat particular conceptual, contextual and epistemological obstacles might
arise for resolving self-ambiguities in a psychiatric context?
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the scope of this dissertation. That is, an understanding of the various strategies that
may be employed to reduce self-ambiguity, which is sensitive to the various personal
characteristics and circumstances, requires much more additional work. That being said,
in Section II I have tried to outline the key components of how self-ambiguity might
be reduced.
Again, it was crucial to take into account the multidimensionality of selfhood, and the
interconnection between these various self-aspects, to see how intervening on one part of
selfhood has repercussions for another self-aspect. Grasping how the various self-aspects
might modulate one another sheds light on how one might reduce self-ambiguity.
An agent has resolved self-ambiguity when she has achieved a state in which the world
makes sense; where there is a sense of mineness in her experience of the world in an
everyday setting. This requires there to be a high degree of congruence between how the
agent sees herself (i.e. her narrative self and her diachronic meaningful concerns) and
her bodily and affective phenomenology when she is unreflectively engaged with her
environment.
To achieve such a state, various routes can be taken, which coincide with the focal points
of my analysis in Section II.
First, I emphasized the importance of an individual’s reflective capacities for making
sense of herself and her environment. More specifically I have tried to cash this out in
terms of narrative deliberation, and of ascribing narrative meaning to objects, people
or events that one has to make sense of. I argued that in moments of such narrative
deliberation, agents might engage in what I have called ‘narrative self-programming’, in
which they try to establish (or alter) a bodily responsiveness to act in a particular way in
a particular context.
Second, I highlighted that the agent has to be attentive to their bodily and
affective phenomenology. A lack of mineness, or more generally alterations in one’s
phenomenology, might serve as a cue for needing to reflect on oneself or one’s actions.
Moreover, experiences and experiential changes may serve as input for further deliberation
on how one sees oneself. Indeed our feelings and bodily responsiveness provide us with
information about ourselves.
A third factor that one has to take into account is that agents might alter their
social, material and digital environment such as to fit one’s narrative concerns. The
resulting narrative ‘niche’ or background provides another possibility of establishing or
maintaining a coherence between how one sees oneself and how one experiences oneself.
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Whereas in the previous points I highlighted that we might, in moments of narrative
deliberation, influence our bodily responsiveness such as to act in accordance with our
narrative concerns, the point here is that we might also target the objects that we act on.
That is, we might alter our environment such that we fill it with the sorts of objects and
meanings that solicit us in a particular way.
After listing these three key components separately, it is important to once more
emphasize their tight interconnection. Indeed I have tried to show that how we think
about ourselves (here cashed out as a self-narrative) affects the way we experience ourselves
(here cashed out in terms of our agential bodily and affective phenomenology), and vice
versa. The scaffolding role of our environment in this process has been emphasized
throughout Section II, for instance by highlighting the role of biographical objects (in
Chapter 5) or the role of algorithms and likeminded people (in Chapter 6). That is, in
each case is it the presence or absence of certain environmental cues (or our fluid or
non-fluid interaction with objects) that scaffolds the coherence of our narrative concerns
with our self-experience. In other words, establishing or maintaining a narrative niche
leads to a decrease of ambiguating cues.

In terms of resolving self-ambiguity, this tight interconnection shows that although our
reflective capacities are a good entry point into resolving self-ambiguity, it can never
be the complete story. Indeed on various occasions in this dissertation I have argued
against philosophers who, to various degrees, overemphasized these reflective capacities.
A more realistic picture of human agency, I have argued, requires us to take into account
precisely the dynamic interplay between that reflection and the unreflective engagement
with our environment, as well as the scaffolding that our environment provides (and
which agents actively bring about).
Another problem when it comes to reflection and narrative self-deliberation in resolving
self-ambiguity, are the conceptual, contextual and epistemological obstacles that may
arise in a psychiatric context. This brings us to the third research question. In Section III,
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The tight interconnection between these components makes it difficult to conceptualize
them properly. That is, investigating them becomes more easy when we pry them
apart. But in the end we want to do justice the their complexity by seeing how they
dynamically interact. One of the ways in which I have tried to work towards such an
integrative picture in this dissertation is by making use of the concept of ‘affordances’.
More specifically, I have tried to invoke the notion of a ‘field of affordances’ to see how
reflection, unreflective agency, and the role of the environment, interconnect. Indeed
this has been a useful tool, but is in need of further elucidation (as I will come back to
below).
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I provided but a sketch of what these obstacles consist of. For instance, I highlighted that
in order to resolve self-illness ambiguity, the person might be inclined to take a reified
view on selfhood and illness, and think that the problem at hand is one of two ‘things’ or
entities that need to be reconciled. In addition I discussed the so called hyponarrativity
of many categories used in psychiatric contexts, which means that they are devoid of
personal and contextual characteristics, making them unsuitable to be used in narrative
self-deliberations.
Having summarized the key points of my proposal, let me now briefly show how
this proposal connects to other authors who have written about self-management as
management of the self.

9.2.

Situating the dissertation in self-management literature

The view of self-management as management of the self that highlights the interplay of
reflective and unreflective self-experience comes close to a suggestion by Andy Clark,
who puts forward the following picture of ‘self-management’:
The conscious mind, on this model, finally emerges as something like a new-style
business manager whose role is not to micro-manage but to set long-term goals,
pursue some slow deliberative reasoning, and gently nudge the larger system in
certain directions, all the while actively creating and maintaining the kinds of
conditions in which the overall distributed cognitive economy performs at its
best. (Clark 2006, p. 18, and footnote vii).
Note however that Clark is writing about selves and self-management in the context
of philosophy and cognitive science. Others have written more specifically about selfmanagement in a clinical or psychiatric context. Most of this work is explorative in
that these authors are trying to establish a conceptual landscape for how to think about
self-management (as management of the self ) in psychiatry, and to offer some initial
suggestions for how research might proceed. Let me now briefly sketch how the current
dissertation fits many of those suggestions.
First of all, one of the starting points of this dissertation was that in contexts of
psychiatry (and in particular of self-management), we need to take into account the
multidimensionality and coherence of selves (cf. Chapter 2). In this regard, consider a
recent special issue devoted to the idea of self-management as management of the self,
in which the editors note that one of the leading question is how to “relate and target
different dimensions of patients’ self-experience” (Van Geelen & Franssen 2017, p.111).
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In the epilogue to that special issue, the editors write that “A conceptual framework for
self-management should integrate insights from a variety of disciplines, as it needs to
acknowledge the multifaceted character of self-experience – with all of its embodied,
affective, cognitive, moral and social complexities” (Franssen & Van Geelen 2017,
p.180).
In the self-management literature, much like in the DBS debate discussed in Chapter
8, there is an emphasis on in particular narrative selfhood and embodiment (and their
interconnection).

Lysaker & Lysaker (2017), who also investigate schizophrenia and think of selfexperience as being “multidimensional and layered” (p.172), differ in focus from
Fuchs & Röhricht.100 They “suggest that disruption in abilities to form integrated ideas
could significantly contribute to the problematics that accompany the emergence of
symptoms associated with schizophrenia, and therefore also self-management” (Lysaker
& Lysaker 2017, p.174). They want to focus on “four related kinds of complex ideas
100 Indeed despite Fuchs & Röhricht’s conceptualization of schizophrenia in terms of disrupted bodily experience, it is generally
acknowledged that narrativity plays an important role in the process of recovery for schizophrenic patients (cf. Estroff et al; 1991;
Roe & Davidson 2005; Yanos, Roe & Lysaker 2010; Mathur et al. 2014). The current dissertation, in construing narrative selfunderstanding in terms of bodily responsiveness, tries to lessen the gap between these two distinct approaches.
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For instance, Fuchs & Röhricht (2017) investigate self-management for schizophrenia.
According to them, “schizophrenia implies a disembodiment of the self in the sense of
losing one’s habitual bodily performance, and with it the pre-reflective, unquestionable
being-in-the-world that is mediated by the body. As a result, the relationship of self
and world is in constant need of being reconstructed by deliberate efforts, leading to
the growing perplexity and hyperreflexive ruminations that are found in schizophrenia
patients” (ibid., p.138). In terms of the framework proposed in this dissertation, we
can say that there is no balance between (narrative) reflection and unreflective action,
to the extent that patients try to ‘over-reflect’ in an attempt to compensate for a lack
of flexible and fluid action. That is, their loss of agency leads to anxiety, which they try
to reduce by constant reflection and monitoring of their actions (ibid., p.132). Fuchs
& Röhricht note that in line with their conceptualization of schizophrenia, cognitivebehavior therapy, with its emphasis on cognitive reflection, is not suitable for helping
schizophrenia patients. Instead, they argue in favor of body psychotherapy which can
help to “reconstruct a basic, coherent and embodied ego-structure (…), widen and
deepen the range of emotional responses to environmental stimuli on the basis of
enhanced contact with one’s own body” and “improve body boundary and self-other
demarcation” (ibid., pp.137-8). This recommendation fits the current dissertation’s
emphasis on self-management requiring sensitivity to one’s bodily responsiveness and
affective phenomenology.
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that are theoretically essential for the management of a life’s purposive course: reflections
about oneself; reflections about others; reflections about the general world as seen from
multiple perspectives; and reflections about the use of this knowledge to respond to
challenges” (ibid.). So Lysaker & Lysaker shift the emphasis towards metacognition,
arguing that one of the main issues in schizophrenia is that these people “tend to
produce less complex and integrated representations of themselves and others, and often
struggle to use that knowledge when responding to life challenges” (ibid.). On their
proposal then, enhancing self-management entails enhancing metacognitive capacities
of these patients. Lysaker & Lysaker end their article by sketching what a proper
self-management route ought to include: An acknowledgement that even psychotic
experiences might be meaningful; a safe atmosphere enabling patients to confront their
experiences; sensitivity to stigma; practicing their ‘thinking about thinking’ capacities;
keeping track of how these capacities evolve; and finally –and this ties in with this
dissertation-, “the intervention would need to appreciate that patients’ representations
requires consideration of the narrative of their actual embodied life experiences, and not
abstractions or conclusions about those experiences” (ibid., p.176). This recommendation
is highly compatible with the proposal in this dissertation, according to which proper
self-management requires a combination of sensitivity to phenomenological data (i.e. to
how experiences are experienced by the patient) as well as to the original narrative that
is made to fit those experiences (as opposed to a narrative that fits an interpretation of
those experiences, such as a stigmatizing narrative or a narrative that deems psychotic
experiences as essentially meaningless).
Hutto & Gallagher (2017) also stress the importance of narrative for self-management
purposes. More specifically, because narrative self-deliberation may affect patients’
wellbeing in various ways, Hutto & Gallagher investigate the role of narrative therapy
in contexts of self-management and offer several critiques and possible revisions to
narrative therapy. Most relevant for present purposes is that they note a tension in how
narrative therapy conceptualizes selfhood. On the one hand, narrative therapy adopts
a postmodern view of selves, as being the result of various societal forces that all exert
influence on who we are. On the other hand, the very idea of narrative therapy, of ‘reauthoring oneself ’, presupposes a more active view on selfhood. Thus, they put forward
Gallagher’s (2013) pattern theory of self to find a balance between the extremes of a
Cartesian agent who has full control over who one is, and the postmodern subject who
is, indeed, subjected to societal and linguistic forces. It does this by acknowledging the
full breadth of selfhood: ranging from biological and genetic components over which we
have no control, and from our inevitable intersubjective way of being, to the enabling
conditions of e.g. self-reflection that allow people to be free in their development (at
least to some degree). With regard to this latter point, Hutto & Gallagher (2017, p.165)
emphasize, in line with this dissertation, that
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[W]e are not just narrative selves. The capacity for narrative is only one factor in
a pattern of existence that includes biological and experiential factors, social and
psychological factors, emotional and situational factors. Narrative practices, and
the critical distance they open up, can give us some leverage for self-management
and transformation; but they could provide no such leverage unless we were also
embodied beings who were able to act and to have a sense of agency for such
action.
In addition they highlight the coherence among these multiple self-dimensions, which
means that any self-aspect can be the target of therapy or self-management and thereby
have an impact on other self-aspects:
A change in narrative self-understanding can modulate our intersubjective
behaviors; a change in bodily practices can transform our narrative selfunderstanding; a change in wordly circumstances, or mood, or instituted practice
can equally affect all the other factors that make us who we are. (ibid.)
So what we see is that many authors emphasize both the multidimensionality of selves
as well as the importance of how these various self-aspects interrelate (see also Sattel
& Henningsen 2017). In particular we see an emphasis on the interrelation of selfreflection and narrativity, on the one hand, and embodiment and agency on the other.

[a] double intentionality: they are directed at objects and at persons (‘selves’) at
the same time. The object-directed form of intentionality has been recognized
widely in the literature. The self-directed intentionality - or as I prefer to call it,
self-referentiality – has largely been neglected, however. Both aspects of emotion
are important. They are usually intertwined. In the context of self-management,
it is the self-directed or self-referential aspect of emotion that needs to be paid
attention to, because it is this dimension of emotion that reveals one’s concerns
and, more specifically (aspects of ) who one is. Bringing these concerns to the
patient’s awareness is an important first step toward self-management.
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Another important reason for why understanding this interrelation is relevant for selfmanagement can be derived from the research of Glas (2017). Glas focuses on emotions
and affective experiences: these are not only crucial to many psychopathologies, but can
also be used as heuristics in self-management contexts. To see why, Glas urges us to take
into account the self-referential character of emotional experience. Glas (2017, p.144)
writes that emotions have
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So emotional experiences might ‘signify’ or ‘reveal’ something about the person
experiencing that emotion. To take one of the examples Glas discusses: if someone is
angry, then this anger tells us not only that this person is angry, but it also tells us
something about that person and its relation to their context. Apparently, this person is
the kind of person who can get angry from these particular circumstances.
Let us consider another example which, I believe, nicely illustrates the sort of selfreferentiality at stake. Coming from the perspective of affective science, De Leersnyder
et al. (2017) investigate emotional experiences and their connection to the broader
concerns of the individual having the emotional experience. From a self-report study,
they take the following example of two people having received their driver’s license:
Peter reported intense feelings of ‘pride’ and described the situation as follows:
‘A few months ago I started to study and practice for all the driver’s licences
you can have, such as for a motorbike, car, and truck. I was very satisfied
[with myself ] when I passed all the exams on my first attempt.’
Jasmine reported intense feelings of ‘closeness’ and ‘respect,’ in addition to
‘pride.’ Her situation description was somewhat different from Peter’s:
‘A little while ago, I passed my driving exam. I was very happy because it
means I can finally bring my children to a mall or to the McDonald’s every
now and then. I can also take the car shopping, so that my family doesn’t
have to carry heavy groceries anymore.’
Both Peter and Jasmine considered the situation of getting a driver’s license
‘emotional’ and ‘positive’ because it was both relevant and conducive to a goal
they had set for themselves. Yet, the situation was relevant to Peter because he
had accomplished a personal goal, whereas it was relevant to Jasmine because it
enabled her to help her family. Peter and Jasmine thus differed in the concerns
they considered to be at stake in getting a driver’s license (ambition and success
vs. loyalty and helping others) – a difference we hypothesize to be linked to the
difference in the emotions they experienced (pride for Peter, but pride, closeness
and respect for Jasmine). (De Leersnyder et al. 2017, p.1, italics added)
What this example indicates is that in the emotional experience, the broader concerns
(i.e. who that person ‘is’) are revealed or signified. That is, it is precisely because Jasmine
cares for her family in the way that she does, that she has that particular experience.
This seems to be exactly what Glas (2017) has in mind with his discussion of self204
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referentiality. Moreover, it connects back to the proposal in this dissertation. That is, in
Chapters 4 and 5 in particular I emphasized the interplay between narrative deliberation
and our unreflective bodily and affective phenomenology. I indicated, through the
notion of ‘mineness’, that our diachronic concerns, in so far as they are in line with our
actions, can be experienced on a day-to-day basis. Moreover, I highlighted, in Chapter
4, the ‘broad’ self-referentiality of affordances (i.e. a subset of affective experiences),
by showing how it are precisely our personal and social concerns that may impact our
bodily responsiveness.
Importantly, Glas (2017. See also Glas 2019) has a much more refined story of what this
self-referentiality consists of, and how it ties in with other self-relating states or attitudes.
Nevertheless I believe the current dissertation offers a nice supplement by indicating its
compatibility with research on e.g. narrative identity, phenomenology and ecological
psychology.
With regard to self-management, I have argued that because diachronic and narratively
endorsed concerns may affect our phenomenology, sensitivity to that phenomenology
is important to ‘learn’ about who one is. Indeed the notion of self-referentiality as Glas
(2017; 2019) describes it, provides a nice heuristic for self-management and other
therapeutic purposes (in fact, Strijbos & Glas 2018 have applied this notion in the
context of personality disorder to show how it can be of use as a stepping stone in
psychotherapeutic understanding). Hence Glas (2017, p.153) concludes that selfmanagement consists, among other things, in

Finally, many researchers who work on self-management as management ‘of the self ’
indicate that patients might struggle with this task due to various obstacles (e.g. Wisdom
et al. 2008; Weiner 2011; Glas 2017). I have acknowledged and elucidated some of
those obstacles in Chapter 7.
In conclusion, we see that a lot of researchers investigating self-management in the
context of psychiatric illness put forward have offered suggestions and recommendations.
The current dissertation has tried to pick up that gauntlet and has tried to contribute
to many of those suggestions, in particular with regard to the multidimensionality of
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[t]he employment of strategies to unravel what the emotions of the patient mean,
what they say about his vulnerabilities, longings, and strengths. Such strategies
help to uncover deeper concerns and values of the patient. They inform the
therapist about how to find common ground with the patient. And they give
both the patient and the therapist important suggestions for what needs to be
done.
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selfhood, the coherence of multidimensional selves, and the issue of self-referentiality.

9.3.

Questions for future research

Based on the work that was done in this dissertation, we can identify a number of
potentially fruitful avenues for future research. On the one hand, it would be interesting
to further flesh out to what extent the claims that I have made fit, or do not fit, the
theoretical positions that I have tried to integrate. That is, the current research has
adopted a somewhat eclectic approach where various insights from a range of theoretical
positions (e.g. phenomenology, ecological psychology and research on narrative) have
been combined. But these traditions have much more to offer than what I have been
able to incorporate into this dissertation. Hence one obvious question for future research
is how the ideas presented here tie in with the rich literatures associated with each
theoretical position.
On the other hand, there are a number of themes running in the background of this
research that I did not have enough room for to elucidate. I will now briefly explore
those themes and offer some speculative suggestions for how research on those themes
might proceed.
9.3.1. ‘Matterings’: experiencing relevance and meaningfulness
As noted in earlier chapters, I believe that much of what is said in this dissertation may
be rephrased in terms of ‘meaningfulness’ of experience, of what matters to an agent.
That is, many of the theoretical positions addressed in this dissertation converge on
the idea that some things in the world matter to us, whereas others do not or to a lesser
extent. In retrospect, my analysis can be reformulated in terms of trying to get a grasp
on what that claim (‘that something matters’) might entail (cf. Ratcliffe & Broome, in
press). Although fully elucidating this idea would require much more work, let me offer
some preliminary thoughts on this issue.
Various researchers from a range of disciplines write about something ‘mattering’ to us,
including many of the authors included in this dissertation. But it is not always clear
what the idea that something matters really entails. And as a consequence, it remains
to be seen whether all of these researchers are talking about the same thing. On the one
hand because various terms are used more or less interchangeably (e.g. something being
meaningful, significant, salient, relevant, important, valuable; our cares, concerns). On
the other hand, it appears that things can matter to us in different ways. There seems
to be a difference between, for example, how sugar molecules matter to bacteria (as
enactivists would stress) and how losing a loved one matters to a person (as narrative- and
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clinical psychologists would stress). And it seems that the psychiatric patient who wails
that ‘nothing matters anymore’ is talking about something different than the teenager
to whom ‘nothing matters’. Finally, if someone says that “All I care about is getting this
paper accepted” or “All that matters now is catching the train in time”, we assume that
these people still care about, say, moral issues or the wellbeing of their children, but that
this care is from a different kind or is placed on a different level.
To disambiguate this state of affairs, I would propose to start by acknowledging the
threefold structure of something ‘mattering’: something (an object, person, event or
abstract idea) matters to someone (in this case a human being) with regard to a certain
context.
This threefold structure can help us to make the following distinction:
(A)
Something matters to someone in a certain context.
(B)
Something matters to someone across various contexts.
I want to stipulate that when something matters to someone in a context, it is relevant.
When something matters to someone across contexts, it is meaningful.
To illustrate, finding a pen to write something down only matters (i.e. is relevant) in that
specific context of wanting to write something down. But the death of a loved one affects
the relevance of multiple objects across multiple contexts and is thereby meaningful.

How does this differ from meaningfulness? A description of what something means
entails a description of which objects change in terms of relevance in a particular set
of contexts (e.g. being a friend means that this person becomes relevant in the contexts
of organizing a birthday party and of needing a shoulder to cry on). Crucially though,
meaningfulness is experienced through the relevance that one perceives during an
engagement with a particular context. That is, if something is meaningful it is relevant
across contexts, yet this meaningfulness is experienced in a context one is engaged with,
in addition to the relevance. That is, the meaning of friendship is experienced in a context
where that friend is relevant, yet we do not experience that friend in such a case as being
merely relevant, but as meaningful.
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Relevance is thus characterized by engagement with the context, in which the agent
experiences a kind of practical significance which can be cashed out in terms of salience
or ‘perceptual interest’ (Bower & Gallagher 2013), or, sometimes, in terms of having a
soliciting character (Dings 2018).
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Adopting this idea enables us to frame this dissertation in a different way. In the
background then, is the idea that a core component of human agency, which appears
to be often neglected, is that we, as agents, actively ascribe relevance to our environment
(cf. Clarke 2006). I have tried to capture this in terms of (narrative) self-programming.
Conversely, the question arises how an agent might experience meaningfulness through
relevance.
This idea, that we can experience diachronic meaning ‘through’ synchronic relevance,
is one of the most pressing issues for understanding human agency. In this dissertation
I have tried to work towards an answer by emphasizing the broad self-referentiality of
our experiences (i.e. experiencing mineness when one’s synchronic actions are in line
with one’s diachronic concerns). A different but related way of cashing out this idea
would be in terms of a Heideggerian framework.101 I do not have room to expand
upon Heidegger’s work here, but central to the current issue is Heidegger’s analysis of
human agency in terms of e.g. in-order-to and for-the-sake-of-which (Heidegger 1962).
I believe that the in-order-to character of how we experience objects has been dealt with
quite extensively by philosophers – indeed it ties in with the idea of an affordance which
similarly has this in-order-to character. However the idea of a for-the-sake-of-which
has not been incorporated into many contemporary discussions of human agency, even
though, I would argue, it is key to understanding the diachronicity inherent to that
agency. To illustrate the character of for-the-sake-of-which, recall the example of Peter
and Jasmine above, taken from De Leersnyder et al. (2017). Peter and Jasmine both
experience, in getting their driver’s license, a similar in-order-to: they needed that license
in order to be able to (legally) drive a car. Yet for Peter, there was no clear for-the-sake-ofwhich: getting his driver’s license appeared to be a goal in itself. For Jasmine, in contrast,
getting her driver’s license enabled her to take better care of her family, which is the
for-the-sake-of-which of her endeavors to get this license. Indeed this has an impact on
her bodily and affective phenomenology, as getting her driver’s license is meaningful in
a way that for Peter it is not.102
One of the ways in which this distinction between meaning and relevance can be used
in the context of psychiatry, is to distinguish between various treatments that might
change ‘who one is’. Roughly put, we could say that medication or DBS might alter
relevance in someone’s experience, but it cannot by itself alter meaningfulness. That is,
taking medication may help you get out of bed in order to go to work, but it does
not help to resolve the lack of for-the-sake-of-which (e.g. an unsatisfactory job or an
101 Indeed this is a good example of what I noted earlier, i.e. that the rich traditions that I draw on have more to offer then what I have
been able to incorporate in this dissertation.
102 Th
 is conclusion is based on the scenario provided by De Leersnyder et al. (2017). It might be that Peter does experience some sort
of meaningfulness: imagine that Peter’s late father was a fervent motorist, and Peter tries to connect with his father by engaging in
the activities he liked. Such a scenario would make getting his license also meaningful.
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unresolved traumatic experience). So as various authors have emphasized, changing
yourself properly requires ‘work’, which in a psychiatric setting can be achieved through
therapy (e.g. CBT, narrative therapy) but not through medication alone (for similar
points see Svenaeus 2009; Lysaker & Lysaker 2017).
More generally, I believe the proposed distinctions can help to more clearly make sense
of an important component of human agency: the interaction between diachronically
meaningful concerns and here-and-now engagement with experienced relevance. If we
agree that this is indeed an interesting and plausible avenue for future research, then
how should we proceed?

9.3.2. Selves and disorders: a network-pattern approach
In the background to many of the discussions of this dissertation is the more general
question of how to think about selfhood in the context of psychiatric conditions? Based on
the current dissertation, we can formulate several criteria for what would make a good
conceptualization of selfhood in the context of psychiatry. First of all, it should be non-reifying
in that it does not presuppose either selves or mental disorders to be ‘things’ or ‘entities’.
Second, it should allow for integration to the extent that the interconnectedness between
who someone is and their psychiatric condition is elucidated. Third, the conceptualization
should fit, or at least be compatible, with patients’ self-experience. Fourth, and related
to the previous points, it should emphasize the multidimensionality, complexity and
coherence of selfhood and how this connects to symptoms of the condition. Fifth, the
conceptualization should be able to accommodate the dynamic changes in, and sensitivity
to, context, personal characteristics and normativity inherent to disordered states.
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I believe that a good way forward would be to further develop the enactive affordancebased framework that De Haan et al. (2013) introduced (see also Rietveld & Kiverstein
2014). There have been some recent criticisms of adopting such affordance-based
frameworks (see e.g. Ratcliffe 2015; Ratcliffe & Broome in press), which appear to be
warranted to the extent that in itself the notion of affordance can become an empty
phrase. However, if properly integrated with other fields (i.e. outside of ecological
psychology) I believe the notion of affordance can be an important heuristic in thinking
about the sort of issues that are at stake. Importantly, such integration is increasingly
starting to take place. That is, various researchers have been trying to further develop the
idea of affordances, and the idea of a field of affordances in particular, such that it gives
rise to a richer account of human agency and enables us to take a more encompassing
relational approach to e.g. authenticity and autonomy (see e.g. De Haan 2019; Rietveld
2012; Kiverstein & Rietveld 2014; Gallagher 2018; Gallagher & Daly 2018; Dings
2018; 2019). I believe such nuanced accounts of human agency can be more properly
equipped to deal with the distinction between relevance and meaningfulness.
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In this respect, I feel it is worth investigating a proposal that I have alluded to on various
occasions in this dissertation and in previous work (cf. Dings & De Bruin 2016). This
proposal entails integrating pattern-theory approaches to selfhood (such as Gallagher
2013 and Newen 2018) with network-theory approaches to psychopathology (such as
Borsboom 2017; Fried et al. 2017).
Both of these approaches are non-reifying in that they resist the tendency to think
about selves or disorders in terms of entities or latent variables. That is, selves are not
taken to be ‘things’ that have e.g. a narrative, psychological states or social roles. Rather,
selves consist of a particular configuration, a pattern, of these self-aspects. Similarly,
disorders are not taken to be ‘things’ that give rise to symptoms such as a lack of appetite,
affective disturbances or difficulties in sensory processing. Rather, disorders consist of
the dynamic interaction between those symptoms.
Taken together, the proposed approach would construe the self-illness relation not in
terms of two interacting ‘entities’, but as a particular state of the network or system (or
in terms of deviations from a pattern). In more phenomenological terminology, as a ‘way
of being’. What people call selves and what people call disorders are simply different
sides of the same coin – different angles from which to look at the system as a whole.
In addition to being non-reifying, I believe that this proposal also meets the other criteria
listed above. For instance, it readily acknowledges the complexity and multidimensionality
of both selves and disorders. By taking a ‘systems-approach’, it is easier to shift between
boundaries of the system at stake, in the sense that we can easily include extended or
social aspects into our consideration of the self-disorder interrelation. Moreover, it is
perfectly compatible with the dynamics of changes over time and how the system may
develop sensitivities in various domains.
One of the biggest challenges is, of course, for a conceptualization of the self-illness
relation to be truly integrative. Importantly, the current dissertation has tried to shed
light on self-coherence, i.e. the interconnection of various self-aspects. Moreover,
researchers like Borsboom (2017) and colleagues are steadily increasing our knowledge
of how various psychopathological symptoms affect each other. The missing piece,
as it were, is to integrate these symptoms with selfhood. That is, for these symptoms
to lose their hyponarrative character. I believe that an important step can be made in
further developing this aspect by acknowledging precisely the self-referential character of
symptoms that Glas (2017; 2018) highlights (as discussed earlier). That is, symptoms
are always connected to the system as a whole – they are connected in various ways to
‘who we are’. Further investigating self-referentiality of symptoms, I believe, can help
shed light on the interwovenness of selfhood and mental disorders.
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In sum, this proposal to integrate pattern theory approaches to self and network
approaches to psychopathology, in order to achieve a true ‘person-centered psychiatry’
might be promising. But there are some important caveats as well. First of all, aside from
integration, both pattern theory approach to selfhood as well as network approaches to
psychopathology are in need for further development (Gallagher 2013; Fried & Cramer
2017). Second, there is somewhat of a ‘hype’ of adopting network approaches, and so
there might be a risk that what seems promising at first ends up being non-informative
(Fried & Cramer 2017; Glas 2019). Third, we should not overlook alternative, but
perhaps compatible, approaches that try to meet all of the criteria listed above, such as
De Haan’s (2019) enactive approach to psychiatry, which also sets out to do justice to
the patient as a whole (see also e.g. DeYoung & Krueger 2018). In fact, I believe that
De Haan’s enactive affordance-based approach can be fleshed out precisely in terms of
the proposal advanced here. Again this connects back to the various attempts that have
been made in recent research to further elucidate the field of affordances as a way of
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A final criterion is that the conceptualization should fit, or at least be compatible, with
patients’ self-experience. Here, again, I think the proposal scores well. For instance,
research on lay concepts indicates that many people think of selves in terms of causally
interacting self-aspects (e.g. Chen, Urminsky & Bartels 2016) and of disorders in terms
of causally interacting symptoms (e.g. Ahn & Kim 2008). Of course even if lay concepts
of selfhood and disorders fit the pattern/network approach, this does not imply that also
the lay concept of the interconnection of selfhood and disorders fits that approach. More
research is needed on this issue (as Estroff et al 1991 already emphasized. See Strohminger
& Nichols 2015 for a step in the right direction). Another reason for caution is that
there is also research on lay reasoning that suggest a different picture, i.e. where lay
people think about selves or disorders in terms of essences (see e.g. Haslam, Bastian &
Bissett 2004). Nevertheless, there are important indications that the proposed networkpattern approach to the self-illness relation is worth exploring. For instance, there has
been some work that suggests that this kind of approach is beneficial for patients to
make sense of their conditions (Frewen et al. 2013; Fried et al. 2017). These researchers
show that framing the condition in terms of a network of interacting symptoms can
serve as a complement for existing classifications and treatments. Moreover, some of the
research discussed in Chapter 7 also points towards the idea that I propose here. That is,
psychiatric patients often think about themselves in relation to their disorder in terms of
a continuum: their symptoms are ‘extreme’ aspects of who they are (Estroff et al. 1991;
Westerbeek & Mutsaers 2004; Pedley et al. 2017; Tekin & Outram 2018). Thus they,
their selves, are not isolated from the symptoms – the symptoms are thoroughly nonhyponarrative. They are deviations within a pattern, but who they are is this pattern.
This fits well with an often voiced conceptualization in the autism community, which
construes autism as a ‘way of being’ (Bagatell 2011).
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integrating selfhood and mental disorder (Dings & De Bruin 2016; Gallagher & Daly
2018; Gallagher 2018).
9.3.3. Towards implementation: relevance of this research to psychiatry
As indicated in the introductory chapter, this dissertation aims to offer a philosophical
contribution to psychiatry, by elucidating some conceptual and phenomenological
issues that play a role in psychiatric contexts. Nevertheless, I do think that what I have
argued for can have some –beneficial- consequences for psychiatry (in particular for
psychiatric practice and psychiatry as a societal domain),
What could be beneficial to clinical practice is, first, that both patients and clinicians
are offered a conceptual understanding of the phenomenon of ‘self-ambiguity’.
This would hopefully enable them to put into words worries or feelings that might
otherwise go unexpressed. Second, the dissertation offers some pointers for how selfambiguity might be reduced. That is, the focal points mentioned above, which included
narrative self-reflection, sensitivity to one’s bodily and affective phenomenology, and an
acknowledgement of the importance of our social and material environment in providing
a scaffold for our self-experience. Thirdly, the dissertation highlighted, in Chapter 7,
some of the conceptual, contextual and epistemological obstacles that patients (and
clinicians) might encounter when trying to resolve self-ambiguity.
More concretely, I believe that the points made in this dissertation can be beneficial if
translated into a particular module for self-understanding that can become a part of
patients’ psycho-education. In addition, the points advanced here might serve as a call
to rewrite some websites or brochures in such a way that they become sensitive to the
issue of self-ambiguity. To further guide clinical practice, I believe it would be good
for clinicians to get more training in not only self-ambiguity but in conceptual, moral
and existential issues more generally. In addition, the use of ‘experts by experience’,
who themselves may have first-hand knowledge of dealing with self-ambiguity, is quite
valuable.
A final point connects to psychiatry as a societal domain. With an increase in diagnoses
and an increase in societal debates on mental health (cf. Rose 2018), I believe the issue
of self-ambiguity should become integrated in such debates. Although I have focused
in this dissertation on self-ambiguity from a first-person point of view, it is also quite
common for people to deal with self-ambiguity from a third-person point of view (e.g.
wondering whether someone is just a melancholic kind of person or whether she is
depressed, cf. Broër & Besseling 2017). One important contribution could be in the
field of journalism: how the media write about mental illness (and its relation to the
person ‘behind’ the illness) is often incoherent and not grounded in any theoretical or
212
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conceptual justification. It would be good for anyone involved in media or in public
portrayals of mental conditions to be aware of the various conceptual issues at stake.

Chapter 9

Finally, there is an important connection to psychiatry as a societal domain given the
various moral issues that relate to self-ambiguity, which I have not been able to elucidate
in this dissertation (most notably, stigma, self-stigma and questions concerning
responsibility) but which should be addressed in public debates.
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Summary in Dutch
Dit proefschrift maakt deel uit van een breder onderzoeksproject naar “zelfmanagement”
in de psychiatrie en psychosomatiek. Het uitgangspunt van het project is dat dergelijk
zelfmanagement niet alleen neerkomt op het managen door jezelf, maar ook het
managen van jezelf. Maar wat betekent het om ‘jezelf te managen’ in de context van
een psychiatrische diagnose? Op die centrale vraag probeer ik in dit proefschrift een
antwoord te geven.
De kern van mijn antwoord bestaat eruit dat dergelijk zelfmanagement neerkomt op
het goed kunnen omgaan met ‘zelf-ambiguïteit’. Om dit antwoord goed uit te kunnen
werken heb ik drie deelvragen geformuleerd, die grofweg samenvallen met de drie secties
in mijn proefschrift, en die ik hieronder één voor één samenvat.

1. W
 at is zelf-ambiguïteit en hoe kunnen we dit fenomeen het beste
conceptualiseren?
Zelf-ambiguïteit heeft te maken met onzekerheid over wie je bent. Dit kan op twee
niveaus plaatsvinden. Op ervaringsniveau kan iemand ‘zich niet zichzelf voelen’ of de
ervaring hebben vervreemd te zijn van zichzelf. Zo iemand herkent zich niet in zijn of
haar daden, en kan het gevoel hebben dat er iets ‘niet klopt’. Daarnaast kan iemand op
een reflectief niveau moeite hebben met beredeneren ‘wie je bent’ of wat jouw verhouding
is tot iets of iemand anders. Het eerste (ervarings-)niveau wordt gekarakteriseerd door
een gebrek aan bewuste reflectie, hetgeen bij het tweede (reflectieve-) niveau centraal
staat. Zoals ik verderop duidelijk zal maken, is het voor zelfmanagement van belang om
naar de interactie tussen deze twee niveaus te kijken.
Zelf-ambiguïteit kan gedurende de levensloop vaker voorkomen: iemand kan zich
niet zichzelf voelen na een ontslag, of nadat een liefdesrelatie is beëindigd. Maar men
kan ook -op meer reflectief niveau- opnieuw moeten nadenken over ‘wie je bent’ na
een carrière switch of zodra je kinderen krijgt. In al deze gevallen kan het tot dan toe
vanzelfsprekende ‘dit ben ik’ opeens betwijfelbaar en ambigu worden.
Zelf-ambiguïteit komt echter vaker voor in een psychiatrische context. Enerzijds
doordat het ontvangen van een diagnose op zichzelf een ingrijpende ervaring kan zijn.
Anderzijds doordat het domein van de psychiatrie uit tal van complexe en onzekere
zaken bestaat waar de persoon in kwestie chocola van moet zien te maken. Ik zal enkele
voorbeelden geven ter illustratie.
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Eén van de meest voorkomende zelf-ambiguïteiten in de psychiatrie is wat psychiater
en filosoof John Sadler (2007) ‘zelf-stoornis ambiguïteit’ heeft genoemd. Hierbij is het
voor de persoon in kwestie niet duidelijk hoe zij ‘zichzelf ’ moet onderscheiden van ‘de
stoornis’. Zo zegt één van de bipolaire patiënten van Miklowitz (2002) het volgende:
“Het voelt alsof alles wat ik nu doe te maken heeft met mijn ziek-zijn. Als ik
vrolijk ben, komt dat door mijn manie; als ik verdrietig ben, komt dat door een
depressie. Ik wil niet denken dat telkens wanneer ik een emotie ervaar, telkens
wanneer ik boos word, dat dat komt doordat ik ziek ben. Sommige van mijn
emoties zijn gerechtvaardigd. Men zegt wel eens dat ik iedere dag iemand anders
lijk te zijn, maar zo ben ik! Ik ben nooit een stabiel persoon geweest.”103
Een andere beschrijving komt van Ruth Henry (2000), die jarenlang heeft geworsteld
met psychotische depressies, en zich afvraagt:
“Ik denk dat ik geboren ben met de neiging om pessimistisch te denken en om
gevoelig en angstig te zijn. Maar op welk punt is mijn temperament veranderd
in de symptomen van een ziekte? Zijn dit twee verschillende zaken, of zijn ze
hetzelfde?”
Socioloog David Karp (1992) geeft aan dat dergelijke vragen ook veel voorkomen bij
zelfhulpgroepen voor depressies en bipolaire stoornis:
“Het kwam regelmatig voor dat mensen praatten over het feit dat wanneer ze
agressief zijn, geïrriteerd enzovoorts, dat dat ‘de stoornis is’, en niet zijzelf. Eén
vrouw wiens echtgenoot bipolair was zei dat het ‘soms niet duidelijk is of híj praat
of dat de stoornis aan het woord is’. In een andere bijeenkomst zei een vrouw, die
een geschiedenis had van schooluitval, ‘Ik begon altijd met opleidingen en stopte
dan weer. Ik dacht eerst dat ik makkelijk verveeld raakte. Maar nu geef ik mezelf
noch de opleiding de schuld. Het komt niet door mijzelf of de opleiding; het
komt door mijn stoornis’. Weer een andere vrouw die twijfelde of ze weer terug
aan het werk moest als juffrouw vroeg zich hardop af ‘Wil ík niet meer gaan
werken, of komt het door de stoornis dat ik niet wil gaan werken?’. Een andere
deelnemer zei ‘Ik probeer de kern van mijn persoonlijkheid te ontdekken los van
de stoornis. Daarom ben ik hier, om erachter te komen waar de een ophoudt en
de ander begint.”
Deze citaten illustreren de moeite die mensen kunnen hebben met de verhouding
103 De hiergenoemde citaten zijn door mij uit het Engels vertaald.
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tussen ‘wie ze zijn’ en hun diagnose of stoornis. Dit is op zichzelf genomen al een lastige
taak, maar dit proces wordt nog complexer door tal van andere zaken die spelen in een
psychiatrische context. Zo blijkt dat veel mensen ook moeite hebben met de verhouding
tussen henzelf en hun hersenen. Men zou kunnen denken dat wij ‘ons brein zijn’. Maar
de meeste mensen proberen een genuanceerder antwoord te vinden. Uit onderzoek
blijkt bijvoorbeeld dat kinderen met ADHD worstelen met wie de baas is: zij of hun
brein. Immers, behandelingen die erop gericht zijn om hun hersenen te beïnvloeden,
zoals medicatie (of, wat ingrijpender, diepe brein stimulatie), hebben een significant
effect op hun handelen, gedachten en gemoedstoestand. Dit wijst erop dat hun brein op
een belangrijke manier samenhangt met ‘wie zij zijn’. Maar de precieze relatie blijft soms
onduidelijk en ambigu.
In Sectie I van dit proefschrift, probeer ik het fenomeen zelf-ambiguïteit filosofisch in
te kaderen. Dit doe ik allereerst in Hoofdstuk 2 door te verhelderen welke notie van het
‘zelf ’ toereikend is om na te denken over zelf-ambiguïteit. Hoewel er tal van zulke noties
zijn ontwikkeld in de filosofie en psychologie, beargumenteer ik dat voor de context van
de psychiatrie een zogeheten ‘multidimensionale en tevens coherente’ notie van het zelf
nodig is. Met andere woorden, het ‘zelf ’ bestaat uit verschillende dimensies (zoals een
lichaam, een narratief, sociale rollen, waarden, etc.) die tot op zekere hoogte coherent
samenhangen en elkaar kunnen beïnvloeden.
Vervolgens probeer ik in Hoofdstuk 3 de notie van zelf-ambiguïteit in te bedden in een
bestaande discussie over ‘internaliteit’ en ‘externaliteit’. Hierbij geef ik aan dat bestaande
posities in dit debat, zoals die van filosoof Harry Frankfurt, geen recht doen aan de
mogelijkheid dat het voor de persoon in kwestie simpelweg niet duidelijk is dat een
bepaalde handeling of emotie ervaren wordt als voortvloeiend uit mijzelf (‘internaliteit’)
of als externe kracht (‘externaliteit’).

2. H
 oe kunnen we zelf-ambiguïteit verhelpen? Oftewel, hoe manage
je jezelf?
Met de inkadering van zelf-ambiguïteit in Sectie I, probeer ik in Sectie II antwoord te
geven op hoe je zelf-ambiguïteit kunt verhelpen. Cruciaal hiervoor is een coherentie tussen
het ervaringsniveau en het reflectieve niveau. In een notendop treedt zelf-ambiguïteit op
zodra er een mismatch is tussen hoe jij je voelt of jezelf ervaart enerzijds, en hoe je
over jezelf nadenkt anderzijds. In Sectie II probeer ik aan te geven hoe de interactie
tussen deze twee niveaus in zijn werk gaat. Het uitgangspunt is dat hoe je jezelf ervaart
invloed heeft op hoe je over jezelf denkt, en vice versa. Hierbij is de notie van een
multidimensionaal zelf van belang om beide niveaus te kunnen omvatten.
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Hoofdstuk 4 gaat in op onze ervaring van handelingsmogelijkheden (affordances). Een
stoel biedt bijvoorbeeld de handelingsmogelijkheid om erop te zitten, en een ander
persoon biedt de mogelijkheid om een gesprekje over het weer te voeren. Ik laat zien
hoe zulke handelingsmogelijkheden op verschillende manieren ervaren kunnen worden.
Zo’n ervaring is altijd lichamelijk en affectief. Voorts beargumenteer ik dat wanneer
een handelingsmogelijkheid in lijn is met ons reflectieve zelfbeeld, dit een specifieke
(namelijk: niet-ambigue) zelfervaring oplevert, die gekarakteriseerd wordt door een
flexibel en moeiteloos handelen.
Waar Hoofdstuk 4 focust op onze (lichamelijk en affectieve) ervaring, focust Hoofdstuk
5 op de andere kant van dezelfde medaille: ons reflectieve zelfbeeld. Meer in het bijzonder
is dit hoofdstuk gesitueerd in een discussie over narratieve identiteit en narratief
zelfbegrip. In deze discussie wordt er van uit gegaan dat mensen zichzelf doorgaans
begrijpen in termen van een verhaal of narratief. Kortom, men probeert zichzelf en de
wereld eromheen te begrijpen door het verleden, heden en toekomst te interpreteren via
betekenisvolle relaties. Waar de bestaande discussie dergelijke narratieven vooral ziet als
abstract, probeer ik duidelijk te maken dat deze altijd samenhangen met de belichaamde
en affectieve ervaringen van handelingsmogelijkheden die in Hoofdstuk 4 besproken
zijn.
Aan het einde van Hoofdstuk 5 benadruk ik de actieve rol die mensen spelen in het
vormgeven van hun omgeving. In een zogeheten ‘narratieve niche’ bevinden zich
voornamelijk die handelingsmogelijkheden die al in lijn zijn met ons reflectieve/narratieve
zelfbeeld. Met andere woorden, door onze omgeving op een bepaalde manier vorm te
geven, voelen we ons meer onszelf (c.q. is er géén zelf-ambiguïteit op ervaringsniveau).
Deze gedachte vormt ook de achtergrond van Hoofdstuk 6. Daar ligt de nadruk op
zelfbedrog als een strategisch proces om informatie die strijdig is met jouw zelfbegrip te
negeren of op afstand te houden. Ook hier benadruk ik dat we actief onze omgeving
vormgeven, met name door bepaalde mensen wél, en andere mensen níet in onze
directe omgeving te accepteren. Vooral het internet en sociale media bieden tal van
handelingsmogelijkheden die ons in staat stellen om louter informatie die past bij ons
zelfbegrip toegankelijk te maken en daarmee onszelf te ervaren zoals we onszelf zouden
willen ervaren (ook al kan dat dus leiden tot zelfbedrog).
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3. W
 at zijn specifieke obstakels voor zelfmanagement in een psychiatrische
context?
In hoofdlijnen heeft Sectie I ons een conceptueel kader voor zelf-ambiguïteit geleverd
en heeft Sectie II aangeven hoe zelf-ambiguïteit kan ontstaan en verholpen kan worden
(namelijk: door coherentie te bewerkstelligen tussen het ervarings- en reflectieve niveau).
In Sectie III zoom ik in op de psychiatrische context.
In Hoofdstuk 7 focus ik op de zelf-stoornis ambiguïteit die we hierboven al kort bespraken.
Hierbij probeer ik de verschillende conceptuele, contextuele en epistemologische
obstakels in kaart te brengen die het verhelpen van zelf-stoornis ambiguïteit kunnen
bemoeilijken. Enkele voorbeelden die ik bespreek zijn reïficatie (c.q. de neiging om te
denken dat er twee ‘dingen’ of entiteiten zijn die verbonden moeten worden, namelijk
een ‘zelf ’ en een ‘stoornis’); het feit dat de categorieën uit het diagnostisch handboek voor
de psychiatrie volledig geabstraheerd zijn van persoonlijke en contextuele kenmerken
waardoor ze ongeschikt zijn voor zelfbegrip; epistemologische obstakels rondom het
toegang hebben tot, of vertrouwen van, je eigen ervaringen; en talige obstakels, meer in
het bijzonder de verschillende sociale krachten die bepalen hoe we spreken over ons-zelf
in de context van mentale stoornissen.
In Hoofdstuk 8 bespreek ik zelf-DBS ambiguïteit, oftewel de problemen in zelfervaring
en zelfbegrip die ontstaan bij psychiatrische patiënten die diepe hersenstimulatie (DBS)
ondergaan. Ik probeer hierbij een brug te slaan tussen twee kampen binnen een bestaand
debat: onderzoekers die benadrukken dat de patiënten in kwestie vooral problemen
ervaren op ervaringsniveau versus onderzoekers die stellen dat de patiënten in kwestie
moeite hebben met zelfbegrip op meer reflectief niveau. Door gebruik te maken van
de analyse uit Sectie II toon ik aan dat de claims van deze onderzoekers elkaar niet
uitsluiten en dat een meer genuanceerd beeld ontstaat zodra we de interactie tussen
ervaring en reflectie serieus nemen en centraal stellen.
Het proefschrift eindigt in Hoofstuk 9 met een samenvatting van de voornaamste
standpunten, een korte schets van hoe deze zich verhouden tot andere literatuur over
psychiatrisch zelf-management, en een verkenning van mogelijk interessante domeinen
voor vervolgonderzoek.
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“My two selves” by Anna Lente
Anna Lente is a licensed professional counselor who has bipolar disorder, dissociative
identity disorder, and post-traumatic stress disorder. By day she works as a community
mental health and addictions counselor. Outside work, she uses her personal experience
of severe mental illness in order to be an advocate; sharing articles, blog posts, and
artwork in order to raise awareness about mental illness and inspire others. Anna shares
her experiences under a pen name in order to separate her personal and professional
selves. Anna’s passion for advocacy stems from her experiences being mistreated by
others due to having severe mental illness. Through sharing her writing and art, she
hopes to raise awareness about mental illness both outside and within the mental health
system. Anna wants to encourage people that it is possible to have a fulfilling life and
have severe mental illness.
Anna’s work is available online at: https://blogs.psychcentral.com/counselingconfidential/author/alente/ and https://themighty.com/u/annalente/
About the self-portrait “My two selves”, she writes the following:
My two selves
This depicts my inner and outer self. My outer self on the right, is polite and refined. She is
nice and knows what to do to get along in life. My inner self has tumult and chaos, the raging
storms of bipolar disorder, the emotions and anxiety, all of the swirling thoughts that fill my
head. Yet the inner self feels very alive and interesting. The outer self is kind of boring.
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